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Abstract

Heteroclinic networks can form a skeleton for the nearby dynamics in terms of other

heteroclinic, homoclinic or periodic solutions. In many cases such solutions occur as

spatial profiles of fronts, pulses or wave-trains of certain spatially one-dimensional

partial differential equations in a comoving frame. The present thesis was motivated

by the numerical discovery of a self-organized periodic replication process of travelling

pulses, termed ’tracefiring’, in the three-component Oregonator model of the light-

sensitive Belousov-Zhabotinskij reaction.

In the first part of this thesis we consider ordinary differential equations in three or

higher dimensions and analyze homoclinic orbits bifurcating from certain heteroclinic

cycles between an equilibrium and a periodic orbit. Such heteroclinic cycles differ

significantly from heteroclinic cycles between equilibria, in particular the periodicity

induces a lack of hyperbolicity. We establish existence and uniqueness of countably in-

finite families of curves of 1–homoclinic orbits accumulating at certain codimension–1

or –2 heteroclinic cycles of this type. The main result shows the bifurcation of finitely

many curves of 1–homoclinic orbits from such codimension–2 heteroclinic cycles de-

pending on global topological properties of the heteroclinic sets. In addition, a leading

order expansion of the associated curves in parameter space is derived.

These heteroclinic cycles occur in spatial dynamics of spatially one-dimensional

reaction diffusion systems. Codimension–1 corresponds to fronts connecting stable

states and codimension–2 certain stable and unstable ones. The second part of this

thesis provides an analysis of the structure of relevant essential spectra, and boundary

as well as absolute spectra in the sense of Sandstede and Scheel (Physica D 145,

233–277, 2000). Our analysis includes vanishing diffusion rates as well as the case of

asymptotically periodic fronts and parts of their absolute spectra.

In the third part, the theoretical results are used to partially explain the afore-

mentioned tracefiring, which also occurs in other models. Codimension–1 heteroclinic

cycles can be viewed as a general framework for the constituents of tracefiring. For

the Oregonator model, a codimension–2 heteroclinic cycle and the spectral theory can

explain the onset of tracefiring. This is corroborated by numerical computation of

relevant spectra and solutions.
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Figure 1: Schematic picture of a typical heteroclinic cycle between an equilibrium and periodic

orbit, and a nearby 1–homoclinic orbit.

1 Introduction

Heteroclinic connections in ordinary and partial differential equations can serve as models

or explanations for interfaces and switching between two states. They frequently occur in

the spatial dynamics of spatially one-dimensional partial differential equations and systems

with symmetries, cf. [9, 37]. Heteroclinic networks, where heteroclinic connections are

building blocks, allow to model more complicated switching behavior between several

states. An important basic case is a heteroclinic cycle, where connections in the network

allow to return to a previous state. A natural question is whether the building blocks

of the heteroclinic network form a skeleton for the nearby dynamics in phase space for

close-by parameters. When all nodes in the network are hyperbolic fixed points, several

questions of this type have been addressed and answered for generic or symmetric flows

and diffeomorphisms [11, 36, 39, 50]. For instance, from a nondegenerate homoclinic orbit

to a hyperbolic equilibrium a locally unique family of periodic orbits bifurcates, which in

this sense accompany the homoclinic orbit, cf. [2, 5]. The presence of a Shil’nikov-type

homoclinic orbit has rather extreme consequences for the nearby dynamics, which admit

very complicated behaviors, cf. [63].

The first and main part of this thesis is contained in chapter 2, where bifurcation studies

of heteroclinic networks are extended to certain heteroclinic cycles which involve peri-

odic orbits. Such networks have been considered previously for diffeomorphisms in terms

of nonwandering sets and topology of bifurcation sets, cf. [19], and near homoclinic

orbits to an equilibrium at a Hopf bifurcation, cf. [18, 32]. Numerically and analyti-
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cally, heteroclinic cycles with periodic orbits have recently been found in several cases, cf.

[9, 29, 35, 41, 64, 65]. An important difference to heteroclinic cycles between equilibria is

that the phase shift of a periodic orbit introduces a center direction which counts towards

stable as well as unstable dimensions. As a consequence, heteroclinic cycles between two

periodic orbits may be structurally stable, which is not possible for heteroclinic cycles

between equilibria.

The main results in this chapter concern homoclinic bifurcation from heteroclinic cycles

between an equilibrium p0 and a periodic orbit γ as depicted in figure 1. These results

are valid for vector fields in any ambient dimension under generic and Melnikov-type

conditions. The result concerning bifurcation of homoclinic orbits assumes an additional

global topological condition. We define the codimension of such heteroclinic cycles as one

plus the dimension of p0’s unstable manifold minus the dimension of γ’s center-unstable

manifold. The cases where this codimension is 1 or 2 after possibly changing the direction

of time are considered. A homoclinic orbit to the equilibrium near such a cycle is called

1–homoclinic orbit, if it leaves and enters a neighborhood of the equilibrium only once.

The four main results can be described as follows.

Theorem 2.2: Fix a pair of solutions which converge to a hyperbolic periodic orbit in

forward and backward time respectively with the same asymptotic phase. All solutions

in a neighborhood of these can be parametrized by a countably infinite family of smooth

curves which wind around the periodic orbit j–times for any sufficiently large j. These

solutions are exponentially close in j to the given pair of solutions.

Theorem 2.3: Arbitrarily close to such a typical codimension–1 or –2 heteroclinic cycle,

there exists a countably infinite family of smooth curves of 1–homoclinic orbits to the

equilibrium. There is j0 such that 1–homoclinic orbits from the j–th connected curve

wind around the periodic orbit (j + j0)–times.

Theorem 2.5: From a typical codimension–2 cycle with finite winding number m ≥ 1,

i.e. ’rich’ transverse heteroclinic set (see hypothesis 5), m smooth curves of 1–homoclinic

orbits to the equilibrium bifurcate.
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Theorem 2.6: In the codimension–2 case and under hypothesis 5, depending on the leading

Floquet-exponents and the winding number m ≥ 1, the parameter curve of 1–homoclinic

orbits spirals or converges monotonically to the parameter value for the heteroclinic cycle

to leading order.

The main technique to prove theorems 2.2 and 2.3 is an extension of Lin’s method, cf.

[39], which uses exponential di- and trichotomies for the variation about heteroclinic con-

nections towards equilibrium and periodic orbit respectively. Major difficulties in this

approach are the lack of hyperbolicity due to the phase shift of the periodic orbit, and

the periodic distance of forward versus backward approach to the periodic orbit. The

first corresponds to presence of essential spectrum in the case of spatial dynamics and is

essentially overcome using exponentially weighted spaces. The second difficulty generally

excludes a connected curve of 1–homoclinic orbits which stays close to the heteroclinic

cycle due to a phase coherence condition with respect to the periodic orbit.

The winding number of the heteroclinic cycle that appears in theorem 2.5 describes how

often the transverse heteroclinic set winds around the periodic orbit and equilibrium.

For instance, it is 1 if the periodic orbit stems from a nearby Hopf-bifurcation of the

equilibrium. While the bifurcation of 1–homoclinic orbits may not be surprising, the

influence of the global topology suggests that bifurcation from such heteroclinic cycles

may be rather complicated.

Theorem 2.6 in fact states that the parameter curve geometry has one frequency which

is a fraction of the winding number, and another frequency given by the imaginary parts

of leading stable Floquet exponents. If both frequencies are nontrivial, resonances con-

ceivably prevent a spiraling curve, which is not possible for analogous heteroclinic cycles

between equilibria. In addition, intersections with non-leading strong stable fibers may

be structurally stable which alludes to the possibility of a countably infinite number of

structurally stable bifurcations akin to orbit flip bifurcations. These bifurcations occur at

homoclinic orbits with a non-leading rate of convergence, cf. e.g. [50]. However, we do not

pursue a further analysis of this observation.

Chapter 3 bridges these results to an application in reaction diffusion equations. In addi-
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Figure 2: Schematic space-time plot of tracefiring, in the original frame and comoving with the

primary pulse with speed c > 0.

tion, we report and augment results on the structure of essential, absolute and boundary

spectra for travelling waves in spatially one-dimensional reaction diffusion equations. Our

approach is guided by the work of Sandstede and Scheel, cf. e.g. [25, 51]. More precisely,

we consider spectra of travelling waves which connect stationary, spatially uniform or pe-

riodic solutions, and pulses with long periodic plateaus. In the latter case, the associated

spatially homoclinic orbit is close to a heteroclinic cycle with a periodic orbit. These re-

sults clarify the generic structure of essential spectra for such solutions and the relation of

Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions. In addition, spectra and solutions are shown

to typically converge locally in the limit for vanishing diffusion using singular perturbation

theory. Thus, on the one hand, we can conveniently rely on analytic semigroups assuming

small diffusion, but analyze solutions for vanishing diffusion, i.e. in fewer dimensions. On

the other hand, weak diffusion can be typically, accurately modeled by zero diffusion.

The main new result on the structure of spectra establishes the presence absolute spectrum

in certain regular critical isola of the essential spectrum of a periodic solution (theorem

3.3). Moreover, we consider relations between spectra of travelling waves – an infinite

dimensional problem – and properties of the associated solutions in the travelling wave

ordinary differential equation (ODE) – a finite dimensional problem. In particular, we

are interested in Morse indices and codimensions of heteroclinic connections given the

essential spectrum of the associated solutions for the partial differential equation (PDE).

In chapter 4 the results of chapters 2 and 3 are used to partially explain the phenomenon of

’tracefiring’, in particular for the three-component Oregonator model of the light-sensitive

Belousov-Zhabotinskij reaction. In fact, the work presented in chapters 2 and 3 originated

from analyzing tracefiring.
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Figure 3: Schematic picture of the heteroclinic cycle occurring in spatial dynamics of tracefiring.

In tracefiring, a primary pulse loses stability and starts to replicate itself: secondary

pulses periodically grow out the wake of the preceding travelling pulse-chain whose length

is thereby incremented periodically. This self-organized process has two characteristic

speeds: the speed of the primary pulse and the replication speed, see figures 2 and 16.

The term ’tracefiring’ is introduced in the present work, with emphasis on the Oregonator

model. It has been observed numerically in several other models [8, 17, 66, 67], and

named e.g. ’secondary trailing waves’ in [67]. The patterns involved are also reminiscent

of intermittency patterns for coupled cell dynamics found e.g. in [9].

In a comoving frame with the primary pulse’s constant speed, stationary building blocks of

tracefiring together constitute a heteroclinic cycle in the spatial direction (’spatial dynam-

ics’), cf. figure 3. Now n–pulses correspond to 1–homoclinic orbits close to the heteroclinic

cycle.

We explain the existence of these building blocks by the bifurcation theory of chapter 2

from a codimension 1 heteroclinic cycle between the background state and the stationary

periodic wave train. The results of chapter 3 imply that a spatially heteroclinic cycle

between a stable steady state and stable wave train is codimension–1, and the wave train’s

group velocity determines which of the connections is codimension–1, cf. figure 3.

For the Oregonator, the loss of stability of the primary pulse is mediated by pronounced

oscillations in its wake. We explain the instability by numerical computations of the

relevant spectra and solutions, the spectral theory of chapter 3 as well as the results of

chapter 2 concerning homoclinic bifurcation from codimension–2 heteroclinic cycles, cf.

figure 4.

The results of chapter 2 establish a correspondence of codimension–2 heteroclinic cy-
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Figure 4: Schematic picture of the heteroclinic cycle mediating the instability in the Oregonator.

cles between an equilibrium and periodic orbit with winding number 1 and analogous

codimension–2 heteroclinic cycles between two equilibria called ’T-points’ (for ’terminal

points’), cf. [28]. The latter have been used to partially explain trace- and the related

backfiring, cf. [6], in cases where a second steady state interacts with the pulse. This

has been found in several models, and T-points have been viewed as organizing centers

[38, 65, 66]. The results of chapter 2 imply that for both types of heteroclinic cycles,

suitable conditions cause the bifurcation of a locally unique curve of 1–homoclinic orbits

of the parameter curves. In addition, the geometry of the parameter curve is related to

the absolute spectrum of the periodic orbit or second equilibrium p1.

In the case of two equilibria, neglecting technical details, if only one curve of the essential

spectrum of p1 is unstable and the absolute spectrum of p1 contains the origin, then

the path spirals to leading order, otherwise it is monotone. Leading order spiraling of

the parameter curve actually allows to conclude an absolute instability for the partial

differential equation from the finite dimensional travelling wave ODE, cf. [42, 49, 52]. In

an absolute instability perturbations are not convected away, but grow pointwise, cf. [53].

As mentioned above, homoclinic bifurcations from heteroclinic cycles with a periodic or-

bit are generally different. Firstly the global topology causes the bifurcation of several

curves of 1–homoclinic orbits in a typical setting if the winding number is larger than one.

Secondly, due to possible resonances of eigenvalues and the period of the periodic orbit,

the parameter curves may be monotone to leading order despite an absolute instability

involving the origin.
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2 Homoclinic bifurcation from heteroclinic cycles

with periodic orbits

The aim of this chapter is to find curves of homoclinic orbits near heteroclinic cycles

between an equilibrium and a periodic orbit of codimension 1 oder 2, as described in the

introduction. For the main results of this chapter listed in the introduction, the notion of

codimension of these heteroclinic cycles plays a crucial role. A natural definition of the

codimension of a heteroclinic connection is the number of dimensions the connection lacks

for transversality: the ambient dimension plus the dimension of the intersection minus

the sum of stable and unstable dimension of target and source respectively. In case this

number is non-positive, the intersection is transverse.

The codimension of a heteroclinic cycle between two objects is then naturally the vector

of the two codimensions. However, a numeral suffices for the cases we consider, namely

the sum of only the positive codimensions of the connections. We will see later that this

coincides with the definition given in the introduction. Notice that this number does not

distinguish codimension (1, 1) and (2,m), where m ≤ 0. Counting dimensions, a cycle

between two equilibria has m = 0, while m = −1 for a cycle between an equilibrium and a

periodic orbit, because the center direction counts towards stable and unstable dimensions.

Hence, the sum of the codimensions of the connections is 2 for the case of two equilibria

and 1 for the case of one equilibrium and one periodic orbit. Therefore, codimension (1, 1)

does not occur for heteroclinic cycles between an equilibrium and a periodic orbit. In this

thesis, we only consider heteroclinic cycles between an equilibrium and a periodic orbit

with codimensions (1, 0) or (2,−1).

Definition 1 A heteroclinic cycle between an equilibrium and a periodic orbit is called

codimension–d for d = 1, 2, if one heteroclinic connection is transverse and the other

codimension–d.

Unless stated otherwise, in the following a codimension–d heteroclinic cycle for d = 1, 2

is between an equilibrium and a periodic orbit. Notice that in the codimension–1 case

one heteroclinic connection is codimension 0, i.e. it is typically one-dimensional and

transverse. Similarly, for codimension 2 one heteroclinic connection is codimension (−1),

7



i.e. it is typically two-dimensional and transverse. We will discuss this more formally

below.

Before presenting the detailed statements and proofs of the results described in the intro-

duction, we extend that discussion to emphasize the relation to previous results.

Firstly, we consider theorem 2.3 as formulated in the introduction. We call a heteroclinic

orbit converging towards the periodic orbit ’front’ and the heteroclinic orbit diverging

from the periodic orbit ’back’ of a potential 1–homoclinic orbit, cf. figure 2. In the case

of codimension–1 heteroclinic cycles theorem 2.3 states that all 1–homoclinics close to

front and back have almost matching phases with respect to the phase of the periodic

orbit. This phase coherence is satisfied periodically and enumerates the countably infinite

family of curves of 1–homoclinic orbits which accumulate at the heteroclinic cycle. Since

homoclinic orbits are also codimension–1, one might already expect that 1–homoclinic

orbits do not bifurcate from a codimension–1 heteroclinic cycle.

The problem of coherent phases does not appear for heteroclinic cycles between equilibria,

and poses major challenges for the analysis presented here. These appear already on the

level of theorem 2.2, which parametrizes all solutions close the heteroclinic cycles by fixed

points of a certain solution operator derived from the variation of constants formula.

The main point concerning theorem 2.5 is that codimension–2 heteroclinic cycles have a

winding number, which describes how often the transverse heteroclinic set winds around

the periodic orbit and equilibrium. For instance this is 1 near a Hopf bifurcation, and 2 if

the two-dimensional transverse heteroclinic set is a Möbius strip near the periodic orbit.

If the winding number m satisfies 1 ≤ m ≤ ∞, then theorem 2.5 proves the bifurcation of

m curves of 1–homoclinic orbits from the codimension–2 heteroclinic cycle.

Since the length of these 1–homoclinic orbits diverges, we can interpret this bifurcation

as a ’blue sky catastrophe’ for homoclinic orbits. This notion has been introduced for

periodic orbits as a codimension–1 bifurcation where both period and length diverge to

infinity, cf. e.g. [62]. We expect that the periodic orbits which accompany these homoclinic

orbits undergo a ’classical’ blue sky catastrophe.

For a codimension–2 heteroclinic cycle with winding number zero, the phase coherence

problem generally prevents a homoclinic bifurcation from the cycle, but the countably

8



infinite family of 1–homoclinics may consist of relatively long curve segments.

In chapters 3 and 4, we will see that codimension–1 cycles can be expected in spatial dy-

namics of certain reaction-diffusion equations. With a parameter in the reaction kinetics,

we expect to be able to observe codimension–2 cycles, because the speed of the travelling

wave provides an additional parameter. Indeed, codimension–1 and –2 heteroclinic cycles

between equilibria and periodic orbits have been found numerically in several applications:

• Spatial dynamics in [65]: connected curves of homoclinic orbits bifurcating from

codimension 1 and 2 in nine ambient dimensions for calcium flow models.

• In a center manifold of a laser model, codimension 2 in four ambient dimensions [64].

• In ODEs with symmetry: coupled cells [9], and in a singular limit [41].

• In celestial mechanics [35].

We point out analytic work concerning similar bifurcations for periodically forced systems

in [72] and Hamiltonian systems near resonance in [29], as well as heteroclinic bifur-

cation near Shil’nikov-Hopf bifurcations in [12, 18, 32]. Generic diffeomorphisms with

codimension–1 heteroclinic cycles, corresponding to codimension–2 for flows, have been

analyzed e.g. in [19], and abstract results concerning existence of generically unfolding

families of homoclinic orbits, as well as ergodic properties near the cycle were obtained.

Very recently, the splitting of the codimension–2 heteroclinic connection in codimension–2

heteroclinic cycles with winding number 1 has been shown in [48]. This also follows from

the results in this chapter.

The results in the present work appear to be the first ones concerning homoclinic bifur-

cation from heteroclinic cycles with periodic orbits in flows. They are independent of

the ambient dimension and amenable to identifying any n–homoclinic or periodic orbit

near the heteroclinic cycle. We expect the method applies to more general codimensions

and networks, and possibly to infinite dimensions. The periodic orbits are not assumed

small or near a Hopf bifurcation, nor is the system assumed to be nearly Hamiltonian.

Our setup is based on hyperbolicity and transversality. The backbone of the method are

9



recurrent dynamics and uniform estimates near the periodic orbit, as well as exponential

trichotomies. The latter are projections like exponential dichotomies, which in addition

account for the center direction induced by the phase shift of the periodic orbit.

2.1 Setting

Notation In the following, we use d to denote the codimension of the heteroclinic cycles

between an equilibrium and periodic orbit we will consider in this chapters. Unless stated

otherwise, d = 1 or d = 2 are both valid.

We consider the following ODE in R
n with n ≥ 2 + d, µ ∈ R

d, and ˙ = d
dξ , f of class Ck+1

in u and µ for k ≥ 1.

u̇ = f(u;µ)(2.1)

We assume that for µ = 0 equation (2.1) has an equilibrium p0 and a periodic solution

γ of minimal period Tγ > 0. Consider the first variation1 about γ, v̇ = ∂uf(γ(ξ); 0)v,

with associated evolution operator Φγ(ξ, ζ) : R
n → R

n, ξ, ζ ∈ R. By periodicity there is a

Floquet representation Φγ(ξ, 0) = Aper(ξ)e
Rξ , where Aper(ξ + Tγ) = Aper(ξ), Aper(0) = Id

and R has a kernel, cf. [14]. We assume hyperbolicity, i.e. the zero eigenvalue of R is

algebraically and geometrically simple and there are constants κ0 > 0 and κ > 0 such that

for dist(A,B) := inf{|a − b|, a ∈ A, b ∈ B} it holds that

dist(spec(∂uf(p0; 0)), iR) > κ0 and dist(spec(R) \ {0}, iR) > κ.(2.2)

For simplicity, we do not distinguish leading stable and unstable rates.

Definition 2 (Morse indices) The Morse index ip0 of the equilibrium p0 is the dimen-

sion of the unstable manifold Wu(p0). The Morse index iγ of the periodic orbit γ is the

dimension of the center-unstable manifold W cu(γ).

Any solution u to (2.1) that converges to γ in forward time has an asymptotic phase

α ∈ [0, Tγ): u(ξ) − γ(ξ + α) → 0 as ξ → ∞, cf. [14]. The collection of all points in the

1The letter v will be used to denote different objects in this chapter.
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stable manifold with the same asymptotic phase α is the strong stable fiber W ss
α (γ) and

the stable manifold satisfies W cs(γ) = ∪α∈[0,Tγ), see e.g. Theorem 2.2, Chapter 13 in [14].

Using a suitable Euler multiplier and coordinate change near γ for f , γ is the locally

unique hyperbolic periodic orbit of f(·;µ) with hyperbolicity rate κ and Morse index i(γ)

for all µ ∈ Λ ⊂ R
d, where Λ is a neighborhood of zero, cf. e.g. [48].

We assume there are heteroclinic orbits q1(ξ), q2(ξ) with asymptotic phase 0, which con-

nect p0 to γ and γ to p0 respectively. This heteroclinic cycle needs at least three ambient

dimensions, because the periodic orbit needs nontrivial stable and unstable manifolds.

Recall that the codimension of a heteroclinic connection was defined as the sum of un-

stable and stable dimension minus the sum of ambient dimension and dimension of the

intersection. We assume throughout that the connection is maximally transverse and so

the intersection is one-dimensional. Suppose ip0 = iγ + d − 1, which is the definition of

codimension used in chapter 1. Since the stable dimension of γ is n− iγ + 1 the following

computation shows that the cycle is codimension–d in the sense of definition 1:

n + 1 − (dim(Wu(p0) + dim(Wsc(γ)) = n + 1 − (iγ + d − 1 + n − iγ + 1) = 1 − d

n + 1 − (dim(Ws(p0) + dim(Wsc(γ)) = n + 1 − (n − (iγ + d − 1) + iγ − n − 1) = d

As mentioned in the discussion of codimension, the connection from p0 to γ is typically

d–dimensionally transverse and the connection from γ to p0 is typically lacks d dimensions

for transversality. Due to the center direction we have iγ ≥ 2, and since ip0 = iγ + 1 for

d = 2, it follows that ip0 ≥ 3 and so dim(Ws(p0)) ≥ 1 implies n ≥ 4.

Remark 1 A codimension–d heteroclinic cycle between an equilibrium and a periodic orbit

requires 3 + d ambient dimensions.

For later reference we summarize the assumptions.

Hypothesis 1 At µ = 0 the flow of equation (2.1) possesses a hyperbolic equilibrium p0

and a hyperbolic periodic orbit γ with rates of hyperbolicity κ0 and κ as in (2.2). There

are heteroclinic orbits q1(ξ), q2(ξ), which connect p0 to γ and γ to p0 respectively and both

have asymptotic phase 0 with respect to γ. The heteroclinic cycle consisting of p0, γ, q1

and q2 is codimension–d.
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Under the hyperbolicity assumption, theorem 4.3 in chapter 13 of [14] implies that there

is a constant K0 > 0 such that (α = 0 under hypothesis 1)

|q1(ξ) − γ(ξ + α)| ≤ K0e
−κξ for ξ ≥ 0

|q2(ξ) − γ(ξ)| ≤ K0e
κξ for ξ ≤ 0

|q1(ξ) − p0| ≤ K0e
κ0ξ for ξ ≤ 0

|q2(ξ) − p0| ≤ K0e
−κ0ξ for ξ ≥ 0.

(2.3)

Note that there is some freedom in choosing κ0 and κ. Let ν0 6= 0 be an eigenvalue of R

so that for any other eigenvalue ν 6= 0 of R it holds that |<(ν0)| ≤ |<(ν)|. Then for any

ε > 0 we can choose κ = |<(ν0)| + ε, and if ν0 is algebraically simple, then we can choose

κ = |<(ν0)|, cf. e.g. theorem 4.3 in chapter 13 of [14].

Since any orbit converging to γ has an asymptotic phase in [0, Tγ), α = 0 may be achieved

by considering q1(· − α) instead of q1. The assumption on the zero asymptotic phase of

q2 when approaching γ in backward time may be achieved independently by a suitable

choice of γ(0) or q2(0).

The role of α will become clear in section 2.4, where heteroclinic orbits in W1 := Wu(p0)∩
Wcu(γ) are varied.

Notice γ(Tγ/2) = γ(−Tγ/2), so the heteroclinics to γ and their asymptotic phases in (2.3)

give rise to an unbounded sequence Tj := jTγ/2 so that

|q1(Tj) − q2(−Tj)| ≤ Ce−κTj .(2.4)

This expresses the asymptotically periodic distance along the heteroclinics towards γ, cf.

figure 5, and 2j counts how often q1(ξ) and q2(ξ) wind around γ for ξ ∈ [0, Tj ].

Notation We use the following convention about constants that depend on f(·; 0), but

not on µ or L in estimates: C denotes constants, which in between steps of a computation

may absorb multiplicative factors or take a maximum value of finitely many constants.

This is implicitly done to serve readability by focussing on the essential asymptotic analy-

sis. The main ingredients of these constants are denoted Kj for integers j. Constants Cj

with some subscript j are fixed constants.
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q1(Tj)

γ(Tj+1)
q2(−Tj+1)

q1(Tj+1)

q2(−Tj)

γ(Tj)

Figure 5: Schematic picture of the asymptotically (Tγ/2)–periodic of q1(Tj) and q2(−Tj).

The variation wj = u − qj about the heteroclinics qj, j = 1, 2 (see figure 6) satisfies

ẇj = f(qj(·) + wj ;µ) − f(qj(·); 0) = Aj(·)wj + gj(wj , ·;µ)

Aj(ξ) := ∂uf(qj(ξ); 0)(2.5)

gj(wj , ξ;µ) := f(qj(ξ) + wj ;µ) − f(qj(ξ); 0) − Aj(ξ)wj .

From the definitions of gj and the independence of γ on µ, we can conclude that there is

a constant K1 so that for all ξ and w1, w2 in a neighborhood of zero

|gj(wj , ξ;µ)| ≤ K1(|wj |2 + |µ|(|wj | + |qj(ξ) − γ(ξ)|)
|∂wj

gj(wj , ξ;µ)| ≤ K1(|w2| + |µ|).
(2.6)

Let Φj be the solution operators (evolutions) to

v̇ = A1(·)v(2.7)

v̇ = A2(·)v.(2.8)

2.2 Exponential trichotomies

Notation In the following, slashes ’/’ separate alternative, valid choices.

Definition 3 Let φ(ξ, ζ) be the evolution operator of a linear non-autonomous ODE u̇ =

A(ξ)u. We say this ODE has an exponential trichotomy on I = R, I = R
+ or

I = R
−, if there exist families of complementary projections P s(ξ), P c(ξ) and P u(ξ), i.e.

P s +P c +P u ≡ Id and P s(P c +P u) ≡ 0, P c(P s +P u) ≡ 0, P u(P s +P c) ≡ 0. In addition,
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these are continuous for ξ ∈ I, and there exist constants K2 > 0, −κs < 0 < κu, such that

for ξ, ζ ∈ I, u ∈ Rn

|φ(ξ, ζ)P s(ζ)u| ≤ K2e
−κs(ξ−ζ)|u|, ξ ≥ ζ

|φ(ξ, ζ)P u(ζ)u| ≤ K2e
κu(ξ−ζ)|u|, ξ ≤ ζ(2.9)

|φ(ξ, ζ)P c(ζ)u| ≤ K2|u|, ∀ξ, ζ

φ(ξ, ζ)P s/c/u(ζ) = P s/c/u(ξ)φ(ξ, ζ), ξ ≥ ζ or ξ ≤ ζ as above.

We call P s the stable, P c the center, and P u the unstable projection, and their images

Es/c/u(ξ) := Rg(P s/c/u(ξ)) stable, center and unstable spaces. The ξ-independent dimen-

sion dim(ker((P u+P c)(ξ))) is referred to as the Morse index of the exponential trichotomy.

If P c ≡ 0 the exponential trichotomy is called an exponential dichotomy.

The estimate for the center direction is cast for our applications, where the center space is

always one-dimensional. For more general purposes the center estimate K2 is replaced by

K̃2e
η̃|ξ|, 0 < η̃ ≤ κu, κs, see e.g. [60]. While the crucial estimates and statements we will

derive also hold for this definition, the above formulation suffices and is more convenient.

Since the trichotomy projections are complementary, we obtain P sc := P s + P c and P u

as complementary families of projections as well as P cu := P s + P c and P s. We define

center-stable and center-unstable families of spaces E sc(ξ) := Rg(P sc(ξ)), and Ecu(ξ) :=

Rg(P cu(ξ)).

Remark 2 The main example of a trichotomy on R for our purposes occurs in v̇ =

∂uf(γ(ξ); 0)v, with κs/u ≥ κ. By the hyperbolicity assumption, the center space is one-

dimensional and the trichotomy estimates follow from the spectral assumptions on R from

the aforementioned Floquet representation of the evolution Φγ(ξ, 0) = Aper(ξ)e
Rξ. Let

P
s/c/u
γ (ξ) be the stable/center/unstable projections for this trichotomy. We further con-

clude that the images of the stable and unstable projections are the stable and unstable

eigenspaces E
s/u
R of R transported with Aper(ξ), because E

s/u
γ (ξ) = Aper(ξ)E

s/u
R . Since γ̇

is a periodic solution and ker(R) one-dimensional Ec
γ(ξ) = span{γ̇(ξ)}.

Lemma 1 (and notation) Under hypothesis 1, equation (2.7) possesses an exponential

dichotomy on R
− and equation (2.8) on R

+ with stable and unstable rates at least κ0.
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We denote the stable and unstable projections of these by P s
−1(ξ), P u

−1(ξ), ξ ≤ 0, for (2.7)

and P s
+2(ξ), P u

+2(ξ), ξ ≥ 0, for (2.8).

Furthermore, (2.7) possesses an exponential trichotomy on R
+ and (2.8) on R

−, with

κs/u ≥ κ. We denote the stable/center/unstable projections for (2.7) by P
s/c/u
+1 (ξ), ξ ≥ 0,

and for (2.8) by P
s/c/u
−2 (ξ), ξ ≤ 0. The projections’ images Es/c/u(ξ) inherit the sub-indices

of the projections and

Ec
+1(ξ) = Rg(P c

+1(ξ)) = span{q̇1(ξ)}, ξ ≥ 0

Ec
−2(ξ) = Rg(P c

−2(ξ)) = span{q̇2(ξ)}, ξ ≤ 0

Proof. Generally, if Aj(ξ), j = 1, 2, is asymptotically constant and hyperbolic then

u̇ = Aj(ξ)u has exponential dichotomies on R
+ and R

−, cf. e.g. [16]. This implies the claim

about exponential dichotomies, because by assumption limξ→∞ A2(ξ) = limξ→−∞ A1(ξ) =

∂uf(p0; 0) is hyperbolic with rate κ0, cf. (2.2).

However, the other asymptotic state ∂uf(γ(ξ); 0) is periodic with precisely one vanishing

Floquet exponent in the direction of γ ′. In this case, we use that trichotomies on R or R
±

are equivalent to two dichotomies of properly, exponentially shifted flows (cf. [60] Lemma

45.4 and choose the non-unique stable/unstable spaces correctly). For the existence of

these dichotomies we can apply Proposition 2.2 of [44], because the shifted matrices Aj(ξ)±
ηId for j = 1, 2 and κ > η > 0 are asymptotically periodic with non-vanishing Floquet

exponents for ξ → −(−1)j∞.

The expressions for the center-spaces follow, because these are one-dimensional, q̇j(ξ),

j = 1, 2 solve the respective variational equations and satisfy the center estimate. 2

The next lemma establishes projections that couple those of (2.7) and (2.8) near γ. We

say that a collection of projections is complementary, if the image of any one projection

lies in the kernel of the others, and the sum of the projections is the identity.

Lemma 2 Assume hypothesis 1 and consider the projections P
s/u/c
+1 (L), P

s/u/c
−2 (−L) from

the exponential trichotomies of (2.7) on R
+ and (2.8) on R

−. There exists strictly positive

constants ε0 < Tγ/2, K3, L0 such that the following holds. For L ≥ L0, with |L−Tj| ≤ ε0

for some j, there exist complementary projections P
s/u/c
L , continuous in L, whose images
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satisfy Rg(P s
L) = Es

−2(−L), Rg(P u
L) = Eu

+1(L), Rg(P c
L) = Ec

−2(−L) = span{q̇2(−L)},
and |P s/u/c

L | ≤ K3. In particular

P s
L + P c

L + P u
L = Id.(2.10)

Proof. To obtain the desired uniformly bounded projections, we can apply lemma 7 from

[69] to P sc
−2(ξ) and P u

+1(ξ), which converge to the complementary projections P sc
γ (ξ) for

ξ → −∞ and P u
γ (ξ) for ξ → ∞ respectively. The proof in [69] does not use the fact that the

matrices involved are asymptotically constant and applies with minor modifications here

as long as L is sufficiently close to the sequence Tj , i.e. there is j such that |L − Tj | ≤ ε0

for some ε0 > 0. We obtain a pair of complementary projections P
s/u
− (L), as smooth in L

as the original projections, and which satisfy

Rg(P s
−(L)) = Esc

−2(−L)

Rg(P u
−(L)) = Eu

+1(L).

Using these and the center projection P c
−2(−L) for the variation about q2, we define

P sc
L := P s

−(L)

P c
L := P c

−2(−L)P sc
L

P s
L := P sc

L − P c
L

P u
L := P u

−(L)

We first verify the ranges. By definition Rg(P u
L) = Eu

+1(L), while RgP c
L = span{q̇2(−L)}

and RgP s
L = Es

−2(−L) follow from

Rg(P sc
L ) = Esc

−2(−L) = Es
−2(−L) ⊕ span{q̇2(−L)}

Rg(P c
−2(L)) = span{q̇2(−L)}.

We conclude from the complementarity that P s
L + P c

L + P u
L = Id.

As to the kernels, the definitions give ker(P u
L) = Rg(P sc

L ), Rg(P u
L) = ker(P sc

L ) ⊂ ker(P c
L),

and the above implies Rg(P s
L) ⊂ kerP c

L, and Rg(P c
−2(L) ⊂ Rg(P sc

L ) so

ker(P c
L) = Rg(P u

L) + Rg(P s
L)

ker(P s
L) = ker(P sc

L − P c
L) = Rg(P c

L) + Rg(P u
L).
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w1(L) − w2(−L) =
q2(−L) − q1,α(L)

q1,α(0)

q2(0)

p0 γ

α

Wu(p0; µ(L))

Ws(p0; µ(L))

w1(ξ) = u(ξ) − q1,α(ξ)

w2(ξ) = u(2L + ξ) − q2(ξ)

Σ1

Σ2

step (1)
steps (3a,b)

1D/2D-transverse, step (2a)

codim–1, –2, steps (2b,c)

Figure 6: Schematic picture of adapted Lin’s method to find 1–homoclinic orbits near the het-

eroclinic cycle with a periodic orbit. Numbers indicate the steps describe in the text. For the

codimension–2 case α parametrizes distinct heteroclinic orbits.

2

Remark 3 Let L ≥ L0, |L − Tj| ≤ ε0 for some j. Notice that Ec
+1(L) is not necessarily

contained in a specific kernel of the projections P
s/c/u
L . But q̇1(L) is exponentially close

to γ̇(L), while q2(−L) is exponentially close to γ̇(−L). So in terms of suitable unit basis

vectors Ec
−2(−L) and Rg(P c

L) are exponentially close to span{γ̇(−L)} and Rg(P c
γ ) respec-

tively. Using the sequence Tj introduced above, the spaces Ec
+1(Tj) and Ec

−2(−Tj) are

exponentially close to span{γ̇(Tj)} in this sense. In particular, P c
LP u

−2(−L) = O(e−κL),

and P c
LP

s/u
+1 (L) = O(e−κL), P

s/u
+1 (L)P c

L = O(e−κL), see e.g. [44, 50].

2.3 1–homoclinic orbits near heteroclinic cycles with periodic orbits

Using to the variations (2.5) about the heteroclinics, we next set up a fixed point formu-

lation akin to Lin’s method [39] to find 1–homoclinic orbits near the heteroclinic cycle in

parameter and phase space.

The method to prove theorem 2.5 consists of three major steps, see figure 6: Firstly,

in section 2.3.1, for codimension 1 and 2 we parametrize all small ’glued’ variational

solutions. These consist of two parts, one near a heteroclinic from p0 to γ and one near

the heteroclinic from γ to p0, which are ’glued together’ near γ. Secondly, in section 2.3.2,
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for codimension 1 and 2 we show that parameters can be chosen such that some of these

solutions lie in the stable/unstable manifold of the equilibrium p0. This gives the desired

1–homoclinic orbits. Thirdly, in section 2.4 and for the codimension–2 case, we patch

these 1–homoclinic orbits together and obtain a connected curve that actually bifurcates

from the heteroclinic cycle. More precisely, the process consist of six steps, cf. figure 6:

(1) Parametrize all solutions passing near γ and q1, q2 (this proves theorem 2.2), i.e.

’glue’ variations w1(L), w2(−L) and q1,α(L), q2(−L) together to obtain continuous

solutions to (2.1).

(2a) Match the glued solutions with Wu(p0) near the transverse intersection W1 =

Wu(p0) ∩Wcu(γ).

(2b) Match the transverse part by Ljapunov-Schmidt reduction near the intersection of

Ws(p0) and Wcu(γ).

(2c) Match the remaining part by Melnikov’s method (this proves theorem 2.3) to obtain

a family of curves of 1–homoclinic orbits.

(3a) Patch part of the curves of 1–homoclinics together by varying the underlying hete-

roclinic for d = 2.

(3b) Patch all 1–homoclinics together using the global topological hypothesis 5 to obtain

a smooth connected curve of 1–homoclinic orbits and parameters that bifurcate from

the heteroclinic cycle

Remark 4 For the codimension–2 case, let Γ denote a curve of heteroclinic points trans-

verse to the flow. For the codimension–1 case set Γ := {q1(0)}. In figure 6, the parameter

L geometrically means the semi travel time between some small transverse sections Σ1

and Σ2 near Γ and q2(0) respectively: any solution u passing near the heteroclinic cycle

has unique ’hit’ times ξ1, ξ2 at which u(ξ1) ∈ Σ1 and u(ξ2) ∈ Σ2. The uniquely defined

semi-travel-time from Σ1 to Σ2 is then L = (ξ2 − ξ1)/2. However, in the approach below,

we need more flexibility and do not interpret L as this strict semi travel time. Instead, we

first view L as an abstract parameter, and a posteriori it turns out L is close to the above
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semi travel time. In particular, for homoclinic solutions it turns out that L is the semi

travel time up to an exponentially small adjustment, see remark 7.

Steps 1-2c involve successive elimination of variables by the following slightly non-standard,

but well known, implicit function theorem. In lack of a reference, we prove it here in a

unified form to be conveniently used for all the steps.

Theorem 2.1 Let X, Y and Z be open neighborhoods of zero, and I an open set, all

in some ambient Banach spaces. For convenience, we denote all norms by | · |. Let

Q : Z × I → L(Y,X), R : Y × Z × I → X and S : I → X be Ck, k ≥ 1, in all variables.

Assume that for z ∈ Z, L ∈ I the linear map Q(z, L) invertible and there exists positive

constants C1, C2 such that ||Q−1(z, L)|| ≤ C1 and

|R(y, z, L)| ≤ C2((|z| + |y|)|y| + |z|).(2.11)

Let C∗ := C1C2, ry := 4C∗+1
4C∗(2C∗+1) , rz := 1

4C∗(2C∗+1) . Then any solution to

Q(z, L)y + R(y, z, L) = S(L)(2.12)

for y ∈ Y∗ := {y ∈ Y | |y| < ry}, z ∈ Z∗ := {z ∈ Z | |z| < rz} and L ∈ I satisfies

|y| ≤ 2(C∗|z| + C1|S(L)|).(2.13)

If in addition C1|S(L)| ≤ 1
8C∗

for L ∈ I and

|∂yR(y, z, L)| ≤ C2(|z| + |y|),(2.14)

then there exists a Ck function y∗ : Z∗ × I → Y∗ such that y∗(z, L) uniquely solves (2.12)

for y ∈ Y∗.

Proof. By assumption on Q, we can rewrite the equation to be solved as

y = r(y, z, L) := −Q(z, L)−1(R(y, z, L) + S(L))(2.15)

with a Ck function r : Y ×Z × I → Y , and for y ∈ Y∗ and z ∈ Z∗ we have by assumption

C∗(|z| + |y|) ≤ 1
2 . Since ||Q−1(z, L)|| ≤ C1 it follows from (2.11) that (2.15) implies

|y| ≤ 1
2 |y| + C∗|z| + C1|S(L)|

⇒ |y| ≤ 2(C∗|z| + C1|S(L)|).
(2.16)
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Assumption (2.14) yields r(·, z, L) a uniform contraction of Y∗ for z ∈ Z∗, L ∈ I, because

|r(y1, z, L) − r(y2, z, L)| ≤ sup
y∈Y∗

|Q(z, L)−1(∂yR(y, z, L))||y1 − y2| ≤
1

2
|y1 − y2|.

Finally, C1|S(L)| ≤ 1
8C∗

for L ∈ I implies r(·, z, L) maps Y∗ into itself for all z ∈ Z∗ and

L ∈ I, because it follows from (2.16) and |z| ≤ rz that

|r(y, z, L)| ≤ 1

2
|y| + C∗|z| + C1|S(L)|) <

1

2
ry +

1

4(2C∗ + 1)
+

1

8C∗
= ry

Hence, the uniform contraction principle, e.g. [13] theorem 2.2, provides the locally unique

fixed point y∗ ∈ Y∗, which is Ck in z ∈ Z∗ and L ∈ I. 2

2.3.1 Glued solutions

In this step, we only use the local structure near the periodic orbit. The global heteroclinic

structure plays no role, and for any pair of solutions, one converging forward and one

backward to a hyperbolic periodic orbit, we parametrize all orbits passing the periodic

orbit near this solution pair using the approximate semi travel time L.

For L > 0, we consider solutions w1(ξ+), ξ+ ∈ [0, L], and w2(ξ−), ξ− ∈ [−L, 0], to

(2.5), and for L ≥ L0 we use the projections from lemma 1 to denote w
s/c/u
+1 (ξ+) :=

P
s/c/u
+1 (ξ+)w1(ξ+), w

s/c/u
−2 (ξ−) := P

s/c/u
−2 (ξ−)w2(ξ−), as well as

W




ξ+

ξ−



 :=




w1(ξ+)

w2(ξ−)



 =




ws

+1(ξ+) + wu
+1(ξ+) + wc

+1(ξ+)

ws
−2(ξ−) + wu

−2(ξ−) + wc
−2(ξ−)



(2.17)

In the following, we write vectors as columns or rows interchangeably. The glued solutions

will be concatenations of w1(ξ+) + q1(ξ+) and w2(ξ−) + q2(ξ−) on [0, 2L] by means of

u(ξ) =

{
q1(ξ) + w1(ξ) , ξ ∈ [0, L]

q2(ξ − 2L) + w2(ξ − 2L) , ξ ∈ [L, 2L]
(2.18)

Hence, the variational parts have to satisfy the boundary condition w1(L) + q1(L) =

w2(−L) + q2(−L) or equivalently the ’gluing condition’

bL := q2(−L) − q1(L) = w1(L) − w2(−L).(2.19)

We call variational solutions w1, w2 glued, if they satisfy (2.19). For the contraction

argument to find glued solutions, we will need bL to be small. Since bL is asymptotically
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periodic, we cannot expect to be able to track glued solutions for all L by our method

without further assumptions.

Lemma 3 Assume hypothesis 1. There exists a sequence of disjoint open intervals Ij for

a j0 ≥ 0 with length |Ij| ≤ e−κ sup Ij ≤ ε0 such that if L ∈ Ij for some j ≥ 0, then

|bL| ≤ K4e
−κ sup Ij

Proof. As noted in (2.4), for the period Tγ of γ we have that γ(Tγ/2) − γ(−Tγ/2) = 0.

Hypothesis 1 implies that for ξ ≥ 0 we have

|q1(ξ) − γ(ξ)| ≤ K0e
−κξ

|q2(−ξ) − γ(−ξ)| ≤ K0e
−κξ.

Hence, for Tj := jTγ/2 it holds that |b(Tj)| = |q1(Tj) − q2(−Tj)| ≤ Ce−κTj . Define

Ij := (Tj − e−κ(Tj+1)/2, Tj +e−κ(Tj+1)/2), so the lengths satisfy |Ij | ≤ exp(−κ sup Ij). For

K̄4 := supξ∈R+ |q′1(ξ)| + supξ∈R− |q′2(ξ)| and all L ∈ Ij we have

|q1(L) − q1(Tj)| + |q2(−L) − q2(Tj)| ≤ sup
ξ∈Ij

|q′1(ξ)| |L − Tj | ≤ K̄4|Ij |.

Thus, if L ∈ Ij for some j ≥ 0 then it holds that

|bL| = |q1(L) − q2(−L)| ≤ |q1(L) − q1(Tj)| + |q1(Tj) − q2(Tj)| + |q2(Tj) − q2(L)|

≤ K̄4|Ij | + 2K0e
−κTj ≤ (K̄4 + 2K0e

κTγ/2)e−κ sup Ij ≤ Ce−κ sup Ij .

2

There is j0 ≥ 0 so that for j ≥ j0 the intervals Ij are all disjoint, because |Ij | → 0.

Notation Ib := ∪j≥j0Ij ⊂ R
+ is the set of almost phase coherent parameters L.

The periodic orbit’s phase shift introduces lack of hyperbolicity, which causes some dif-

ficulties to obtain uniform estimates in L below. However, analogues of these can be

achieved in exponentially weighted norms. It turns out that a good choice of space for

the fixed point formulation of glued solutions is the product X η

L̃
of exponentially weighted

spaces Cη,L̃ = C0([0, L̃], Rn) and C−η,L̃ = C0([−L̃, 0], Rn) with norms

||w1||η,L̃ := sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

|eηξw1(ξ)|

||w2||−η,L̃ := sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

|e−ηξw2(ξ)|.
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With W =
(

w1

w2

)

we define

X η

L̃
:= Cη,L̃ × C−η,L̃

||W ||η
L̃

:= ||w1||η,L̃ + ||w2||−η,L̃

(2.20)

We will consider spaces for fixed L̃ and variational solutions with L ≤ L̃ to be able to

conclude smoothness in L in a fixed space.

Notation Throughout this chapter, we fix an arbitrary η so that 0 < η < κ, and only

consider the spaces X η
L as well as X 0

L. For convenience we set XL := X η
L and ||·||L := ||·||ηL.

In addition, we omit dependence of constants on η.

The norms on X 0
L and XL are equivalent for L < ∞, but one of the constants relating the

norms diverges continuously as L → ∞. Hence, for L < ∞ the spaces coincide as sets and

smoothness in one space implies it in the other. For any 0 < L1 ≤ L2 we have

sup
0≤ζ≤L1

|w(ξ)| ≤ ||w||η,L1 ≤ ||w||η,L2 , sup
−L1≤ζ≤0

|w(ξ)| ≤ ||w||−η,L1 ≤ ||w||−η,L2 ,(2.21)

hence ||W ||0L1
≤ ||W ||L1 and for W ∈ XL1 ∩ XL2 we have ||W ||L1 ≤ ||W ||L2 . Analogously,

we obtain ||W ||L ≤ eηL||W ||0L for any L.

Notation We denote by Bρ(y) be the open ball of radius ρ centered at y in a metric space

given by the context. For the spaces introduced above, we denote Bρ(W ;L) := Bρ(W ) ⊂
XL, and B0

ρ(W ;L) := Bρ(W ) ⊂ X 0
L.

So for L1 ≤ L2 and W ∈ XL2 it holds that as sets Bρ(W ;L1) ⊃ Bρ(W ;L2), and for any

L > 0 we have B0
ρ(W ;L) ⊃ Bρ(W ;L) ⊃ B0

ρ exp(−ηL)(W ;L).

To obtain smoothness in L, we will fix the space, i.e. an L̃ ∈ Ib. By the estimate ||W ||L ≤
||W ||L̃ for any L < L̃ uniform estimates in L̃ that only depend on L̃−L are possible. Given

L̃ ∈ Ib, let Ĩ be the interval in Ib containing L̃, and denote Ib(L̃) := Ĩ ∩ (0, L̃). See figure 7

for these definitions. For L0 from lemma 2, denote I0
b := Ib ∩ (L0,∞), I0

b (L̃) := Ib(L̃)∩ I0
b .

The set I0
b can be thought of as the set of phase coherent approximate semi-travel times

L between sections Σ1 and Σ2. In the course of this chapter more restrictions on L will

be imposed and the lower bound will be L0 increased.

To prepare the precise statement of theorem 2.2, we establish some more notation. Let
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Ĩ = Ij+1 Ij+2Ij

Tj
Tj+1 Tj+2

Ib(L̃) L̃

Figure 7: Image of the definitions for sets of approximate semi travel times.

Λδ
L̃

:= Bδ exp(−ηL̃)(0) ∩ Λ ⊂ R
d. The parts of the initial conditions that decay towards γ

in light of the trichotomy estimates (2.9) will be taken as parameters and denoted

W0 :=




w̃1

w̃2



 :=




ws

+1(0)

wu
−2(0)





To compensate not using transverse sections Σj for the initial conditions of the variations,

see remark 4, we need to consider shifted variations: given a solution u to (2.1) define

w1(ξ;σ) := u(ξ + σ) − q1(ξ)

w2(ξ;σ,L) := u(2L + σ + ξ) − q2(ξ)

W (σ,L) := (w1(·;σ), w2(·;σ,L))

W0(σ,L) := (P s
+1(0)w1(0;σ), P u

−2(0)w2(0;σ,L))

(2.22)

The solution operator G referred to in the following theorem will be defined below.

Theorem 2.2 Assume hypothesis 1. There exist positive constants ε, L1, δ, C > 0 such

that the following holds for all L̃ ∈ I0
b ∩ (L1,∞), L ∈ I0

b (L̃) ∩ (L1,∞) and µ ∈ Λδ
L̃
, W0 ∈

Bδ(0) ⊂ Es
+1(0)×Eu

−2(0). There exists W 1(W0, µ, L) ∈ X 0
L̃
, which is Ck in (W0, µ, L) and

a fixed point of G. Any fixed point of G for |µ| < δ, |W0| < δ and L ≥ L1 satisfies

||W 1(W0, µ, L)||L̃ ≤ C(|µ| + |W0| + e(η−κ)L̃).(2.23)

Let u be a solution to (2.1) for µ ∈ Λ and assume there are σ ∈ R and L ≥ L1 such that

µ ∈ Λδ
L and for the variations ||W (σ,L)||0L < ε. There exists `L ∈ I0

b ∩(L1,∞) and a unique

σL = σ + O(|wc
+1(L;σ)|) which is Ck in L, so that W (σL, `L) = W 1(W0(σL, `L), µ, `L).

Notice that for fixed µ, the parameters W0 and L give n dimensions. Since the ambient

space has this dimension, a one-dimensional set of solutions given by the theorem is

necessarily related by time shifts. We define I 1
b := I0

b ∩ (L1,∞) and I1
b (L̃) := I0

b (L̃) ∩ I1
b .
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Remark 5 It follows from (2.23) that for µ,W0 → 0 and L → ∞ fixed points of G
converge to the set of heteroclinic points {q1(ξ)|ξ ≥ 0} ∪ {q2(ξ)|ξ ≤ 0}. While solutions to

(2.1) with approximate semi travel time L 6∈ Bε(I
1
b ) are beyond the reach of theorem 2.2,

such solutions cannot lie arbitrarily close to q1 and q2 simultaneously.

For an approach to the uniqueness of small glued solutions using an unambiguous semi

travel time L we refer to remark 4. Notice that, the ambiguity in defining the approximate

semi0travel time is resolved in theorem 2.2 by the unique small time shift σL, and param-

eters W0, L, µ in ranges given in the theorem identify glued solutions with small variation

uniquely up to this time shift.

Counting parameters and boundary/initial conditions for q1 and q2 there are 2n+2 degrees

of freedom. We aim to satisfy (2.19) using n initial conditions, leaving the rest for the

matching steps 2a-2c.

For the existence proof, we will set up the solution operator assuming P c
Lw1(L) = 0,

which means wc
+1(L) = 0 by closeness of Rg(P c) and span{q̇1(L)}, see remark 3. The

second statement of the theorem means that all solutions which are simultaneously close

to q1 and q2 in phase and parameter space can be parametrized by W 1 up to a small

shift in time. In slight abuse of language we interpret this as a uniqueness statement of

nearby solutions in terms of W 1. To prove this uniqueness, we will solve wc
+1(L;σ,L) :=

P c
+1(L)(u(L + σ) − q1(L)) = 0, in terms of σ, if w1(L;σ0, L) is small for a given solution

u. For the codimension–2 case, we will later show that a topological assumption on W1

allows to choose heteroclinics in W1 so that wc
+1(L;σ0, L) = 0 for any homoclinic u which

is uniformly close the heteroclinic cycle.

The formulation of (2.19) as a contraction fixed point problem should be set up so we

can expect small solutions. To achieve this, boundary conditions at L for wu
+1(L) and

ws
−2(−L) are promising by the trichotomy estimates (2.9). Similarly, initial conditions

W0 = (ws
+1(0), w

u
−2(0)) will render ws

+1(L), wu
−2(−L) small. The following ad hoc deriva-

tion of a solution operator for glued solutions will be justified in lemma 4. We shall use

the variation of constants formula with these boundary conditions and the splitting into

linear and nonlinear part as in (2.5). The solution operator G, on the spaces XL̃, cf. (2.20),
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will be of the form

G(W ;W0, µ, L) = A(L)W0 + N (W ;µ,L) + B(L).(2.24)

Here A, N and B are functions of ξ+ and ξ− as in (2.17). We denote the evolutions Φ1

and Φ2 and nonlinearities of (2.5) projected with the trichotomies by

Φ
s/c/u
+1 (ξ, ζ) := P s

+1(ξ)Φ1(ξ, ζ)

Φ
s/c/u
−2 (ξ, ζ) := P s

−2(ξ)Φ2(ξ, ζ)

As mentioned above, we take wc
+1(−L) = 0 and define, or rather conclude from (2.19) and

the variation of constants formula, the three parts of the solution operator respecting the

gluing boundary condition. To stress the splitting of growth, decay and center directions,

the projections by the trichotomies are written line-wise.

We start by defining a (exponentially small, cf. (2.9)) linear coupling term of w1 and w2

c1(W0, L) := Φu
−2(−L, 0)w̃2 − Φs

+1(L, 0)w̃1 , and(2.25)

A(L)




ξ+

ξ−



W0 :=

















Φs
+1(ξ+, 0)w̃1

+Φu
+1(ξ+, L)P u

Lc1(W0, L)

0

Φs
−2(ξ−,−L)P s

L(−c1(W0, L))

+Φu
−2(ξ−, 0)w̃2

+Φc
−2(ξ−,−L)P c

L(−c1(W0, L))

















(2.26)

Next, we define a nonlinear coupling term c2 = c2(W ;L, µ) and the nonlinearity N .

c2(W ;L, µ) :=

−L∫

0

Φu
−2(−L, ζ)g2(w2(ζ), ζ;µ)dζ −

L∫

0

Φs
+1(L, ζ)g1(w1(ζ), ζ;µ)dζ,(2.27)
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N (W ;µ,L)




ξ+

ξ−



 :=



























ξ+∫

0

Φs
+1(ξ+, ζ)g1(w1(ζ), ζ;µ)dζ

+
ξ+∫

L

Φu
+1(ξ+, ζ)g1(w1(ζ), ζ;µ)dζ + Φu

+1(ξ+, L)P u
Lc2

+
ξ+∫

L

Φc
+1(ξ+, ζ)g1(w1(ζ), ζ;µ)dζ

ξ−∫

−L

Φs
−2(ξ−, ζ)g2(w2(ζ), ζ;µ)dζ − Φs

−2(ξ−,−L)P s
Lc2

+
ξ−∫

0

Φu
−2(ξ−, ζ)g2(w2(ζ), ζ;µ)dζ

+
ξ−∫

−L

Φc
−2(ξ−, ζ)g2(w2(ζ), ζ;µ)dζ − Φc

−2(ξ−,−L)P c
Lc2



























(2.28)

Notice, that N (0; 0, L) ≡ 0, because gj(0, ·; 0) ≡ 0 for j = 1, 2. Finally, the boundary term

of the solution operator, which captures the rest of the gluing condition (2.19), is given by

B(L)




ξ+

ξ−



 :=








Φu
+1(ξ+, L)P u

LbL

−Φs
−2(ξ−,−L)P s

LbL

−Φc
−2(ξ−,−L)P c

LbL








(2.29)

Notice that G(·;W0, µ, L) maps XL into itself for any W0, µ and L < ∞.

The following lemma establishes the connection of fixed points of G with glued solutions.

Lemma 4 Assume hypothesis 1 and take L0, ε0 as in lemma 2. Let W be a fixed point

of the operator G(·;W0, µ, L), as defined in (2.24) for some W0 ∈ Es
+1(0)×Eu

−2(0), µ ∈ Λ

and L ≥ L0 such that |L − Tj | ≤ ε0 for some j. Then W solves (2.5) and (2.19).

There exists ρ0 > 0, such that the following holds. Let u be a solution to (2.1) and assume

there are σ0 and L ≥ L0 so that |L − Tj | ≤ ε0 for some j and |w1(L;σ0)| ≤ ρ0. There

exists a locally unique Ck function σL = O(wc
+1(L;σ0)) which solves wc

+1(L;σ) = 0 such

that W (σL, L) = G(W (σL, L);W0(σL, L), µ, L).

Proof. Let W be a fixed point for some W0, µ, L, i.e. at ξ± = ±L we have

W (L,−L) = A(L)(L,−L)W0 + N (W ;W0, µ, L)(L,−L) + B(L)(L,−L).

To check the gluing (boundary) condition (2.19), we need to compute the difference of

the first and second components. The left hand side yields w1(L) − w2(−L), hence the
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right hand side’s difference should be bL. Using lemma 2 it holds that P u
+1P

u
L = P u

L and

P s
−2P

s
L = P s

L and P c
−2P

c
L = P c

L. So the parts of G at ξ± = ±L are

A(L)(L,−L)W0 =




Φs

+1(L, 0)w̃1 + P u
Lc1(W0, L)

−P sc
L c1(W0, L) + Φu

−2(−L, 0)w̃2





N (W ;W0, µ, L)(L,−L) =








L∫

0

Φs
+1(L, ζ)g1(w1(ζ), ζ;µ)dζ + P u

Lc2(W ;L, µ)

−P sc
L c2(W ;L, µ) +

−L∫

0

Φu
−2(−L, ζ)g2(w2(ζ), ζ;µ)dζ








B(L)(L,−L) =




P u

LbL

−P sc
L bL





By (2.10), the component’s difference in B yields bL. We see from (2.10) and the definitions

of c1(W0, L) and c2(W ;L, µ) that the components’ differences in A and N vanish. In

particular, this shows that the image of G(·,W0, µ, L) for any function satisfies (2.19).

Finally, differentiation shows that a fixed point solves (2.5).

Now assume W (σ,L) is a glued solution pair with wc
+1(L;σ) = 0 and L ≥ L0, |L−Tj | ≤ ε0

for some j. Set W0 := (ws
+1(0;σ), wu

−2(0;σ,L)), so by definition of G we have

ws
+1(0;σ) = P s

+1(0)G1(W (σ,L);W0, µ, L)(0)

wu
−2(0;σ,L) = P u

−2(0)G2(W (σ,L);W0, µ, L)(0).

Since W (σ,L) satisfies (2.19) it follows that w1(L;σ) − w2(−L;σ,L) = bL. By lemma 2

this equation can be decomposed into

wu
+1(L;σ,L) = P u

L(bL + wu
−2(−L;σ,L) − ws

+1(L;σ))

wc
−2(−L;σ,L) = P c

L(bL + ws
+1(L;σ) − wu

−2(−L;σ,L))

ws
−2(−L;σ,L) = P s

L(bL + ws
+1(L;σ) − wu

−2(−L;σ,L)).

At ξ = L the variation of constants for w1(ξ;σ) with initial condition w1(0;σ) gives

w1(L;σ) = Φ(L, 0)w1(0;σ) +

∫ L

0
Φ(L, ζ)g1(w1(ζ;σ), ζ, µ)dζ.

Project the right hand side with P s
L, P c

L, P u
L respectively and use the above decomposition

of wu
+1(L;σ) as well as the definition of the coupling terms c1 and c2. This yields precisely
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the terms of G1(W (σ,L),W0, µ, L)(L). Similarly, we obtain G2(W (σ,L),W0, µ, L)(−L).

Hence, at ξ± = ±L both W (σ,L) and G(W (σ,L),W0, µ, L) solve the same initial value

problem and therefore coincide.

It remains to solve wc
+1(L;σ) = 0 for σ near σ0 given |wc

+1(L;σ,L)| is sufficiently small.

Note ker P c
+1(L) = Es

+1(L) ⊕ Eu
+1(L) is a linear n − 1 dimensional subspace, transverse

to the flow, because Rg(P c
+1(L)) = span{q̇1(L)}. By continuity there exists ρ0 > 0 and

a constant C > 0 such that for |u(L + σ0) − q1(L)| ≤ ρ0 we have | d
dσ |σ=σ0u(L + σ)| ≥

C min{q̇1(ξ) | 0 ≤ ξ < Tγ} > 0 uniformly in L. The implicit function theorem applies and

u(L + σL) ∈ q1(L) + kerP c
+1(L) for a unique σL near σ0. By smoothness of the flow σL is

O(wc
+1(L; 0)) and Ck in L. Since w1(L;σ0) = u(L + σ0) − q1(L) the claim follows. 2

For the local existence and uniqueness up to time shifts of glued solutions, this lemma

allows to assume wc
+1(L) = 0 without loss of generality, so we focus on the following fixed

point equation, which we want to solve by means of theorem 2.1.

W = G(W ;W0, µ, L)(2.30)

We aim to estimate some norm of G uniformly in L ∈ I 0
b (L̃) for all L̃ ∈ I0

b . However, the

trichotomy estimates (2.9) do not provide uniform control of the center direction, which is

integrated in N . Therefore, we make use of the weighted spaces XL introduced in (2.20).

Since G(W ;W0, µ, L) − G(V ;W0, µ, L) = N (W ;µ,L) − N (V ;µ,L), differentiability in W

and contraction properties of G depend only on N , and we examine these first.

Lemma 5 Assume hypothesis 1 and take L0, ε0 as in lemma 2. For any L̃ ≥ L ≥ L0,

|L−Tj| ≤ ε0 for some j, the nonlinearity N (·;µ,L) : XL̃ → XL̃ is Ck in W , µ and L, and

there exists a constant C such that

||∂WN (W ;µ,L)||L̃ ≤ Ce(κ+η)(L̃−L)(||W ||L̃ + eηL|µ|)

||N (W ;µ,L)||L̃ ≤ Ce(κ+η)(L̃−L)
(

||W ||L̃||W ||0
L̃

+ |µ| ||W ||L̃ + |µ|
)

.

Proof. We first find a family of bounded linear operators I(L) : XL̃ → XL̃, Ck for any L̃,

L as in the statement, and a family of functions G(·;µ) : XL̃ → XL̃ of class Ck in W and
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µ such that N (W ;µ,L) = I(L)G(W ;µ). This implies the claimed smoothness of N , and

the estimates will follow. Definition (2.28) implies that given any function

g = (g1, g2) : XL̃ → XL̃, g1 : Cη,L̃ → Cη,L̃, g2 : C−η,L̃ → C−η,L̃

we can define the desired linear operator I(L) to be

I(L)g




ξ+

ξ−



 :=

















∫ ξ+
0 Φs

+1(ξ+, ζ)g1(ζ)dζ

+
∫ ξ+
L Φu

+1(ξ+, ζ)g1(ζ)dζ + Φu
+1(ξ+, L)P u

Lc(g;L)

+
∫ ξ+
L Φc

+1(ξ+, ζ)g1(ζ)dζ
∫ ξ−
−L Φs

−2(ξ−, ζ)g2(ζ)dζ − Φs
−2(ξ−,−L)P s

Lc(g;L)

+
∫ ξ−
0 Φu

−2(ξ−, ζ)g2(ζ)dζ

+
∫ ξ−
−L Φc

−2(ξ−, ζ)g2(ζ)dζ − Φc
−2(ξ−,−L)P c

Lc(g;L)

















where c(g;L) :=

∫ −L

0
Φu
−2(−L, ζ)g2(ζ)dζ −

∫ L

0
Φs

+1(L, ζ)g1(ζ)dζ.

In the following estimates we frequently use the trichotomy estimates (2.9) and that for

0 ≤ ζ ≤ L ≤ L̃ we have the pointwise estimate

|g1(ζ)| = e−ηζeηζ |g1(ζ)| ≤ e−ηζ sup
0≤ζ≤L

eηζ |g1(ζ)| = e−ηζ ||g1||η,L̃,

similarly |g2(ζ)| ≤ eηζ ||g2||−η,L̃ for −L̃ ≤ −L ≤ ζ ≤ 0. As to the coupling term, we have

|c(g;L)| = |
−L∫

0

Φu
−2(−L, ζ)g2(ζ)dζ −

L∫

0

Φs
+1(L, ζ)g1(ζ)dζ|

≤ K2

0∫

−L

e−κ(L+ζ)|g2(ζ)|dζ + K2

∫ L

0
e−κ(L−ζ)|g2(ζ)|dζ

≤ K2

0∫

−L

e−κ(L+ζ)eηζ ||g2||−η,L̃dζ + K2

L∫

0

e−κ(L−ζ)e−ηζ ||g1||η,L̃dζ

≤ K2

(
e−ηL − e−κL

κ − η
||g2||−η,L̃ +

e−ηL − e−κL

κ − η
||g1||η,L̃

)

≤ K2

κ − η
e−ηL||g||L̃.(2.31)
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Hence the coupling is exponentially small, and applying the projected evolutions we obtain

sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

|Φu
+1(ξ, L)P u

Lc(g;L)| ≤ sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

K2e
−κ(L−ξ)K3

K2

κ − η
e−ηL||g||L̃

≤ Ceκ(L̃−L)e−ηL||g||L̃(2.32)

sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

|Φc
+1(ξ, L)P c

Lc(g;L)| ≤ Ce−ηL||g||L̃.(2.33)

Now we consider the six parts of I(L) without the projected and evolved coupling term

aiming at uniform estimates in L̃, L. We emphasize, that constants depend on η.

i)

sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

|eηξ

∫ ξ

0
Φs

+1(ξ, ζ)g1(ζ)dζ| ≤ sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

eηξ

∫ ξ

0
K2e

−κ(ξ−ζ)|g1(ζ)|dζ

≤ K2 sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

eηξ

∫ ξ

0
e−κ(ξ−ζ)e−ηζ ||g1||η,L̃dζ

= K2 sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

eηξ e−ηξ − e−κξ

κ − η
||g1||η,L̃

≤ K2

κ − η
||g1||η,L̃

ii) sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

|eηξ

∫ ξ

L
Φu

+1(ξ, ζ)g1(ζ)dζ| ≤ sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

eηξ |
∫ ξ

L
K2e

−κ(ζ−ξ)|g1(ζ)|dζ|

≤ K2 sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

eηξ |
∫ ξ

L
e−κ(ζ−ξ)e−ηζ ||g1||η,L̃dζ|

= K2 sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

eηξ |e−κ(L−ξ)−ηL − e−ηξ|
κ + η

||g1||η,L̃

≤ Ce(κ+η)(L̃−L)||g1||η,L̃

iii) The following estimate shows the relevance of weighted spaces for uniform estimates:

sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

|eηξ

∫ ξ

L
Φc

+1(ξ, ζ)g1(ζ)dζ| ≤ sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

K2e
ηξ |
∫ ξ

L
e−ηζ ||g1||η,L̃dζ|

= K2 sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

eηξ |e−ηξ − e−ηL|
η

||g1||η,L̃

≤ Ceη(L̃−L)||g1||η,L̃
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iv) sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

|e−ηξ

∫ ξ

−L
Φs
−2(ξ, ζ)g2(ζ)dζ| ≤ sup

0≤ξ≤L̃

e−ηξ |
∫ ξ

−L
K2e

κ(ζ−ξ)eηζ ||g2||−η,L̃dζ|

= K2 sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

e−ηξ |e−κ(L+ξ)−ηL − eηξ |
κ + η

||g2||−η,L̃

≤ Ce(κ+η)(L̃−L)||g2||−η,L̃

v) sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

|e−ηξ

∫ ξ

0
Φu
−2(ξ, ζ)g2(ζ)dζ| ≤ sup

−L̃≤ξ≤0

K2e
−ηξ

∫ ξ

0
eκ(ξ−ζ)eηζ ||g2||−η,L̃dζ

= K2 sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

e−ηξ eκξ − eηξ

κ − η
||g2||−η,L̃

≤ C||g2||−η,L̃

vi) Again, the center direction’s estimate relies on the exponential weights:

sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

|e−ηξ

∫ ξ

−L
Φc
−2(ξ, ζ)g2(ζ)dζ| ≤ K2 sup

−L̃≤ξ≤0

e−ηξ |
∫ ξ

−L
eηζ ||g2||−η,L̃dζ|

≤ K2 sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

e−ηξ

η
|eηξ − e−ηL| ||g2||−η,L̃

≤ Ceη(L̃−L)||g2||−η,L̃

Now i) to vi) and (2.33,2.32) yield I(L) continuous in XL̃ for L̃ ≥ L ≥ L0 with

||I(L)||L(X
L̃

,X
L̃
) ≤ CIeκ(L̃−L).(2.34)

Notice that ξ 7→ P
s/c/u
+1/−2(ξ)v is Ck for any v, cf. proof of lemma 1.1 in [50]. Together

with the smoothness of gj , j = 1, 2 we conclude that I(L) is Ck in L. As to the specific

Nemitskij operator for N (W ;µ,L), i.e.

G(W ;µ)




ξ+

ξ−



 =




g1(w1(ξ+), ξ+;µ)

g2(w2(ξ−), ξ−;µ)



 ,

it follows e.g. from [50], Lemma 3.1, that G(W ;µ) is Ck in W and µ on XL̃. Together, we

conclude N (W ;µ,L) = I(L)G(W ;µ,L) is Ck in W and µ.
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The estimate for N follows from (2.34) and

||G(W ;µ)||L̃ = ||g1(w1(·), ·;µ)||η,L̃ + ||g2(w2(·), ·;µ)||−η,L̃

≤ sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

eηξ |g1(w1(·), ·;µ)| + sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

e−ηξ |g2(w2(·), ·;µ)|

≤ C

(

sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

eηξ(|w1(ξ)|2 + |µ|(|w1(ξ)| + |q1(ξ) − γ(ξ)|))

+ sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

e−ηξ(|w2(ξ)|2 + |µ|(|w2(ξ)| + |q2(ξ) − γ(ξ)|))
)

≤ C

(

sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

|w1(ξ)|||w1||η,L̃ + |µ|(||w1||η,L̃ + ||q1 − γ(·)||η,L̃)

+ sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

|w2(ξ)|||w2||−η,L̃ + |µ|(||w2||−η,L̃ + ||q2 − γ(·)||−η,L̃)

)

≤ C
(

||W ||L̃||W ||0
L̃

+ |µ|(||W ||L̃ + ||q1 − γ||η,L̃ + ||q2 − γ||−η,L̃)
)

≤ C
(

||W ||L̃||W ||0
L̃

+ |µ| ||W ||L̃ + |µ|
)

≤ C
(

||W ||2
L̃

+ |µ| ||W ||L̃ + |µ|
)

.(2.35)

Here we used (2.6), and the final constant C absorbed K5 := limL̃→∞ ||q1 − γ||η,L̃ + ||q2 −
γ||−η,L̃ which is bounded by (2.3). Analogously, the estimate for ∂WN follows from

||∂W G(·;µ)||L̃ = ||∂w1g1(w1(·), ·;µ)||η,L̃ + ||∂w2g2(w2(·), ·;µ)||−η,L̃

and from (2.6) with possibly adjusted K1 so that

||∂w1g1(w1, ·;µ)||η + ||∂w2g2(w2, ·;µ)||−η ≤ K1(||W ||L̃ + eηL̃|µ|).

2

As remarked in the definitions of the coupling terms c1 and c2, the coupling between the

components is in fact exponentially small. The estimates of the norms for each component

in the lemma could be refined to reflect this. However, for our purposes this is not

necessary.

proof of theorem 2.2. The theorem follows from the implicit function theorem 2.1 as

follows. For the estimates (2.11,2.14) in theorem 2.1, we first consider A as defined in

(2.26). We frequently use the trichotomy estimates (2.9) which immediately give

|c1(W0, L)| = |Φu
−2(−L, 0)w̃2 − Φs

+1(L, 0)w̃1| ≤ K2e
−κL|W0|,(2.36)
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and with |P s/c/u
L | ≤ K3 from lemma 2 we can estimate

sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

|eηξΦs
+1(ξ, 0)w̃1| ≤ sup

0≤ξ≤L̃

e(η−κ)ξK2|w̃1| = K2|w̃1|

sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

|eηξΦu
+1(ξ, L)P u

Lc1(W0, L)| ≤ sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

eηξ+κ(ξ−L)K2K3|c1(W0, L)|

≤ CeηL̃eκ(L̃−L)|c1(W0, L)|

≤ Ceκ(L̃−L)e(η−κ)L̃|W0|

sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

|e−ηξΦs
−2(ξ,−L)P s

Lc1(W0, L)| ≤ sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

e−ηξ−κ(ξ+L)K2K3|c1(W0, L)|

= K2K3e
κ(L̃−L)eηL̃|c1(W0, L)|

≤ Ceκ(L̃−L)e(η−κ)L̃|W0|

sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

|e−ηξΦu
−2(ξ, 0)w̃2| ≤ sup

−L̃≤ξ≤0

e(−η+κ)ξK2|w̃2| = K2|w̃2|

sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

|eηξΦc
−2(ξ,−L)P c

Lc1(W0, L)| ≤ sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

K2K3e
ηξ |c1(W0, L)|

≤ Ce(η−κ)L̃|W0|

For L̃ ∈ I0
b and L ∈ I0

b (L̃) we have 0 < L̃ − L < ε0 < Tγ/2, and with |W0| = |w̃1| + |w̃2|
we obtain a constant C such that

||A(L)W0||L̃ ≤ C|W0|.(2.37)

Together with lemma 5 we obtain the estimates (2.11) needed in theorem 2.1. Now consider

the constant boundary term B and its projections.

sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

|eηξΦu
+1(ξ, L)P u

LbL| ≤ sup
0≤ξ≤L̃

e−κ(L−ξ)+ηξK2K3|bL| ≤ Ceκ(L̃−L)eηL̃|bL|

sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

|e−ηξΦs
−2(ξ,−L)P s

LbL| ≤ sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

e−ηξ−κ(ξ+L)C|bL| ≤ Ceκ(L̃−L)eηL̃|bL|

sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

|e−ηξΦc
−2(ξ,−L)P c

LbL| ≤ sup
−L̃≤ξ≤0

e−ηξK2K3|bL| ≤ CeηL̃|bL|

For any L̃ ∈ I0
b and L ∈ I0

b (L̃) we have L̃ − L ≤ Tγ/2 and so lemma 3 implies

||B(L)||L̃ ≤ CeηL̃|bL| ≤ Ce(η−κ)L̃(2.38)
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and in particular B(L) → 0 as L → ∞.

Let C2 be the sum of the constant C from lemma 5 and that of (2.37), and set C1 := 1.

Choose L̃1 ≥ L0 so that C1|B(L)| ≤ 1/(8C1C2).

These estimates allow to apply theorem 2.1. Fix any L̃ ∈ I0
b ∩ (L̃1,∞) and define I :=

I0
b (L̃), X = Y := XL̃ and Z := Λ1

L̃
×R

n so y = W , z = (µ,W0). Set Q(z, L) := Id : Y → Y ,

R(y, z, L) := −A(L)W0 −N (y, z, L) and S(L) := B(L).

Theorem 2.1 provides constants ε1, δ̃1 and C independent of L̃ and the desired fixed point

W 1(W0, µ, L) of G. This is unique in2 Bε1(0; L̃) and Ck in µ, W0, L for |W0| ≤ δ1/2,

L̃ ∈ I0
b ∩ (L̃1,∞), L ∈ I0

b (L̃) ∩ (L̃1,∞) and |µ| ≤ δ1/2 exp(−ηL̃). Note that while the

parameter |µ| needs to be exponentially small to obtain a contraction, the estimate (2.13)

holds for |µ| + |W0| ≤ δ and L ∈ I0
b ∩ (L̃1,∞). Only the estimate for the derivative of G

requires exponentially small µ, cf. lemma 5. Later we will derive for 1–homoclinics from

the estimate (2.13) that the parameter is exponentially small with rate larger than η and

thus obtain uniqueness in a uniform neighborhood in parameter space. Here, |bL| ≤ Ce−κL̃

and so (2.13) becomes

||W 1(W0, µ, L)||L̃ ≤ C(|µ| + |W0| + e(η−κ)L̃).

Concluding the existence statement, take δ1 = δ̃1/2 and notice lemma 4 implies the fixed

point is a glued solution.

As to the uniqueness, assume for the variation of a given solution W (σ,L) and ρ > 0

that W (σ,L) ∈ B0
ρ(0;L), i.e. smallness in X 0

L. Recall the shift function σL from lemma

4 and that for ρ ≤ ρ0 we have W (σL, L) is a fixed point of G. Firstly, we show that if ρ

is sufficiently small and L is large enough, then we can find `L ∈ I0
b such that W (σ`L

, `L)

is a fixed point of G. Secondly, we prove that if a fixed point of G is small in X 0
L then it

is small in XL, i.e. it is the unique XL-small fixed point W 1. Together, we can conclude

uniqueness in the sense of the theorem statement.

For W (σ,L) ∈ B0
ρ(0;L) we have (cf. figure 8)

|q1(L) − q2(−L)| = |q1(L) − u(L + σ) + u(L + σ)− q2(−L)| = |w2(−L;σ) −w1(L;σ)| ≤ ρ.

2In the application of theorem 2.1 we did not use the full structure of G, and the constants and sizes of

neighborhoods are not optimal, but sufficient for our purposes.
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q (L)

q (−L)
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σLu(L+    )

w (L)1
w (−L)

Figure 8: Small glued solutions at the approximate semi-travel-time.

Recall the definition of Tj and Ij from lemma 3. Assume q1(ξj)−q2(−ξj) → 0 as j → ∞ for

some sequence of real numbers ξj . This is equivalent to γ(ξj)−γ(−ξj) → 0, which implies

dist(ξj , {Ti | i ≥ 0}) → 0. Hence, for all ρ > 0 there is a constant L̄1 ≥ L̃1 and locally

unique jL such that for all L ≥ L̄1 we have |L−TjL
| ≤ Cρ if W (σ,L) ∈ B0

ρ(0;L). We next

define `L: if L ∈ Ib set `L := L, otherwise `L := TjL
. It follows that W (σ, `L) ∈ B0

ρ′(0; `L),

where ρ′ ≤ C|L − TjL
| accounts for shifting u(ξ + 2L + σ) to u(ξ + 2`L + σ) relative to

q2(ξ) for ξ ∈ [−L, 0]. Here C depends on sup{q̇2(ξ) | ξ ≥ 0}, which is bounded because

q2(ξ) − γ(ξ) → 0 as ξ → −∞. Thus, there are constants C > 0 and ρ1 > 0 such that

ρ′ ≤ Cρ for all 0 < ρ ≤ ρ1. Define ρ2 := min{ρ1, ρ0/C} where ρ0 is from lemma 4. If

ρ ≤ ρ2 then W (σ, `L) ∈ B0
ρ0

(0; `L) and lemma 4 implies W (σ`L
, `L) is a fixed point of G.

Since σL = O(wc
+1(L, σ)), we can choose ρ2 so that in addition W (σ`L

, `L) ∈ B0
ρ1

(0; `L).

In the second step we show that a given fixed point which is small in X 0
L is actually small

in XL and conclude that W (σ`L
, `L) is identical to one of the unique fixed points found

above. Using lemma 5, (2.37) and (2.38) it follows for any fixed point V (σ,L) of G with

L ∈ I0
b ∩ (L̄1,∞), |W0| + |µ| ≤ δ1 that

||V (σ,L)||L ≤ C
(

|V (σ,L)(0)| + ||V (σ,L)||L(||V (σ,L)||0L + |µ|) + |µ| + e(η−κ)L
)

⇒ ||V (σ,L)||L ≤ C
e(η−κ)L + ρ2 + |µ|
1 − C(ρ2 + |µ|) =: c(L, ρ2, µ).

By definition of c(L, ρ, µ) we can choose L1, δ and ρ3 so that L1 ≥ L̄1, ρ2 ≥ ρ3 > 0 and

such that δ1 ≥ δ > 0 and c(L, ρ, µ) ≤ ε1 for any L ≥ L1, ρ ≤ ρ3 and |µ| ≤ δ exp(−ηL̃).

Define ε := min{ρ3, ε1, δ1}, so W (σ,L) ∈ B0
ε (0;L) satisfies all conditions simultaneously

and we obtain a fixed point W (σ`L
, `L) ∈ Bε1(0; `L). By the contraction argument above,
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the fixed point of G(·;W0(σ`L
, `L), µ, `L) in this ball is unique, so W (σ`L

, `L) is identical

to W 1(W0(σ`L
, `L), µ, `L). Therefore this fixed point is actually unique in B0

ε (0; `L) and u

can be written as in the theorem statement. 2

2.3.2 Matching the glued solutions, homoclinic orbits

We want to find all W0, µ and L such that the associated glued solution W 1(W0, µ, L)

yields a homoclinic orbit to p0 by means of (2.18). For this, we now assume the di- and

trichotomies from lemma 1 are maximally transverse at ξ = 0 and the heteroclinic cycle

is codimension–2 or –1.

Hypothesis 2 (codimension 2)

ip0 = iγ + 1, dim(Eu
−1(0) ∩ Es

+1(0)) = 1, dim(Es
+2(0) + Eu

−2(0)) = n − 2

Hypothesis 3 (codimension 1)

ip0 = iγ , dim(Eu
−1(0) ∩ Es

+1(0)) = 0, dim(Es
+2(0) + Eu

−2)(0) = n − 1

We assume that the parameters transversely unfold the intersection of stable and center-

unstable manifolds: let aj
0, j = 1, 2, be so that E2 := (Es

+2 + Eu
−2) = span{a1

0, a
2
0}⊥ and

aj , j = 1, 2, be solutions to the adjoint linear equation ȧj = −(A2(ξ))
∗aj, with aj(0) = aj

0,

j = 1, 2.

Hypothesis 4 The following linear map M : R
d → (E2)

⊥ is invertible,

µ 7→
∑

j=1,2

∫ ∞

−∞
〈fµ(q2(ζ); 0)µ, aj(ζ)〉dζaj

0.

We define E1 := Eu
−1(0)∩Es

+1(0) and Q̃ : Eu
−1(0) → E1 a projection with arbitrary kernel

containing Ec
+1(0). Notice E1 = {0} and Q̃ = 0 under hypothesis 3.

Theorem 2.3 Assume hypotheses 2 or 3, and 1, 4. There exist positive constants ε4, δ4,

L4 and C such that for L̃ ∈ I1
b ∩ (L4,∞), L ∈ I1

b (L̃) ∩ (L4,∞) and v ∈ Bδ4(0) ⊂ E1 the

following holds. There exists countably infinite families of C k-curves µ(L, v) ∈ Bδ4(0) ⊂
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R
d of parameters and hL,v ∈ Bε4(0; L̃) of 1–homoclinic orbits to p0 in (2.1) such that

|µ(L, v)| ≤ C(e−2κL + |v|)

||hL,v − q1||η,L̃ + ||hL,v(2L + ·) − q2||−η,L̃ ≤ C(e(η−κ)L̃ + |v|)

Given a 1–homoclinic solution h to (2.1) for |µ| ≤ δ4 with variations W (σ;L) ∈ B0
ε4(0;L),

there exist `L = L +O(dist(L, I4
b )) and unique σL = O(wc

+1(L;σ)) which is Ck in L, such

that h ≡ h`L,0(· + σL) and µ = µ(`L, Q̃wu
−1(0;σ`L

)).

We define I4
b := I4

b ∩ (L4,∞) and I4
b (L̃) := I1

b (L̃) ∩ (L4,∞).

Remark 6 For v = 0 the ambiguity in defining the semi travel time of homoclinic solu-

tions from a neighborhood of q1(0) to q2(0) is exponentially small in L, because |hL,0(0)−
q1(0)| + |hL,0(2L) − q2(0)| ≤ C(e(η−κ)L). The convergence to the heteroclinic cycle con-

sisting of q1 and q2 as L → ∞ is also reflected by |µ(L, 0)| ≤ C(e−2κL).

The fact that all 1–homoclinic orbits near the heteroclinic cycle consisting of q1 and q2

are contained in the family hL,0 implies local uniqueness of these 1–homoclinic orbits up

to time shifts. In remark 5 this is expressed more intuitively using sections Σ1, Σ2.

Recall that the set I1
b from theorem 2.2 consists of disjoint intervals Ij with length |Ij | ≤

e−κ sup Ij and containing the point Tj := jTγ/2, where j ≥ j0, cf. lemma 3 and figure

5. Therefore, there is j1 ≥ j0 such that the countable family of curves of 1–homoclinics

can be parametrized as hj,r := hTj+r,0 where j ∈ N, j ≥ j1 and |r| ≤ e−κ sup Ij . With

this parametrization, j counts the number of times the 1–homoclinic winds around γ, e.g.

hj+1,0 has one more ’hump’ than hj,0.

The disconnectedness of the set I4
b implies that for v = 0 the set of parameter values

{µ(L, v)|L ∈ I1
b ∩ (L4,∞)} consists of a union of disjoint curve segments near µ = 0,

i.e. if µ(L, 0) = µ(L′, 0) for L ≤ L′ ∈ I4
b , then L = L′. This follows locally from the

implicit function theorem and hypothesis 4, and globally from Bε4(0;L
′) ⊂ Bε4(0;L) and

the uniqueness up to time shifts of 1–homoclinic orbits in these balls.

The disjoint parameter curves may be connected to form a smooth curve with parame-

ter values for homoclinics beyond the reach of theorem 2.3. In section 2.4 we consider
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this for the codimension–2 case analytically by essentially pathfollowing solutions in v.

Numerically this has been found even for the codimension–1 case in [65].

2a) Matching near the transverse heteroclinic

As a first step, we match q1(0) + w1
1(W0, µ, L)(0) with the unstable manifold of p0 using

that Lemma 1 established exponential dichotomies of the variation about q1(ξ) for ξ ≤ 0.

The unstable manifold of p0 near q1(0) is a graph over q1(0) + Eu
−1(0), and there exists

εu > 0 and a Ck-function m1(·;µ) : Eu
−1(0) → Es

−1(0) such that for |v| ≤ εu, and µ ∈ Λ

where the point q1(0)+v +m1(v;µ) ∈ Wu(p0;µ) , cf. e.g. [14]. We possibly have to shrink

Λ for this, keeping an open set. Furthermore, m1(0; 0) = 0, ∂vm1(0; 0) = 0 and for a

suitable constant K6 we have

|m1(v;µ)| ≤ K6(|v|2 + |µ|).(2.39)

Therefore, matching a glued solution W 1 = (w1
1, w

1
2) from theorem 2.2 with the unstable

manifold near the heteroclinic q1 means to solve the equation

w1
1(W0, µ, L)(0) = v + m1(v;µ).(2.40)

This will be achieved in terms of w̃1 and v, leaving w̃2 and µ, L as parameters to match

near the codimension–1 or –2 heteroclinic q2.

Lemma 6 Assume hypotheses 1, and 2 or 3. There exist positive constants C, L2,

ε2, δ2 such that for all L̃ ∈ I1
b ∩ (L2,∞), there exist Ck functions w̃1(w̃2, µ, L) and

ṽ(w̃2, µ, L, v), for |w̃2| + eηL̃|µ| + |v| < δ2, L ∈ I1
b (L̃) ∩ (L2,∞), which solve (2.40) with

W0 = (w̃1(w̃2, µ, L, v), w̃2) and v = ṽ + v. These are the unique solutions to (2.40) with

|v| + |w̃1| ≤ ε2 for any w̃2, µ, L, v as above.

Let u be a solution to (2.1) with variations W (σ,L) ∈ B0
ε2(0;L) which solves (2.40) for

|wu
−2(0;σ`L

, `L)| + |Q̃wu
−1(0;σ`L

)| + |µ| < δ2. Then W0(σ`L
, `L) satisfies

|w1(0;σ`L
)| ≤ C

(

|wu
−2(0;σ`L

, `L)| + |µ| + e2(η−κ)L + |Q̃wu
−1(0;σ`L

)|
)

.

Proof. Theorem 2.2 applies and yields glued solutions W 1(W0, µ, L) for |W0| ≤ δ, |µ| ≤
δe−ηL, L ∈ I1

b satisfying

W 1(W0, µ, L)(0) = A(L)(0)W0 + N (W 1(W0, µ, L);µ,L)(0) + B(L)(0)
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whose first component w1
1 as defined in (2.26, 2.28, 2.29) at ξ = 0 is

A1(L)(0)W0 = w̃1 + Φu
+1(0, L)P u

Lc1(W0, L)

N1(W
1(W0, µ, L);µ,L)(0) =

∫ 0
L Φcu

+1(0, ζ)g1(w
1
1(W0, µ, L)(ζ), ζ;µ)dζ+

+Φu
+1(0, L)P u

Lc2(W
1(W0, µ, L);L, µ)

B1(L)(0) = Φu
+1(0, L)P u

LbL

With the above notation, the matching equation (2.40) can be viewed as a nonlinear

perturbation of v − w̃1 = e, e ∈ R
n, v ∈ Eu

−1(0), w̃ ∈ Es
+1(0). This linear equation is

generally solvable by both hypothesis 2 or 3, and the solution is unique up to a component

in Eu
−1(0) ∩ Es

+1(0). We project by Id − Q̃ to a complement Ẽu
−1 of Eu

−1(0) ∩ Es
+1(0)

in Eu
−1(0), so that R

n = Ẽu
−1 ⊕ Es

+1(0) and view v := Q̃v as a parameter. For any

v ∈ E1 the map Ẽu
−1 × Es

+1(0) → R
n; (ṽ, w̃) 7→ ṽ − w̃1 + v is invertible. Since c1(W0, L)

is linear in W0 equation (2.40) contains a perturbed linear map D1
L(ṽ, w̃1) = ṽ − w̃1 −

Φu
+1(0, L)P u

LΦs
+1(L, 0)w̃1. If L ∈ I1

b ∩(L̄2,∞), for sufficiently large L̃2, then D1
L is invertible

with uniformly bounded norm C1 > 0 of the inverse, because by (2.9,2.36) and remark 3

|Φu
+1(0, L)P u

LΦs
+1(L, 0)| ≤ Ce−3κL|w̃1|.

We can write (2.40) as

D1
L(ṽ, w̃1) = N1(W

1((w̃1, w̃2), µ, L);µ,L)(0) + B1(L)(0) − m1(ṽ + v;µ)

−Φu
+1(0, L)P u

LΦu
−2(−L, 0)w̃2 − v.

Using lemma 5 and (2.23) there is a constant C2 > 0 such that for L̃ ∈ I1
b ∩ (L̃2,∞) and

L ∈ I1
b (L̃) we have

|N1(W
1((w̃1, w̃2), µ, L);µ,L)(0)| ≤ C2(||W 1||2

L̃
+ |µ| ||W 1||L̃ + |µ|)

≤ C2

(

|(w̃1, w̃2)|
(

|(w̃1, w̃2)| + |µ| + e(η−κ)L̃
)

+|µ| + e2(η−κ)L̃
)

,

and analogously for the derivative of N1(W
1) with respect to w̃1. Including the linear

term from N1(W
1), the linear part of (2.40) is of the form D1

L + O(e(η−κ)L + |µ|). There

exist constants L̄2 ≥ L̃2 and 0 < δ̄ ≤ min{εu, δ}, where δ > 0 is from theorem 2.2, such
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that for all L ∈ I1
b ∩(L̄2,∞) and |µ| ≤ δ̄ this linear map is invertible with uniform bounded

norm C1 > 0 of the inverse. By virtue of (2.9), we can estimate

|B1(L)(0)| ≤ Ce−2κL,

and therefore choose L2 ≥ L̄2 so that |B1(L)(0)| + C2e
2(η−κ)L ≤ 1/(8C2

1C2). The implicit

function theorem 2.1 applies with the following choices for any L̃ ∈ I1
b ∩ (L̄2,∞): X = R

n,

Y = Bδ∗(0) ⊂ Ẽu
−1 × Es

+1(0), y = (w̃1, ṽ). For Bδ∗(0) ⊂ Eu
−2(0) × E1 define Z =

Bδ∗(0) × Λδ∗
L̃

, z = (w̃2, v, µ), and I := I1
b (L̃) ∩ (L2,∞). Using the terms contained in N1

we set Q(z, L) := D1
L + O(e(η−κ)L), R(y, z, L) := m1(ṽ + v;µ) + O(|z| + |y|(|y| + |z|)),

and S(L) := B1(L)(0) + O(e2(η−κ)L). As in the proof of theorem 2.2, all constants are

independent of L̃, hence the estimates and constants from theorem 2.1 are.

In conclusion, we obtain constants ε′, δ2 and unique solutions (ṽ, w̃1)(w̃2, µ, L, v) ∈ Bε′(0) ⊂
Y , where ṽ, w̃1 are Ck in L, µ, v and w̃2 for all L̃ ∈ I1

b ∩ (L2,∞), L ∈ I1
b (L̃)∩ (L2,∞) and

eηL̃|µ|+ |w̃2|+ |v| < δ2. In addition, theorem 2.1 and theorem 2.2 imply that the following

estimate also holds for |µ| + |w̃2| + |v| < δ2:

|w̃1| + |ṽ| ≤ C
(

|w̃2| + |µ| + e2(η−κ)L + e−2κL + |v|
)

≤ C
(

|w̃2| + |µ| + e2(η−κ)L + |v|
)

.

Let W (σ,L) be the variations for a given solution and let ε be from theorem 2.2. For

any ε2 ≤ min{ε′, ε}, the unique solution obtained from W (σ,L) ∈ B0
ε2(0;L) by theo-

rem 2.2 is W 1(W0(σ`L
, `L), µ, `L). For ε2 sufficiently small the smoothness then implies

|ws
+1(0;σ`L

)| + |wu
−1(0;σ`L

)| ≤ ε′. Hence, these coincide with the solutions found above

for v = Q̃wu
−1(0;σ`L

), if µ ∈ Λδ2
L̃

. 2

We now have obtained solutions w1
1((w̃1(w̃2, µ, L, v), w̃2), µ, L) ∈ Cη,L̃ which lie in the

unstable manifold of the equilibrium p0 and pass close to the periodic orbit γ. Note that we

have existence and local uniqueness only for |µ| ≤ δ2e
−ηL, but the estimate holds already

for such solutions if |µ| ≤ δ2. We denote I2
b := I1

b ∩ (L2,∞), I2
b (L̃) := I1

b (L̃)∩ (L2,∞) and

W 2
0 (w̃2, µ, L, v) := (w̃1(w̃2, µ, L, v), w̃2)

W 2(w̃2, µ, L, v) := W 1(W 2
0 (w̃2, µ, L, v), µ, L).
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From (2.23) and lemma 6 we conclude the estimates

|W 2
0 (w̃2, µ, L, v)| ≤ C

(
|w̃2| + |µ| + e2(η−κ)L + |v|

)

||W 2(w̃2, µ, L, v)||L̃ ≤ C
(

|w̃2| + |µ| + e(η−κ)L̃ + |v|
)

.
(2.41)

2b) Matching near the codim–d heteroclinic, Ljapunov-Schmidt reduction

To complete the homoclinic to p0, we want to find w̃2, µ and L such that w2
1(w̃2, µ, L, v) ∈

Ws(p0;µ). Analogous to the previous step, we use the dichotomy P s
+2(ξ) and P u

+2(ξ) from

lemma 1 for the variation about q2 towards p0. The stable manifold near q2(0) is a graph

over q2(0) + Es
+2(0) given by a Ck function m2(·;µ) : Bεs(0) ⊂ Es

+2(0) → Eu
+2(0) with

suitable εs, and for µ ∈ Λ, possibly shrunken, and it satisfies, cf. [14], the estimate

|m2(v;µ)| ≤ C(|v|2 + |µ|).(2.42)

As before, this allows to formulate matching through the equation

w2
2(w̃2, µ, L, v)(0) = v + m2(v;µ)(2.43)

where the left hand side satisfies

w2
2(w̃2, µ, L, v)(0) = A2(L)(0)W 2

0 (w̃2, µ, L, v) + N2(W
2(w̃2, µ, L, v);µ,L)(0)

+B2(L)(0)

and from (2.26, 2.28, 2.29) at ξ = 0 the details are

A2(L)(0)W 2
0 (w̃2, µ, L, v) = w̃2 − Φsc

−2(0,−L)P sc
L c1(W

2
0 (w̃2, µ, L, v), L)

N2(W
2(w̃2, µ, L, v);µ,L)(0) =

∫ 0

−L
Φsc
−2(0, ζ)g2(w

2
2(w̃2, µ, L, v), ζ;µ)dζ−

−Φsc
−2(0,−L)P sc

L c2(W
2(w̃2, µ, L, v), L)

B2(L)(0) = −Φsc
−2(0,−L)P sc

L bL

(2.44)

We will see below, that the linear part of (2.43) is a small perturbation of w̃2 − v. By

hypothesis 2 or 3, dim(Es
+2(0) + Eu

−2(0)) = n − d, whence we use Ljapunov-Schmidt

reduction to solve (2.43) first for (v, w̃2) in E2 := Es
+2(0) + Eu

−2(0) ∼ R
n−d and then in

the complement (E2)
⊥ ∼ R

d. Let P2 denote the projection P u
−2(0) + P s

+2(0) onto E2 with

kernel (E2)
⊥ in R

n and κ′ = min{2(κ − η), κ}.
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Lemma 7 Assume hypothesis 1, and 2 or 3. There exist strictly positive constants ε3,

L3 and δ3, such that for all L̃ ∈ I2
b ∩ (L3,∞), there exist smooth functions w̃2(µ,L) and

v(µ,L, v) for |µ| < e−ηL̃δ3, L ∈ I2
b (L̃) ∩ (L3,∞), which solve (2.43) in E2:

P2w
2
2(v

u
2 (µ,L, v), µ, L)(0) = P2(v + m2(v(µ,L, v);µ)).

These are the unique solutions in Bε3(0) ⊂ E2. Let u be a solution to (2.1) with variations

W (σ,L) ∈ B0
ε3(0;L) which solve (2.40, 2.43) for |µ| + |Q̃wu

−1(0;σ`L
)| < δ3. Then

|wu
−2(0;σ`L

)| + |ws
+2(0;σ`L

, `L)| ≤ C(|µ| + e−κ′L̃ + |Q̃wu
−1(0;σ`L

)|).

Proof. By the assumptions, theorem 2.2 and lemma 6 apply. In E2 the linear map

D2
L : Es

+2(0) × Eu
−2(0) → E2 ∼ R

n−d, (v, w̃2) 7→ v − w̃2 is invertible by both hypothesis 2

or 3. In E2, (2.43) is of the form

D2
L(v, w̃2) = P2

(
−Φsc

−2(0,−L)P sc
L c1(W

2
0 (w̃2, µ, L, v), L)+

+N2(W
2(w̃2, µ, L, v);µ,L)(0) + B2(L)(0) − m2(v;µ)

)
.

Using remark 3, (2.9) and (2.41) we can estimate

|Φsc
−2(0,−L)P sc

L c1(W
2
0 (w̃2, µ, L, v), L)| ≤ Ce−2κL(|w̃2| + |µ| + e2(η−κ)L + |v|)

|N2(W
2(w̃2, µ, L, v);µ,L)(0)| ≤ C(||W 2||2

L̃
+ |µ|||W 2||L̃ + |µ|)

≤ C
(

|w̃2|(|w̃2| + |µ| + e(η−κ)L̃ + |v|)

+|v|(|v| + |µ| + e(η−κ)L̃) + |µ| + e2(η−κ)L̃
)

and |B2(L)(0)| ≤ Ce−κL̃.

We proceed as in the proof of lemma 6 and omit some details.

The parts of these estimates linear in |w̃2| are O(e(η−κ)L̃ + |v|+ |µ|), and we find L3 ≥ L2,

δ̄3 ≤ δ2 such that for L ≥ L3 and |v|+ |µ| ≤ δ̄3 the perturbed linear map D2
L +O(e(η−κ)L +

|v| + |µ|) is invertible with uniformly bounded norm of the inverse.

Now let ε′ := min{ε2, δ̄3} and δ′ := min{εs, δ̄3}. Together with (2.42), the above estimates

allow to apply theorem 2.1 for any L̃ ∈ I2
b ∩ (L3,∞) with I := I2

b (L̃), X = E2, Y =

Bε′(0) ⊂ E2 and Z = Λδ′

L̃
× Bδ′(0) ⊂ Λ × E1. So y = v, z = (µ, v) and we take

Q(z, L) := D2
L + O(e(η−κ)L + |v|+ |µ|), R(y, z, L) := m2(v;µ) + O(|z| + |y|(|z| + |y|)), and
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S(L) := B2(L)(0)+O(e2(η−κ)L̃). Again all constants are uniform in L̃, so are the resulting

constants and estimates3.

We obtain constants ε3 > 0, δ3 > 0, C and unique solutions (v, w̃2)(µ,L, v) ∈ Bε3(0) ⊂ E2

which are Ck functions for eηL̃|µ| + |v| < δ3, and L̃ ∈ I2
b ∩ (L3,∞), L ∈ I2

b (L̃) ∩ (L3,∞)

and satisfy for |µ| ≤ δ3 that

|w̃2(µ,L, v)| + |v(µ,L, v)| ≤ C
(

|µ| + e2(η−κ)L̃ + e−κL̃ + |v|
)

≤ C
(

|µ| + e−κ′L + |v|
)

.

The local uniqueness statement follows analogous to the one in lemma 6 by possibly de-

creasing ε3 > 0. 2

Thus, we obtained glued solution, matched everywhere except in a complement of E2 and

denote I3
b := I2

b ∩ (L3,∞), I3
b (L̃) := I2

b (L̃) ∩ (L3,∞) and

W 3
0 (µ,L, v) := W 2

0 (w̃2(µ,L, v), µ, L)

W 3(µ,L, v) := W 2(w̃2(µ,L, v), µ, L).

From (2.23) and lemma 7 we conclude the estimates

|W 3
0 (µ,L, v)| ≤ C

(

|µ| + e−κ′L + |v|
)

||W 3(µ,L, v)||L̃ ≤ C
(

|µ| + e(η−κ)L̃ + |v|
)

.
(2.45)

2c) Matching in the complement, Melnikov’s method, proof of theorem 2.3

To solve (2.43) in the d-dimensional complement (E2)
⊥, we use the basis {a1

0, a
2
0} ⊂ R

n of

(E2)
⊥ introduced at the beginning of this section. Throughout this subsection j takes on

both values j = 1 and j = 2. The matching is complete, if

〈w3
2(µ,L, v)(0), aj

0〉 = 〈m2(v(µ,L, v);µ), aj
0〉.(2.46)

Let L̃ ∈ I3
b , L ∈ I3

b (L̃). Again, we exploit the fixed point equation

w3
2(µ,L, v)(0) = A2(L)(0)W 3

0 (µ,L, v) + N2(w
3
2(µ,L, v), µ)(0) + B2(L)(0)

3Note that we did not make use of the better estimates with respect to v.
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with details analogous to (2.44). Since w̃2(µ,L, v) ∈ E2, it follows that 〈w̃2(µ,L, v), aj
0〉 = 0

and q̇2(0) ∈ Es
+2(0) ⊂ E2, so 〈P c

−2(0)·, aj
0〉 ≡ 0. Hence, the center direction is not visible

in this matching and (2.46) is in fact equivalent to

〈
∫ 0

−L
Φs
−2(0, ζ)g2(w

3
2(µ,L, v)(ζ), ζ;µ)dζ + m2(v(µ,L, v);µ), aj

0〉

= −〈Φs
−2(0,−L)P s

L

(
c1(W

3
0 (µ,L, v), L) + c2(W

3(µ,L, v), L) + bL

)
, aj

0〉.
(2.47)

For later reference, we single out the expected leading order term in L on the right hand

side. From the estimates (2.31), (2.35), (2.36) and (2.45), we obtain that

|〈Φs
−2(0,−L)P s

L

(
c1(W

3
0 (µ,L, v), L) + c2(W

3(µ,L, v), L)
)
, aj

0〉|

≤ e−κL
(

e−κL(|µ| + e−κ′L + |v|) + e−ηL(e2(η−κ)L + |v|(|v| + |µ| + e(η−κ)L) + |µ|)
)

≤ e(η−3κ)L + e−(κ+η)L
(

|v|(|v| + |µ| + e(η−κ)L) + |µ|
)

.

The full right hand side of (2.47) thus satisfies (roughly estimated in v)

−〈Φs
−2(0,−L)P s

LbL, aj
0〉 + O

(

e(η−3κ)L + e−(κ+η)L(|v| + |µ|)
)

= O(e−2κL).(2.48)

Since 0 < η < κ it holds that η−3κ < −2κ and so the leading order term in L is expected

to be 〈Φs
−2(0,−L)P s

LbL, aj
0〉. In particular the right hand side is exponentially small in L.

For the left hand side of (2.47), we set up a Melnikov-type integral. Since the image of

the trichotomy projection P s
−2(0) is arbitrary, as long as different from Rg(P u

−2(0)), cf.

[16], we may assume for the adjoint projection (E2)
⊥ ⊂ Rg((P s

−2(0))
∗). Hence, we have

aj
0 = (P s

−2(0))
∗aj

0 and

aj(ζ) = (Φs
−2(0, ζ))∗aj

0 = (Φ2(0, ζ))∗(P s
−2(0))

∗aj
0 = (Φ2(0, ζ))∗aj

0.

Inspecting the linearization of the left hand side of (2.47) with respect to µ at µ = 0, recall

the definition of g2 in (2.5), we obtain on the one hand for j = 1, 2 that

〈
∫ 0

−L
Φs
−2(0, ζ)fµ(q2(ζ) + w3

2(0, L, v)(ζ); 0)µdζ, aj
0〉 =

〈
∫ 0

−L
fµ(q2(ζ) + w3

2(0, L, v)(ζ); 0)µdζ, aj(ζ)〉.

From (2.45), ||w3
2(0, L, v)||−η ≤ C(e(η−κ)L̃ + |v|) and, since the trichotomy estimates hold

for the adjoint equation, it follows |aj(ζ)| ≤ Ceκζ |aj
0| for ζ ≤ 0. Hence, for L̃ ∈ I3

b ,

L ∈ I3
b (L̃) we can approximate by the w3

2 independent integral
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|〈
∫ 0

−L

(
fµ(q2(ζ) + w3

2(0, L)(ζ); 0) − fµ(q2(ζ); 0)
)
µ dζ, aj(ζ)〉|

≤ C

∫ 0

−L
sup

s∈[0,1]
ζ∈[−L,0]

|f ′
µ(q2(ζ) + sw3

2(0, L, v)(ζ); 0)| |w3
2(0, L, v)(ζ)| |µ| |aj(ζ)|dζ

≤ C|µ|
∫ 0

−L
eηζ ||w3

2(0, L, v)||−η,L̃e−κζ |aj
0|dζ ≤ C|µ|||w3

2(0, L, v)||−η,L̃

≤ C(e(η−κ)L + |v|)|µ|.

The difference of the w3
2 independent to the infinite integral satisfies for j = 1, 2 that

|〈
−L∫

−∞

fµ(q2(ζ); 0)µdζ, aj(ζ)〉| ≤
−L∫

−∞

|fµ(q2(ζ); 0)µ||aj(ζ)|dζ ≤ C|µ|
−L∫

−∞

|aj(ζ)|dζ

≤ C|µ|e−κL

On the other hand, the graph m2 satisfies, cf. e.g. [39],

(

d

dµ

∣
∣
∣
∣
µ=0

m2(v(µ,L);µ)

)

µ =

∫ ∞

0
P u

+2(0)Φ2(0, ζ)fµ(q2(ξ); 0)µdζ.

As above for the trichotomy near γ, we may adjust Rg(P u
+2(0)) so that (P u

+2(0))
∗aj

0 = aj
0

and therefore

∫ ∞

−∞
〈fµ(q2(ζ); 0)µ, aj(ζ)〉dζ =

∫ 0

−L
〈fµ(q2(ζ) + w3

2(0, L, v)(ζ); 0)µ, aj(ζ)〉dζ +

+

∫ ∞

0
〈fµ(q2(ξ); 0)µ, aj(ζ)〉dζ + O

(

(e(η−κ)L + |v|)|µ|
)

.

All in all (2.47) is of the form (again v in a rough estimate)

∫ ∞

−∞
〈fµ(q2(ζ); 0)µ, aj(ζ)〉dζ = −〈bL, aj(−L)〉

+O
(
|µ|(e(η−κ)L + |v| + |µ|) + e(η−3κ)L + |v|

)
(2.49)

By hypothesis 4, the Melnikov-integral linear map M on the left hand side is invertible.

The perturbed map M + O(e(η−κ)L + |v|) is invertible with uniformly bounded norm of

the inverse if L ∈ I3
b ∩ (L̄4,∞), |v| ≤ δv for sufficiently large L̄4 and small δv ≤ δ3.

To obtain a fully matched solution pair, i.e. a 1–homoclinic orbit, we can apply theorem

2.1 in the same way as in the proof of lemma 6: We find a constant L4 ≥ L̄4 and fix

any L̃ ∈ I3
b ∩ (L4,∞). Then set I := I3

b (L̃), X := Y := Λδ3
L̃

(0), so y = µ, Z :=
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Bδv
(0) ⊂ E1, and Q(L) := M + O(e(η−κ)L̃ + |v|), R(y, L) := O(|µ|(|µ| + |v|) + |v|), and

S(L) :=
∑

j=1,2〈−bL, aj(−L)〉aj
0 + O(e(η−3κ)L). Note |S(L)| ≤ Ce−2κL by (2.48). As in

the proofs before, all constants are independent of L̃.

This yields positive constants ε4, δ4 and C, uniform in L̃, and a countably infinite family

of Ck curves µ(L, v) for all L̃ ∈ I3
b ∩ (L4,∞), L ∈ I3

b (L̃) ∩ (L4,∞), |v| ≤ δ4, which

provide the unique solutions in Λε4
L̃

. Now W 4(L, v) := W 3(µ(L, v), L, v), W 4
0 (L, v) :=

W 3
0 (µ(L, v), L, v) is a family of curves of 1–homoclinic solution hL,v by means of (2.18).

These 1–homoclinic orbits and the parameter curve µ(L, v) satisfy

|µ(L, v)| ≤ C(e−2κL + |v|)

|W 4
0 (L, v)| ≤ C(e−κ′L + |v|)

||W 4(L, v)||L̃ ≤ C(e(η−κ)L̃ + |v|)

and in particular

|hL,v(0) − q1(0)| + |hL,v(2L) − q2(0)| ≤ C(e(η−κ)L + |v|).

The local uniqueness in the statement of theorem 2.3 follows from its analogue in theorem

2.2, the uniqueness statements in lemmas 6, 7 and for µ(L, v) above by possibly decreas-

ing ε4 > 0. The estimate |µ| ≤ C(e−2κL + |v|) follows from theorem 2.1 already without

the existence proof, similar to the estimates in lemmas 6, 7. Hence, while the existence

proof needed |µ| ≤ δ4e
−ηL, the local uniqueness for 1–homoclinics holds for example if

|v| ≤ Ce−κL and µ ∈ Bδ4(0) ⊂ Λ. Taken together we obtain the claimed uniqueness up to

time shifts in Bδ4(0) ⊂ Λ for v = 0, i.e. uniform in L. 2

Recall that the set I3
b consists of disconnected open intervals, see remark 6, and hL,v,

µ(L, v) consist of disjoint curve segments for any fixed small v. In section 2.4 the role of

v in connecting these pieces is investigated. See remark 6 concerning the meaning of the

enumeration of the countably infinite families.

Remark 7 We could now translate these homoclinics into ones that have semi travel

time L between section Σ1 and Σ2 as indicated in remark 4. While we do not pursue

this in our discussion, we outline the approach. For simplicity consider v = 0 in the
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codimension–2 case. Since hL,0(0) and hL,0(2L) lie exponentially close to q1(0) and q2(0)

respectively, we can find exponentially small unique ξ1
L and ξ2

L so that hL,0(ξ
1
L) ∈ Σ1 and

hL,0(ξ
1
L + 2L + ξ2

L) ∈ Σ2, hence the semi travel time is (ξ1
L + 2L + ξ2

L)/2. We can take

L∗ = ξ1
L + 2L + ξ2

L and define h∗
L∗(ξ) := hL,0(ξ − ξ1

L) to obtain homoclinics that are

parameterizes by the unique semi-travel-times between the sections.

2.4 Extending the curves of 1–homoclinic orbits

In the codimension–2 case the 1–homoclinics found in theorem 2.3 have the additional

parameter v due to the two-dimensionality of Eu
−1(0)∩Es

+1(0) and W1 = Wu(p0)∩Wcs(γ).

This creates a one-parameter family of distinct heteroclinic orbits in W1, i.e. not related by

time shifts. Theorem 2.3 may be applied to any one of these heteroclinics with asymptotic

phase zero, if all other hypotheses hold. In the following, we will reparametrize hL,v in

terms of these distinct heteroclinic orbits and draw global conclusions about connected

curves of 1–homoclinics.

Let q1,α be a heteroclinic from p0 to γ such that q1,α(0) ∈ Wss
α (γ). Then q1,α(· − α) has

asymptotic phase zero and under the assumptions of theorem 2.3 we obtain a family of

1–homoclinic orbits, which we denote by hα
L,v. The set of approximate semi-travel-times

associated to q1,α (not q1,α(· − α)) will be identified as Iα := I4
b − α/2 in the following

theorem.

Let Φ(ξ) denote the flow to u̇ = f(u; 0), cf. (2.1), and given a set S ⊂ R
n denote its

orbit by O(S) := {Φ(ξ)v | v ∈ S, ξ ∈ R}. For an interval J formally set ΓJ := {q1,α(0) ∈
Wss

α (γ) |α ∈ J}.

Lemma 8 Assume hypothesis 1, 2 and 4. There exists a Ck curve Γ ⊂ W1 which contains

q1(0) and is transverse to the flow and strong stable fibers of γ. Any such bounded curve

can be parametrized so that Γ = ΓJ for a bounded nontrivial interval J ⊂ R.

Proof. By hypothesis 2 the intersection of unstable and center-stable manifolds is trans-

verse at q1(0) and W1 is two-dimensional. By the implicit function theorem smoothness of

stable and unstable manifolds implies that a neighborhood of q1(0) is a two-dimensional

Ck manifold. Let α0 be so that q1(0) ∈ Wss
α0

(γ) ∩ W1. Since W1 is flow invariant, the
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hα
L,0(0)

2L, L = L′ − α/2 ∈ I4
b − α/2

︷ ︸︸ ︷

hL,α(0) = hα
L,0(α)

>
︸ ︷︷ ︸

2L′, L′ ∈ I4
b

q1,α(−α) q1,α(0) γ q2(0)
> • >

Figure 9: Schematic picture of shifting the approximate semi-travel-time by α/2.

tangent space Tq1(0)W1 is spanned by E1 and q̇1(0), which is transverse to the strong stable

fibers. This allows to find a Ck curve Γ through q1(0), which is simultaneously transverse

to the flow and the strong stable fibers. Since W s(γ) is fibered by Wss
α (γ), 0 ≤ α < Tγ ,

we can parametrize any such Γ as claimed. 2

Theorem 2.4 Assume hypotheses 1, 2 and 4. Let Γ = ΓJ as in lemma 8. There exist

constants εΓ > 0 and j0 and countably infinite Ck families of curves µj
Γ(L) of parameters

and hj
Γ(ξ;L) of 1–homoclinic orbits to p0, for L ∈ IΓ and j ≥ j0 such that for each j the

estimates of theorem 2.3 hold.

The interval J can be extended so that there exists an interval J ′ ⊂ J such that the

following holds. For any 1–homoclinic h which lies in the εΓ–neighborhood of O(ΓJ ′) ∪
O({q2(0)}) there exist j ≥ j0, L ∈ IΓ and σL = O(εΓ) such that h(· − σL) ≡ hj

Γ(·, L) and

for α ∈ J ′ we have {hα
L,v(ξ) | ξ ∈ R, |v| ≤ δ4, L ∈ Iα} ⊂ {hj

Γ(ξ)|ξ ∈ R, L ∈ IΓ, j ≥ j0}.

Proof.

As noted previously q1,α(−α) ∈ Wss
0 (γ), so existence of an α dependent family of curves of

1–homoclinics hα
L,v and parameters µ(L,α, v) follows from theorem 2.3. The 1–homoclinics

hα
L,0 for parameter µ(L,α, 0) have any approximate semi-travel-time L ∈ I 4

b . Define

µ(L,α) := µ(L,α, 0) and hL,α := hα
L,0(·+ α) for α ∈ J , i.e. hL,α(0)− q1,α(0) = O(e(η−κ)L)

with any approximate semi-travel-times L ∈ Iα, see figure 9, and associated parameters

µ(L,α). Recall Ib has been derived in lemma 3 by slightly ’thickening’ the sequence

Tj = jTγ/2, which has the property |q1,α(Tj −α)−q2(−Tj)| ≤ Ce−κTj . By definition of Iα

we conclude for α, α′ ∈ IΓ that Iα = Iα′ +(α′−α)/2, and so varying α extends the available

approximate semi-travel-times IΓ := ∪α∈JIα ⊂ R. Smoothness of hα
L,0 in α follows from
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Figure 10: Patching curves of 1–homoclinic orbits.

smoothness of Γ, the heteroclinic and the trichotomies with respect to parameters, cf. e.g.

[50].

For each q1,α(· − α) theorem 2.3 provides a constant ε(α) = ε4. Continuous dependence

and boundedness of J yield uniform 0 < ε := min{ε(α) |α ∈ J}. Each interval in Iα is

open, so there are ρj > 0 such that for α, α′ ∈ J , |α − α′| ≤ ρj we have Tj ∈ Iα ∩ Iα′ and

the intersection is open. Note that Iα ∩ Iα′ is bounded, because the intervals constituting

Iβ are exponentially short for any β. Let IL be the connected component of Iα containing

L. By continuity in β of hL,β we may decrease the ρj > 0 such that for any L ∈ Iα ∩ Iα′

and β = α, β = α′ it holds that

(hL,β(· − β) − q1,α(· − α), hL,β(2L − β + ·) − q2) ∈ B0
ε (0; sup IL).(2.50)

Theorem 2.3 provides a unique σL(α) = O(α−α′), Ck in L and α such that the overlapping

parts can be patched together smoothly (note `L = L, because L ∈ Iα), i.e.

hL,α ≡ hL,α′(· + α − α′ + σL(α))

µ(L,α) = µ(L,α′, Q̃P u
−1(0)(hL,α′ (σL − α) − q1,α(−α))).

(2.51)

Therefore, we can define extended curves of parameters and 1–homoclinics, cf. figure 10,

as follows. Define α0 := inf J , α1 := supJ , j0 := min{j |Tj ∈ IΓ} and for j ≥ j0 set

α(j, L) :=







−α1/2 L < Tj − α1/2

−2(L − Tj) L ∈ [Tj − α1/2, Tj − α0/2]

−α0/2 L > Tj − α0/2

Due to (2.51) we can define Ck curves for j ≥ j0 by

hj
Γ(ξ;L) := hL,α(L,j)

µj
Γ(L) := µ(L,α(L, j)).
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These contain all 1–homoclinics hL,α and parameters µ(L,α), because by definition

⋃

L∈IΓ,j≥j0

α(L, j) = IΓ

We emphasize that for α 6= α′ and α − α′ < Tγ we have q1,α(0) 6= q1,α′(0), and |hL,α(0) −
q1,α(0)| ≤ e(η−κ)L. Hence, for L sufficiently large hL,α′(·+ τ) 6= hL,α for any τ , i.e. we can

separate 1–homoclinics by fixing α, α′ and choosing L large, while we can patch them in

(2.51) by choosing α and α′ close to each other.

As to the claimed local uniqueness, let Eu
−1(0;α), P u

−1(0;α) and Es
+1(0;α), P s

+1(0;α) as

well as E1(α), Q̃α denote the spaces and projections from theorem 2.3 with respect to

the heteroclinic q1,α(· − α). Given a 1–homoclinic h with variations W (σ,L) ∈ B0
ε (0;L),

the local uniqueness statement of theorem 2.3 implies that from Q̃αP u
−1(0;α)w1(0;σ) =

0 ∈ E1(α) it follows h is a time shift of hα
L,0. Let β ∈ J , and set q := q1,β(0). The

tangent space TqW1 = span{E1(β), q̇1,β(0))}, and by choice of Γ it follows TqW1 =

span{ d
dα |α=βq1,α(α), q̇1,β(0)}. Therefore, we can solve Q̃αP u

−1(0;α)w1(0;σ) = 0 locally

by the implicit function theorem. By the same argument, J can be extended so that for

Γ = ΓJ we have {hj
L,Γ(ξ) | ξ ∈ R, L ∈ IΓ, j ≥ j0} ⊃ {hα0

L,v(ξ) | |v| ≤ δ4, ξ ∈ R}. For a

set S ⊂ R
n define Bε := {v ∈ R

n |dist(v, S) ≤ ε}. By continuity, there are J ′ ⊂ J and

εΓ ∈ (0, ε), such that for Γ′ := Γ′ we have

BεΓ({hj
L,Γ′(ξ) | ξ ∈ R, L ∈ IΓ, j ≥ j0}) ⊂ {hL,Γ(ξ) | ξ ∈ R, L ∈ IΓ}.

Together with the local uniqueness statement in theorem 2.3 we conclude the claimed

uniqueness for any 1–homoclinic with variations in B0
εΓ(0;L) with respect to q1,α, α ∈ ΓJ ′

and any L ∈ IΓ′

J
. 2

If ΓJ is so that Iα ∩ Iα′ 6= ∅ implies α − α′ < Tγ , then α ∈ JΓ uniquely identifies hL,α.

However, if J = (α0, α1) and |α0 − α1| ≥ Tγ , then the 1–homoclinics h1,α0 and h1,α1 may

or may not be related by time shifts as we will see in the next theorem.

Suppose that IΓ = (L∗,∞) for some L∗ so there exist 1–homoclinics in the family hj
Γ

for an unbounded interval of approximate semi-travel-times. However, it is not clear this

yields a connected curve of 1–homoclinics and parameters, i.e. a bifurcation from the
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heteroclinic cycle. As pointed out in remark 6 the uniqueness has the effect that the set of

parameter values {µ(L,α)|L ∈ Iα} consists of disjoint curve segments for each α and the

curves µj
Γ(L) do not necessarily connect these. Consider for instance a curve Γ = Γ(α0,α1)

for 0 < α0 − α1 < Tγ/2. Since the orbit of a curve Γ is contained in W1 by invariance,

there exists an unbounded curve Γ′ ⊂ O(Γ), which is transverse to the flow and intersects

all strong stable fibers transversely. However, this curve is not closed, and while for any

bounded piece theorem 2.4 applies, we cannot expect that the homoclinic orbits associated

to any two heteroclinic orbits starting at distinct points in Γ are the same, i.e. related

by time shifts. Furthermore, Γ = ΓJ for unbounded J is tangent to the flow as β → ∞
for β ∈ J . Therefore heteroclinics for large β ∈ J are ’almost’ related by time shifts.

Hence, we expect that a curve of 1–homoclinics obtained from Γ does not bifurcate from

the heteroclinic cycle.

From this perspective, the only general condition that could guarantee a smooth connected

curve of 1–homoclinics appears to be the existence of a closed curved that intersects all

strong stable fibers.

Hypothesis 5 The intersection W1 between the equilibrium’s unstable manifold Wu(p0)

and the periodic orbit’s center-stable manifold W cs(γ) contains a nontrivial Ck Jordan

curve Γ, which transversely intersects all strong stable fibers W ss
α (γ), 0 ≤ α < Tγ. Any

heteroclinic orbit in W1 intersects Γ and those starting in Γ satisfy hypotheses 2 and 4.

Here, Jordan curve means a non self-intersecting, closed curve and the part concerning

hypothesis 2 means that the unstable manifold of p0 intersects the center-stable manifold

of γ transversely at every point. The intersection of any heteroclinic with Γ means that

the orbit of Γ is surjective on W1, so W1 is a two-dimensional Ck manifold with boundary

p0 ∪ γ. Note that as the intersection of two manifolds W1 may a priori have several

connected components.

As mentioned previously, this hypothesis is for instance satisfied when γ stems from a

’nearby’ Hopf-bifurcation of p0. In this case the union of p0 with its center manifold

contains a disc which has γ as its boundary, cf. e.g. chapters 6.4 and 8 in [31]. Circles

in this disc which wind around p0 once can be chosen for Γ, and for counter-examples to

hypothesis 5 we can insert a saddle-node bifurcation into this disc, see figure 11.
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Figure 11: a) Example for winding number zero: x′ = x−x(x2 +y2)−y+0.7 exp(−10(y−0.5)2),

y′ = y − y(x2 + y2) + x. The saddle’s unstable manifold (black) separates heteroclinic sets from

the central and the outer focus; computed with dstool [4]. b) schematic picture for ’cutting out’

strong stable fibers with a saddle’s unstable manifold.

We expect Hypothesis 5 can be derived from more abstract topological assumptions, such

as: There is a curve in W1, which is homotopic in W1∪O(γ(0)) to γ, but not to single point,

or alternatively, it has nonvanishing, but finite (appropriately defined) winding number with

respect to p0 in W1.

Let Γ be a curve that satisfies hypothesis 5. As shown in theorem 2.4, transversality to

strong stable fibers yields a parametrization Γ = {q1,α(0) ∈ Wss
α (γ) |α ∈ [0, T ∗)}. Since

Γ is closed and nontrivial there is m ∈ N \ {0} such that T ∗ = mTγ and we call m the

winding number of Γ. By surjectivity the flow provides a pointwise defined diffeomorphism

between any two curves that satisfy hypothesis 5, so m is the same and counts how often

the set of heteroclinic points W1 ’winds around’ γ and p0. If W1 ∪ O(γ(0)) is a Möbius

band near γ, then m = 2.

The proof of following theorem mainly uses that the “uniqueness neighborhoods” from

theorem 2.3 are uniform for all heteroclinics in Γ. We conjecture that for infinite winding

number a countably infinite number of curves of 1–homoclinics bifurcates.

Theorem 2.5 Assume hypotheses 1 and 5, and let m be the winding number of Γ. There

are positive constants ε, L∗ and C, such that the following holds. There exist m curves

hj
L of 1–homoclinic orbits to p0 of (2.1) and µj(L) of associated parameters for L ≥ L4.
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The curves are of class Ck, bifurcate from the heteroclinic cycle and satisfy

|µj(L)| ≤ Ce−2κL

||hL − q1||0,L̃ + ||hj
L(2L − ·) − q2||−0,L̃ ≤ Ce−κL̃.

Let h be a 1–homoclinic solution to (2.1) for |µ| ≤ δ such that h(ξ) ∈ Bε(W1 ∪ {q2(ξ)|ξ ∈
R}) ⊂ R

n for all ξ. There exists unique σ ∈ R, L ≥ L4 and j ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1} such that

h ≡ hj
L(· + σ) and µ = µj(L).

Proof. Let Γ satisfy hypothesis 5 with winding number m. Parametrize Γ = {q1,α(0) ∈
Wss

α (γ) |α ∈ [0, T ∗]} as in theorem 2.4 so that q1,0 ≡ q1,T ∗. Then T ∗ = mTγ and using the

estimates and notation from theorem 2.3 as well as (2.50) we get for L ∈ IΓ that

||(hL,T ∗(· − T ∗) − q1,T ∗(· − T ∗), hL,T ∗(2L − T ∗ + ·) − q2)||L ≤ Ce(η−κ)L

⇒ ||(hL,T ∗ − q1,T ∗, hL,T ∗(2L − T ∗ + ·) − q2)||L ≤ CeηT ∗

e(η−κ)L

⇔ ||(hL,T ∗ − q1,0, hL,T ∗(2(L − T ∗/2) + ·) − q2)||L ≤ CeηT ∗

e(η−κ)L.

For sufficiently large L̄4 and using εΓ from theorem 2.4 we have CeT ∗

e(η−κ)L ≤ εΓ for any

L ≥ L̄4. Hence, by uniqueness hL+T ∗/2,0 ≡ hL,T ∗ . Here L = `L and σL = 0, because

both vary with respect to the same heteroclinic and are fixed points of G, cf. lemma 4.

Therefore, the curves found in theorem 2.4 consist of m curves, which we can parametrize

by j = 0, . . . ,m − 1 and α(L) := −2L mod T ∗ as

hj
L := h(L+jTγ/2),α(L)

µj(L) := µ(L + jTγ/2, α(L)).
(2.52)

We next show that hj
L is not a time shift of any hj′

L′ if j 6= j′ and L,L′ are large enough,

and that any 1–homoclinic near the heteroclinic cycle is captured. It follows that there are

precisely m curves of 1–homoclinics bifurcating from the heteroclinic cycle, as indicated

in figure 12, and precisely m connected associated parameter curves µj(L) bifurcate from

µ = 0.

Since 1–homoclinics in a uniform neighborhood of q1,α and q2 for each α are locally unique

by theorem 2.3, it suffices to show that none of the heteroclinic orbits q1,α are related by

time shifts.
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Figure 12: Paths of the 1–homoclinics in the parameters α and L using the sequence Tj := jTγ/2

and j0 so that Tj0 ∈ I4

b . The homoclinics associated to L = (m + j0)Tγ/2, and α = 0, α = mTγ

coincide, while the one for α = (m − 1)Tγ is different.

To show the heteroclinics are distinct in this sense, assume for a contradiction first, that

there are ξ0 > 0 and α0, α1 ∈ IΓ such that 0 < α0 − α1 < mTγ and q1,α0(ξ0) = q1,α1(0).

Define the partial orbit O1 := {q1,α0(ξ) | 0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξ0} and the closed curve Γ0 := O1 ∪
{q1,α(0) |α ∈ (α0, α1)}. We may assume ξ0 > 0 is the smallest ξ so that q1,α0(ξ) = q1,α1(0).

Since Γ is non self-intersecting this implies that Γ0 is non self-intersecting.

The curves Γ and Γ0 are bounded, so we can find ξ+ > ξ− > ξ0 such that the partial

orbits {Φ(ξ)Γ0 | − ξ+ ≤ ξ ≤ −ξ−} and {Φ(ξ)Γ0 | ξ− ≤ ξ ≥ ξ+} have empty intersection

with Γ and Γ0. Therefore, the partial orbit O := {Φ(ξ)Γ0 | − ξ+ ≤ ξ ≤ ξ+} ⊂ W1 is

a Ck manifold which is homeomorphic to an annulus, because Φ(ξ)Γ0 is homeomorphic

to S1 for any ξ. Hence, O is separated by Γ0 into an ’interior’ containing Φ(ξ+)Γ, and

an ’exterior’ containing Φ(−ξ+)Γ. Any connected curve in W1 that has parts inside and

outside has to cross ∂O or Γ0.

The parametrization induces an orientation on Γ for increasing α, and smoothness yields

tangent vectors ∂αq1,α(0) 6= 0. Since Γ is transverse to the flow, the angle s(α) from

∂αq1,α(0) to f(q1,α(0); 0) in the two-dimensional tangent space Tq1,α(0)W1 is never a mul-

tiple of π. By assumption, this angle always lies in (π, 2π), see figure 13. Therefore, for

increasing α the curve Γ can cross the tangent vectors to the flow line O1 only at angles

s(α) ∈ (π, 2π), i.e. from outside Γ0 to inside. Hence, for any sufficiently small β > 0 we

have q1,α1+β(0) and q1,α0−β(0) lie on opposite sides of Γ0 in O, see figure 13. Since Γ is

closed and does not intersect ∂O, it has to cross Γ0 from interior to exterior for increasing

α. This would have to occur at O1, because Γ is non self-intersecting, which contradicts
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Figure 13: Configuration in the case that O(Γ) intersects Γ (black) along a flow line (gray).

s(α) ∈ (π, 2π). Hence such an intersection along a flow line cannot occur for ξ0 > 0 and

0 < α0 < α1 < mTγ . Similarly, the case ξ0 < 0 is ruled out, so the set of heteroclinics is

distinct. As noted above, it follows that the 1–homoclinics hj
L are distinct.

The constants C, L4 and δ4 from theorem 2.3 may be chosen uniform in α due to continuity

and the boundedness of [0, Tγ ]. We denote by L∗ the uniform L4 and set ε := εΓ from

theorem 2.4.

Let u be a solution to (2.1) with u(0) ∈ Bε(Γ) ⊂ R
n and L so that u(2L) ∈ Bε(q2(0)).

Then L → ∞ as ε → 0. Since O(Γ ∪ q2(0)) is bounded and the vector field continuous,

there is a uniform lower bound Lε such that for all solutions u and times L with u(0) and

u(2L) as above we have L ≥ Lε, and Lε → ∞ as ε → 0. Now let h be a 1–homoclinic

orbit that lies in Bε(W1 ∪ {q2(ξ)|ξ ∈ R}) ⊂ R
n. There is L and, by hypothesis 5, there

are α and σ such that |h(σ) − q1,α(0)| ≤ ε and |h(2L + σ) − q2(0)| ≤ ε. Therefore L ≥ Lε

and we may assume ε is so small that Lε ≥ L4 and ε ≤ εΓ, where εΓ > 0 is from theorem

2.4. It follows from theorem 2.4 for unique σL and j ∈ {0, . . . ,m−1} that h ≡ hj
L(·+σL). 2

Note that the extension of curves of n–homoclinic orbits works the same way, given an

existence and uniqueness theorem like theorem 2.3, but we do not pursue this here.

2.5 Expansion of parameter curves

In this section, we investigate the leading order geometry of any connected parameter

curve µ(L) from theorem 2.5. Let Γ = {q1,α(0) ∈ Wss
α (γ) |α ∈ [0,mTγ)} be a curve which
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satisfies hypothesis 5 and has winding number m. Theorem 2.5 and (2.52) imply that initial

conditions for the heteroclinic orbits that are exponentially close to the 1–homoclinics at

parameter values µ(L) can be chosen q1,α(L)(0) with α(L) = −2L mod mTγ .

By theorem 2.5 we have µ(L) = O(e−2κL) and so (2.49), note v = 0, yields

Mµ(L) = −〈bL, a1(−L)〉a1
0 − 〈bL, a2(−L)〉a2

0 + O(e(η−3κ)L).(2.53)

We expect that the parameter curve is determined to leading order as L → ∞ by the scalar

products in this expression. Recall bL = q2(−L)− q1,α(L)(L), hence the scalar products in

(2.53) are, for j = 1, 2, given by

〈−bL, aj(−L)〉 = 〈q1,α(L)(L) − γ(−L), aj(−L)〉 − 〈q2(−L) − γ(−L), aj(−L)〉.(2.54)

Recall the Floquet representation Aper(ξ)e
Rξ of the evolution Φγ(ξ, 0) of v′ = ∂uf(γ(ξ))v,

where Aper(ξ) is Tγ -periodic and invertible, Aper(0) = Id. By hypothesis 1, the matrix R

has an algebraically simple eigenvalue zero, and no other eigenvalues lie on the imaginary

axis. Let Ej be the generalized eigenspace of R to the eigenvalues νj, j = 1, . . . n, and

νs 6= 0 be so that <(νs) < 0 and <(νj) < 0 ⇒ <(νj) ≤ <(νs). We define the strong stable,

leading stable and center-unstable generalized eigenspaces of R:

Ess
R :=

∑

{j | <(νj)<<(νs)}

Ej , Es
R :=

∑

{j | <(νj)=<(νs)}

Ej , Eu
R :=

∑

{j | <(νj)><(νs)}

Ej

Notice that Ess
R⊕Es

R⊕Eu
R = R

n and let P ss
R be the projection onto Ess

R with kernel Es
R⊕Eu

R,

and P s
R the projection onto Es

R with kernel Ess
R ⊕ Eu

R, as well as P u
R the projection onto

Eu with kernel Ess
R ⊕ Es.

In the following A∗ denotes the adjoint of A and E⊥ the ortho-complement of a linear

space E with respect to the standard scalar product. Furthermore, z̄ denotes the complex

conjugate of z ∈ C, and direct sums as well as spans are over R.

Since we did not distinguish leading stable and unstable rates in our analysis, but only

considered the joint rate κ, we need to assume that the stable spectrum of R is closest to

the imaginary axis in the following. We expect from a refined analysis that this assumption

can be dropped.
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Hypothesis 6 (real leading eigenvalue) There is a real algebraically and geometri-

cally simple eigenvalue νs < 0 such that there is a δ > 0 so |<(ν)| − |ν s| ≥ δ for all other

eigenvalues ν of R.

Hypothesis 7 (complex leading eigenvalues) There is a pair of complex conjugate

algebraically and geometrically simple eigenvalues ν s, ν̄s with <(νs) < 0 such that there is

a δ > 0 so |<(ν)| − |<(νs)| ≥ δ for all other eigenvalues ν of R.

Let Wρ ⊂ W1 be such that for q(0) ∈ Wρ the solution q(ξ) satisfies lim supξ→∞
ln(q(ξ))

−ξ = ρ.

Lemma 9 Assume hypotheses 1 and 5 with winding number m, and hypothesis 6 or 7.

Let <(νs) = −ρ < 0. It holds that q2(ξ) = γ(ξ) + O(e−(ρ+δ)|ξ|) for ξ ≤ 0 and there exists

j ≥ 1 and a (mTγ/j)–periodic Ck function v : R → <(Es
R) such that for ξ ≥ 0

q1,α(ξ) = γ(ξ + α) + Aper(ξ + α)eRξv(α) + O(e−(ρ+δ)ξ).(2.55)

If Wρ 6= ∅ then there is α ∈ [0,mTγ) such that v(α) 6= 0.

Proof. We first show the expansion for q1,α(ξ). Consider v = q1,α −γ(·+α), which solves

the variational equation

v′ = ∂uf(γ(ξ + α); 0)v + g(v, ξ, α) where

g(v, ξ, α) = f(v + γ(ξ + α); 0) − f(γ(ξ + α)) − ∂uf(γ(ξ + α); 0)v.

Analogous to (2.5) and (2.6) we obtain g(v, ξ, α) = O(|v|2), because of the periodicity in

α. We now consider w = Aper(ξ + α)−1v. It holds for general Floquet representation, cf.

e.g. [14], that ∂uf(γ(ξ); 0)Aper(ξ) = Aper(ξ)
′ + Aper(ξ)R and so w solves

w′ = Rw + A−1
per(ξ + α)g(Aper(ξ + α)w, ξ, α).

Since v(ξ) = O(e−ρξ) for ξ ≥ 0, it follows w(ξ) = O(e−ρξ) by periodicity. Therefore, for

any fixed α, the proof of Theorem 4.5 from chapter 13 in [14] implies that there is a vector

v(α) ∈ <(Es
R)⊕=(Es

R) such that w(ξ) = eRξv(α)+O(e−(ρ+δ)ξ) for ξ ≥ 0. Moreover, v(α)

satisfies

v(α) = P s

(

(P ss
R − Id)w(0) +

∫ ∞

0
e−Rζ(P s

R + P u
R)A−1

per(ζ + α)g(Aper(ζ + α)w(ζ), ζ, α)dζ

)

.
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Since P ss
R + P u

R + P s
R = Id and w(ζ) = A−1

per(α + ζ)(q1,α(ζ) − γ(ζ + α)) we obtain

v(α) = −P s
RA−1

per(α)(q1,α(0) − γ(α)) +(2.56)

+

∫ ∞

0
e−RζP s

RA−1
per(ζ + α)g(q1,α(ζ) − γ(ζ + α), ζ, α)dζ

By periodicity in α the integral converges uniformly in α and so v(α) is C k. Since q1,α(0)

has minimal period mTγ uniqueness of the solutions imply that q1,α(ξ) has minimal period

mTγ for any ξ ∈ R. Hence, (2.56) implies that v(α) has period mTγ/j for some j ≥ 1.

The claimed expansion follows from changing coordinates back to u.

As to the expansion of q2(ξ) which lies in the unstable manifold, hypothesis 6 or 7 imply

that the unstable eigenvalues have real parts larger than ρ + δ. A similar coordinate

change as above and application of theorem 4.3 from chapter 13 in [14] implies q2(ξ) =

γ(ξ) + O(e−(ρ+δ)|ξ|) for ξ ≤ 0.

As to roots of v(α), if Wρ 6= ∅ then by hypothesis 5 there are σ ∈ R and α ∈ [0,mTγ)

such that q(0) = q1,α(σ), and so (2.55) implies that v(α) 6= 0. 2

We emphasize, that this lemma does not exclude the possibility that v(α) is constant.

However, it shows that if W1 contains a “leading order strong stable fiber”, i.e. Wρ 6= ∅,
then the leading order term in the expansion (2.55) does not vanish identically.

Next we prove a leading order expansion as L → ∞ of the parameter curve µ(L). Let

Ẽρ ⊂ (E2)
⊥ be the set of points such that for solutions a(ξ) to the adjoint linear equation

a′ = −(∂uf(q2(ξ)))
∗a with a(0) ∈ Ẽρ it holds that

lim sup
ξ→−∞

ln(a(ξ))

ξ
= ρ.

Since the equation is linear it follows that Eρ := Ẽρ ∪ {0} is a linear subspace of (E2)
⊥.

Theorem 2.6 Assume hypotheses 1, 2, 4, 5. Let m be the winding number of Γ and µ(L)

a parameter curve of 1–homoclinic orbits to p0 from theorem 2.5.

Assume hypothesis 6 and write νs = −ρ for some ρ > 0. If Ẽρ 6= ∅, then there exist

b0 ∈ Ẽρ, ε > 0 and a Ck function s0 : R → R, which is constant or has minimal period

(mTγ/(2`)) for some ` ∈ N \ {0} and

µ(L) = e−2ρLs0(L)b0 + O(e(−(2ρ+ε)L).
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Assume hypothesis 7 and write νs = −ρ + iσ for some ρ > 0 and σ ∈ R. If dim(Eρ) = 2,

then there exist ε > 0 and Ck functions bj : R → Eρ, j = 1, 2, which are constant or have

minimal period (mTγ/(2`)) for some ` ∈ N \ {0} and

µ(L) = e−2ρL (sin(2Lσ)b1(L) + cos(2Lσ)b2(L)) + O(e−(2ρ+ε)L).

If dim(Eρ) = 1 then the same holds and there are b̃0 ∈ Ẽρ, sj : R → R such that

bj(L) = sj(L)b̃ for j = 1, 2.

Assume Wρ 6= ∅, Ẽρ 6= ∅ and set Lr := −α/2 + rmTγ/(2`)) 6= 0 for all r ∈ Z. There

exists α ∈ [0,mTγ) such that q1,α(0) ∈ Wρ and if v(α) 6∈ (<(Es
R∗)⊥ then sj(Lr) 6= 0 or

bj(Lr) 6= 0 for all r ∈ Z and j = 0 or j = 1, 2 respectively.

Proof. We first derive expansions under hypothesis 6 and 7 alternatively and let <(ν s) =

−ρ < 0. Consider the scalar product in (2.54) involving q2(−L). Since aj(ξ) = O(e−ρ|ξ|)

for ξ ≤ 0 lemma 9 implies

〈q2(−L) − γ(−L), aj(−L)〉 = O(e−(2ρ+δ)L).(2.57)

Next we address the scalar product in (2.54) involving q1,α(L)(−L). Substituting α =

α(L) = −2L mod mTγ into (2.55) at ξ = L, we obtain

q1,α(L)(L) = γ(−L) + Aper(−L)eRLv(−2L) + O(e−(ρ+δ)L).(2.58)

Now consider the adjoint solution aj(ξ). Notice that (P s
R)∗ is the projection onto the

leading unstable eigenspace of R∗, and denote Eu
R∗ := Rg((P s

R)∗). We can write

(aj)′ = −(∂uf(γ(α + ξ))∗ + B(ξ)∗)aj

where B(ξ) := ∂uf(q2(ξ)) − ∂uf(γ(ξ)) = O(e−ρξ), because νs is algebraically simple and

so we may choose κ = ρ, cf. (2.2). The proof of theorem 4.5 in chapter 13 of [14] shows

there is a constant vector c(aj) ∈ <(Eu
R∗) such that, as ξ → −∞,

aj(ξ) = (Φγ(0, ξ))∗c(aj) + O(e−(ρ+δ)|ξ|).

Using the Floquet representation (Φγ(0, ξ))∗ = (A∗
per(ξ))

−1e−Rξ for the adjoint evolution

we obtain

aj(−L) = eR∗L(A−1
per(−L))∗c(aj) + O(e−(ρ+δ)L).(2.59)
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Application of (2.57), (2.58) and (2.59) to the terms in (2.54) implies

〈−bL, aj(−L)〉 = 〈Aper(−L)eRLv(−2L), (Aper(−L)∗)−1eR∗Lc(aj)〉 + O(e−(2ρ+δ)L)(2.60)

= 〈v(−2L), e2R∗Lc(aj)〉 + O(e−(2ρ+δ)L).

To obtain an expansion for µ(L) from (2.53) we compare −(2ρ + δ) and η − 3κ, where

0 < η < κ. We may choose κ = ρ, because ν s is algebraically simple. Therefore, ε :=

min{ρ− η, δ} satisfies ε > 0 and η − 3κ = −2ρ+ η −ρ ≤ −(2ρ+ ε), as well as −(2ρ + δ) ≤
−2(ρ + ε). Upon substituting (2.60) into (2.53) it thus follows that

µ(L) =
∑

j=1,2

〈v(−2L), e2R∗Lc(aj)〉M−1aj
0 + O(e−(2ρ+ε)L),(2.61)

We next determine the form of the claimed expansions for real or complex leading stable

eigenvalues. Note that v(α) does not depend on a1
0 or a2

0.

If Ẽρ 6= ∅ then we may choose a1
0 ∈ Ẽρ, whence c(a1) 6= 0, because of (2.59), and under

hypothesis 6 c(a1) is an eigenvector. We define s0(L) := 〈v(−2L), c(a1)〉, b0 := M−1a1
0

and substitution into (2.61) implies the expansion in this case.

Under hypothesis 7, Es
R∗ is the direct sum of complex eigenspaces to ν s and ν̄s. Let w∗

be an arbitrary eigenvector to ν s. There are xj , yj ∈ R such that c(aj
0) = xjw

∗ + yjw̄
∗ for

j = 1, 2. If dim(Eρ) = 2 then Eρ = span{a1
0, a

2
0} so c(aj

0) 6= 0 for j = 1, 2 and we define

b1(L) :=
∑

j=1,2

〈v(−2L), (yj − xj)<(w∗) − (xj + yj)=(w∗)〉M−1aj
0

b2(L) :=
∑

j=1,2

〈v(−2L), (xj + yj)<(w∗) + (yj − xj)=(w∗)〉M−1aj
0.

Upon substituting these into (2.61) the claimed terms in the expansion follow from a

straight-forward computation using R∗<(w∗) = cos(σ)<(w∗)−sin(σ)=(w∗) and R∗=(w∗) =

sin(σ)<(w∗) + cos(σ)=(w∗).

In case dim(Eρ) = 1 we choose a1
0 ∈ Ẽρ. Then c(a1

0) 6= 0 and we set sj(L) := 〈v(−2L), (yj−
xj)<(w∗) − (xj + yj)=(w∗)〉 for j = 1, 2 as well as b1 = b2 := M−1a1

0. The previously

mentioned computation proves the claimed expansion for this case.

Regarding periodicity, lemma 9 shows the minimal period of v(−2L) in L is 0 or mTγ/(2`)

for some integer ` ≥ 1. Therefore the period of sj, bj for j = 0, j = 1, 2 respectively is as

claimed.
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If Wρ 6= ∅ and Ẽρ 6= ∅ then hypothesis 5 implies that there exists α ∈ [0,mTγ) such

that q1,α(0) ∈ Wρ and lemma 9 yields v(α) 6= 0. If sj(L) = 0 or bj(L) = 0 then

〈v(−2L),<(w∗)〉 = 0 and 〈v(−2L),=(w∗)〉 = 0 because <(w∗), =(w∗) and a1
0, a1

0 are pair-

wise linearly independent. Therefore, if v(α) 6∈ (<(E s
R∗))⊥ then by periodicity sj(Lr) 6= 0,

bj(Lr) 6= 0 for all r ∈ Z and j = 0 or j = 1, 2 respectively. 2

We close this discussion with some remarks and conclusions concerning the expansions.

If v(−2L) = 0 for some L, then s(L) = 0 or bj(L) = 0 and the heteroclinic set intersects

a non-leading stable fiber of γ. We expect that a bifurcation similar to the orbit flip ho-

moclinic bifurcation occurs, cf. e.g. [50]. Such an intersection with non-leading fibers may

structurally stable in these heteroclinic cycles, which is not the case for heteroclinic cycles

between equilibria. In addition, if s(L) is not constant then we suspect that countably

infinite such bifurcations would occur.

Since v(α) is given in (2.56) by projections of objects with minimal period mTγ and

(2.55) contains higher order periodic corrections, it does not seem possible to conclude a

nontrivial minimal period of v(α) in general. Concerning dimensions in which v(α) varies,

the ambient space dimension is n ≥ 4 and the Morse index difference is i(p0) − i(γ) = 1,

hence we obtain n − i(γ) = n + 1 − i(p0) ≥ n + 1 − (n − 1) = 2. Therefore, the strong

stable fibers are at least two-dimensional.

Let τ be the minimal period of v(−2L). If =(2ν s) 6= τ , then the parameter curve µ(L)

’spirals’ into µ = 0 along a more or less complicated path depending on the frequency

ratio. However, in the one-to-one resonance the curve possibly does not spiral, and along

a non-spiraling curve there are no generic saddle-nodes of the homoclinic orbits. This is in

contrast to codimension–2 heteroclinic cycles between two equilibria with one transverse

heteroclinic orbit (’T-points’, cf. [28]). The analogue of v(α) is constant and spiraling

is generically equivalent to leading complex conjugate eigenvalues. In anticipation of the

next chapter, for complex conjugate leading eigenvalues, the absolute spectrum is unstable,

which typically forces infinitely many eigenvalues of the homoclinic to cross the imaginary

axis as L → ∞, cf. theorem 3.4 cited from [52]. We suspect that in a non-spiraling case

these eigenvalues only come in complex conjugate pairs or a condition assumed in that
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theorem is violated.

On the other hand, for the real leading case, the vector v may be so that saddle-nodes

occur despite the monotone approach in one direction in parameter space. Since this is a

stable phenomenon and the absolute spectrum may be stable, we suspect that eigenvalues

stabilize and destabilize periodically.
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3 Stability of travelling waves

in reaction-diffusion equations

This section establishes a framework for subsequent numerical investigations and bridges

the results of chapter 2 to an application in chapter 4. We mainly report known results,

but occasionally augment them and give new ones geared towards our purposes.

The general class of equations for the models referred to in chapter 4 are reaction-diffusion

equations in one space dimension. These are systems of N ’species’ U1, . . . UN ∈ R with

parameter dependent pointwise reaction kinetics F : R
N × R → R

N spatially coupled by

diffusion with rates dj ≥ 0, D := diag(d1, . . . , dN ) in the reaction-diffusion system

Ut = DUxx + F (U).(3.1)

We pose this equation on a function space X so that D∂xx can be cast as a closed and

densely defined operator, and assume the Nemitskij operator FN derived from F satisfies

FN ∈ C1(X,X). For example X = BC0
unif(R, RN ), dom(D∂xx) = BC2

unif(X,X) and

F ∈ C1(RN , RN ), cf. chapter 2 in [70].

In a comoving frame with speed c, in the variable ξ = x − ct, (3.1) becomes

Ut = DUξξ + cUξ + F (U)(3.2)

and we call t-independent solutions travelling waves, i.e. solutions to the 2nd order ODE

DU∗
ξξ + cU∗

ξ + F (U∗) = 0.(3.3)

To analyze travelling waves in more detail and for numerical purposes, we consider (3.2)

also on bounded domains, i.e. intervals (−L,L) with various Robin as well as periodic

boundary conditions. The space X and the domain of the linear part are then adapted

accordingly.

If dj > 0, j = 1, . . . , N the linear parts in (3.1) and (3.2) generate analytic semigroups

on X, and the evolution yields differentiable solutions in time which are given by the

variations of constants formula, cf. e.g. [60].

In the following an asymptotically periodic travelling wave refers to a solution to (3.3),

which approaches nontrivial hyperbolic periodic orbits as ξ → ±∞. An asymptotically

constant travelling wave is a solution to (3.3), which approaches hyperbolic steady states.
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In many applications some species do not diffuse, e.g. in the Oregonator model (4.1)

d3 = 0. In section 3.2 we show that travelling waves and their spectral properties can be

recovered as the weak diffusion limit d3 → 0. Hence, we can rely on the PDE framework

for d3 > 0, while analyzing solutions and their spectra in the case d3 = 0.

For applications it is important to distinguish stable and unstable solutions, and we focus

on this question in the remainder of this chapter. Since (3.3) is an ODE which determines

the existence of travelling waves, the results of chapter 2 can be interpreted as bifurcation

results for travelling waves.

3.1 Spectra and stability of travelling waves

Stability properties of a travelling wave U ∗ are largely determined by the spectrum of the

linearization of (3.2) in U ∗. Denote F ′ = ∂UF and consider the spectrum of the operator

L∗ := D∂ξξ + c∂ξ + F ′(U∗).(3.4)

Definition 4 The spectrum of U ∗, spec(U ∗) is the set of λ ∈ C for which the operator

L∗ − λ is not boundedly invertible in X. The point spectrum of U ∗, specpt(U
∗), is the set

of all λ in the spectrum of U ∗ for which L∗ − λ is a Fredholm operator with index zero.

The essential spectrum of U ∗ is specess(U
∗) := spec(U ∗) \ specpt(U

∗). We call the point,

essential and full spectrum (strictly) stable respectively, if they lie in the (open) left half

plane, <(spec(U ∗)) ≤ 0 (< 0), and unstable, if parts lie in the open right half plane.

The essential spectrum of asymptotically constant or periodic travelling waves only de-

pends on the asymptotic states, as will be discussed below, and we frequently focus on

these states. In general, λ lies in the spectrum of U ∗, if the following eigenvalue problem

has a bounded solution V , cf. the review paper [51] and the references therein.

λV = L∗V(3.5)

The derivative ∂ξU
∗ solves this eigenvalue problem, and so zero lies in the spectrum of U ∗.

This corresponds to spatial translations of U ∗ and is sometimes called ’Goldstone mode’.

From a symmetry perspective, (3.2) is equivariant under spatial translations, and the

one-dimensional group orbit generated by a solution’s derivative causes spectrum at zero.
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Therefore, we cannot expect asymptotic stability of any travelling wave on unbounded

domains. Nevertheless, the following theorem gives conditions for nonlinear stability with

asymptotic phase and we shall refer to stability in this sense.

We say that λ ∈ specpt(U
∗) is simple, if there is Uλ ∈ X such that ker(L∗−λ) = span{Uλ}

and L∗V 6= λV + Uλ for all V ∈ X, i.e. there is no ’Jordan block’, cf. e.g. [51].

Theorem 3.1 (chapter 5.1 in [31]) Suppose zero is a simple eigenvalue of L∗ on X,

and <(spec(L∗) \ {0}) < −δ < 0, for some δ > 0. Then there exists ε > 0, C > 0 such

that for all U0 ∈ X with |U0 − U∗| < ε there exists φ0 ∈ R such that the solution U of

(3.1) with initial condition U0 satisfies |U(t, ·) − U ∗(· + φ0)| ≤ Ce−δt in X as t → ∞.

If the spectrum of L∗ is strictly stable then the above conclusion holds for φ0 = 0.

The spectral gap used in this theorem can arise for instance in spatially uniform steady

states or solutions whose spatial asymptotics are constant, e.g. pulses or fronts. For

spatially periodic travelling waves, nonlinear stability on unbounded domains is more in-

volved. In these cases, the Goldstone mode belongs to the essential spectrum, which

typically comes in curves and then necessarily touches the imaginary axis (’marginal sta-

bility’). Therefore, the spectral gap needed in the above theorem does not exist on the

real line, but it may on bounded domains, or in weighted spaces. In an amplitude equa-

tion description, nonlinearities are often ’irrelevant’, which sometimes allows to conclude

nonlinear (diffusive) stability from marginally stable spectrum, see e.g. the review in [40]

and the references therein.

On the other hand, unstable spectrum causes nonlinear instability for any travelling wave,

cf. [31]. Note that for a nonlinearly stable solution on a bounded domain, the basin of

attraction may be exponentially small compared to the domain size [56].

Notation Throughout this chapter, we assume c 6= 0 if N 6= M := dim(Rg(D)).
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3.1.1 The asymptotically constant case

If U∗(ξ) → U±, as ξ → ∞, then the essential spectrum is characterized by the (linear)

dispersion relations

d±(λ, ν) = det(Dν2 + cν + F ′(U±) − λ) = 0.(3.6)

We refer to solutions λ, ν ∈ C of (3.6) as temporal and spatial eigenvalues respectively.

For each temporal eigenvalue λ, we find N + M spatial eigenvalues ν for each dispersion

relation and solutions λ±
j (k) for ν = ik are called dispersion curves, i.e. they solve

λ±
j (k) := {λ|∃k ∈ R : d+(λ, ik)d−(λ, ik) = 0}.

The etymology can be understood using the ansatz U = eλt+νξU0. The numbers of spatial

eigenvalues ν with positive real part are called the spatial Morse-indices denoted by i±(λ).

A spatial Morse-index can only change when λ crosses a dispersion curve, and the following

lemma shows that these indices are asymptotically constant in <(λ). Moreover, we collect

some (probably) known properties in lack of conclusive references.

Lemma 10 Let U ∗ be an asymptotically constant travelling wave of (3.1), then λ is in

the essential spectrum specess(U
∗), if and only if λ lies in one of the dispersion curves, or

i−(λ) 6= i+(λ). The essential spectrum and spatial eigenvalues of an uniform steady state

U0 of (3.1) have the following properties

i) Each point on a dispersion curve λ(ik) lies in a circle with radius
∑N

j=1;j 6=i |∂jFi(U0)|
and center −dik

2 + cik +∂iFi(U0). Furthermore, there is R ∈ R, such that for any λ

with <(λ) > R and c > 0 (c < 0) the spatial Morse-index is i(λ) = N ( i(λ) = M).

ii) The essential spectrum is connected in the Riemann sphere C ∪ {∞}.

iii) Let λ(ik) be a dispersion curve. If =( d
dkλ(ik)) > 0 (=( d

dkλ(k)) < 0) for some k ∈ R,

then the spatial Morse-index increases (decreases) when λ crosses through λ(ik) from

left to right (see also [25]). If k = 0, then =( d
dkλ(ik)|k=0) = c.

Proof. The relation between dispersion curves and essential spectrum can be found e.g.

in [31]. For a constant steady state U0 the dispersion functions d± coincide and we define

d(λ, ν) := d±(λ, ν), but count solutions only once.
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i) Consider the matrix Dν2 + cν + A. From Gershgorin’s theorem, cf. e.g. [68], the

eigenvalue λi, i = 1, . . . , N , lies in a circle with radius ρi :=
∑

j 6=i |aij | and center diν
2 +

cν + aii. Since only the circle centers depend on ν, we conclude that λ ∈ C \ BR(0),

R > 0 implies λ ∈ Bρi
(diν

2 + cν + aii) for some i where diν
2 + cν + aii ∈ C \ BR−ρi

(0).

Since then also Bρi
(diν

2 + cν + aii) ⊂ B2ρi
(λ) we obtain for di > 0 that ν = ν±

i where

ν±
i ∈ B2ρi

(

−c±
√

c2−4di(aii−λ)

2di

)

. For di = 0 we conclude ν ∈ B2ρi

(
λ−aii

c

)

. Hence there

is R > 0 such that for <(λ)) > R we can label the solutions ν to d(λ, ν) = 0 so that

<(ν−
i ) < 0 < <(ν+

i ) for i = 1, . . . ,M and 0 < <(νi) for i = M + 1, . . . , N + M .

ii) From i) we know that for k → ∞, all λ → ∞ that solve d(λ, ik). Therefore, it suffices to

extend any dispersion curve continuously for all k ∈ R. If ∂λd(λ(ik0, ik0) 6= 0 we can extend

the curve λ(ik) uniquely for k in a neighborhood of k0 by the implicit function theorem.

Generally, let λ(ik0) be a solution to d(λ(ik0), ik0) = 0 and note d(λ, ik) contains the term

(−1)Nλ so d(λ, ik) 6= 0 for any k. Then Rouché’s theorem, cf. e.g. [15], guarantees that

for any sufficiently small ε > 0 and any k ∈ (k0, k0 + ε) there is at least one solution

λ(ik) = λ(ik0) + O(ε) to d(λ, ik) = 0 which can be chosen continuously in k. Hence, the

set of k for a dispersion curve λ(ik) is open; if it was bounded, define λ(ik) for k0 in

the boundary as limk→k0 λ(ik) and extend as above. Therefore, we obtain a continuous

unbounded curve λ(ik) for all k ∈ R.

iii) If d=(λ(ν))
d=(ν) 6= 0 at some ν0 and λ0 = λ(ν0) for a solution curve to d(λ, ν) = 0, then we

can solve for the inverse ν(λ) by the implicit function theorem and the Cauchy-Riemann

equations imply

d=(λ(ν))

d=(ν)

∣
∣
∣
∣
ν0

=
d<(λ(ν))

d<(ν)

∣
∣
∣
∣
ν0

=

(

d<(ν(λ))

d<(λ)

∣
∣
∣
∣
λ0

)−1

.

Therefore, when crossing a dispersion curve from left to right with λ, the associated

spatial eigenvalue ν(λ) crosses the imaginary axis from left to right if =( d
dkλ(ik)) > 0.

If =( d
dkλ(ik)) < 0, then it crosses from right to left, which cause the claimed changes in

Morse indices.

Since d(λ, ν) = det(Dν2 + cν − λ + F ′(U0)) = det(cν − λ + F ′(U0)) + O(ν2) we obtain

d
dν d(λ, ν) = cD(det)(cν − λ + F ′(U0)) + O(ν) and d

dλd(λ, ν) = −D(det)(cν − λ + F ′(U0)),
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where D(det) is the total derivative. Therefore, by implicit differentiation

d

dk

∣
∣
∣
∣
k=0

λ(ik) = −
d
dk |k=0d(λ, ik)

d
dλ |λ=λ(0)d(λ, ik)

= ic.

2

A connection between the essential spectrum and dispersion curves as well as Morse and

Fredholm indices of L∗ − λ can be found e.g. in [25, 51].

By item ii) of this lemma, the complement of dispersion curves consists of connected

components of C where i±(λ) are constant. We denote by Ω∞ the connected component

which contains an unbounded set in R
+. By lemma 10 this is well-defined, nonempty and

the spatial Morse-index i(λ) for λ ∈ Ω∞ is N if c > 0 and M for c < 0.

Lemma 10 i) implies that for spatial Morse-index different from N for some λ, there is

essential spectrum to the right of this λ, i.e. at larger real part. We order the spatial

eigenvalues ν±
j , j = 1, . . . N + M , for each λ so that <(ν±

1 ) ≥ <(ν±
2 ) ≥ . . . ≥ <(ν±

N+M ).

Definition 5 ([53]) Notation and ordering as above. The absolute spectrum of an asymp-

totically constant travelling wave with N = M or c > 0 (for c < 0 replace N by M) is

specabs := {λ ∈ C|<(ν+
N ) = <(ν+

N+1) or <(ν−
N ) = <(ν−

N+1)}.

The absolute spectrum plays a decisive role for the nature of an instability caused by

unstable essential spectrum. On bounded domains or in weighted spaces the spectrum

may be strictly stable and then yield nonlinear stability. In a convective instability, the

solution is unstable on the real line, but on a bounded domain perturbations may be

convected through the boundary. However, unstable absolute spectrum causes a so-called

absolute instability, where perturbations grow pointwise, cf. e.g. [53].

To compute the absolute spectrum, one generally has to rely on pathfollowing software.

Possible starting points for the computation are then double zeros of the dispersion rela-

tion, which may be computed by means of the resultant.

Lemma 11 ([46]) The number of isolated double roots in ν of a dispersion relation of
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the form (3.6), i.e. d(λ, ν) = ∂νd(λ, ν) = 0, for N species is at most




2N

2



− (dim(ker(D)))2.

A class of spaces for refined spectral analyses of (3.5) are exponentially weighted spaces

with weight η, i.e. subsets of X, where an exponentially weighted norm is finite, e.g.

supξ∈R eηξ |u(ξ)|. On a fixed bounded domain, exponential weights yield equivalent spaces

and spectra of linear operators do not change, which is in contrast to an unbounded do-

main. Therefore, a relevant question is, how spectra for operators arising from linearizing

(3.2) in travelling waves on bounded and unbounded domains relate. Neglecting some

technical details, the main results can be summarized as follows.

Definition 6 ([53]) The essential spectrum of a constant travelling wave is called re-

ducible, if hypothesis 6 in [53] is satisfied. This states that the set of points where imagi-

nary and (geometrically and algebraically) simple spatial eigenvalues have nonzero deriva-

tive with respect to λ is dense in the essential spectrum.

Theorem 3.2 ([53]) Assume F satisfies certain genericity conditions. Suppose the point

spectrum of a travelling wave U ∗ with speed c and asymptotically constant states U± is

strictly stable up to a simple eigenvalue at zero. The linearization of 3.2 in U ∗ can be posed

on a bounded domain of length L as an operator LL. As L → ∞, the spectrum of LL con-

verges in symmetric Hausdorff-distance to the set Σ∪specpt(U
∗)∪specbc(U

∗)∪specres(U
∗).

Here specres(U
∗) ⊂ specess(U

∗) consists of isolated eigenvalues called resonance poles

and the set specbc(U
∗) depends only on the asymptotic states and the boundary condi-

tions. Suppose specess(U
∗) is reducible and U+ = U−. Then under generic separated b.c.

Σ = specabs(U
∗), but under periodic b.c. Σ = specess(U

∗).

We emphasize, that the absolute spectrum is in general different from the essential spec-

trum, but e.g. for c = 0 these sets coincide, cf. [53]. The set specres(U
∗) consists of

eigenvalues arising in exponentially weighted spaces from essential spectrum.

A relevant example for the boundary spectrum specbc(U
∗), which appears in this theorem

is the following. Suppose a solution on a bounded domain is only unstable with respect to
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spatially uniform perturbations, e.g. through a Hopf bifurcation of the reaction kinetics

F (U∗). Then Neumann boundary conditions will cause unstable boundary spectrum,

while the solution may be stable under Dirichlet boundary conditions. To investigate this

and for later reference, we insert a brief digression on spatial dynamics.

We may cast the second order ODE (3.3) in ξ as a first order system, called the travelling

wave ODE; its dynamics in ξ is referred to as spatial dynamics. Let · = d
dξ , and PM :

R
N → R

M denote the projection onto the first M components. Reorder variables so that

DM := PMD = diag(d1, . . . , dM ) is invertible, and dM+1, . . . dN = 0. With U, V ∈ R
M ,

W ∈ R
N−M equation (3.3) can be written as

U̇ = V

V̇ = −D−1
M (cV + PMF ((U,W )))

Ẇ = −c−1(Id − PM )F ((U,W )).

For shorthand we take u ∈ R
N+M , f : R

N+M → R
N+M and write this system as

u̇ = f(u; c).(3.7)

Existence of travelling waves is now a finite dimensional problem concerning bounded

solutions of (3.7), notably heteroclinic and homoclinic orbits, e.g. as in chapter 2.

Stability for the PDE (3.2) on the real line cannot generally be determined through (3.7).

However, for asymptotically constant solutions U± the dispersion relation (3.6) shows that

solutions to d±(λ, 0) = 0 are the eigenvalues of F ′(U±), while solutions to d±(0, ν) = 0

are the eigenvalues of f ′(u±; c), u± := (PMU±, 0, . . . 0, (Id − PM )U±). This shows how

local bifurcations in the finite dimensional kinetics Ut = F (U) typically cause an essential

instability with wavenumber k = 0 and local bifurcations of u± correspond to essential

instabilities with frequency ω = 0. Since the spatial Morse-indices i±(0) are the Morse

indices of f ′(u±; c), we can conclude instability of U ∗ using only f if i±(0) 6= N , for c > 0

or M for c < 0, see lemma 10 i). The relation to spatial eigenvalues can also allow to

conclude an absolute instability, if the absolute spectrum has a curve extending through

λ = 0, which we refer to as a real-type absolute instability, cf. [52].
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Notice that asymptotically constant travelling waves by our definition correspond to het-

eroclinic orbits u between hyperbolic equilibria u± in (3.7).

Remark 8 Lemma 10 implies that a stable asymptotically constant travelling wave has

Morse index N (M) at λ = 0 for c > 0 (c < 0), hence a heteroclinic connection between

two stable steady states is codimension–1 in the travelling wave ODE. On the other hand,

consider a heteroclinic cycle between a stable steady state and an unstable one. Suppose

λ = 0 ∈ C is separated from Ω∞ by one dispersion curve λ(ik). If λ(0) is a simple solution

to d(λ, 0) = 0, then by lemma 10 the Morse index changes by 1 (−1) for c > 0 (c < 0)

along any curve connecting λ = 0 to Ω∞ via λ(0). In addition, the heteroclinic cycle is

codimension–(2,0), which is also called a ’T-point’, cf. [28]. Note however, that unstable

essential spectrum does not necessarily have an effect at λ = 0.

Linear boundary conditions can be cast a subspaces in R
n, e.g. Dirichlet b.c. correspond to

{(U, V,W ) |U = 0,W = 0, V ∈ R
N}. On sufficiently large bounded domains (−L,L) ⊂ R

with such boundary conditions, we can typically find locally unique, in L exponentially

close solutions uL which satisfies these boundary conditions, cf. e.g. [52]. In this sense, we

refer to travelling waves on comoving, bounded domains. However, essential and absolute

spectra only depend on the asymptotic states.

We next consider the case N = M . Recall the order of spatial eigenvalues ν±
j (λ), j =

1, . . . , N by decreasing real parts. Denote by E+(λ) the sum of the generalized eigenspaces

of f ′(u+) associated to the N eigenvalues ν+
j (λ), j = 1, . . . , N with largest real part,

and E−(λ) the sum of generalized eigenspaces of f ′(u−) for the N eigenvalues ν−
j (λ),

j = N + 1, . . . , 2N with smallest real part.

Definition 7 ([53]) The boundary spectrum of an asymptotically constant travelling wave

U∗ with boundary conditions cast as linear subspaces Q± ⊂ R
n is (± denotes alternatives)

spec±bc(U
∗) := {λ |λ 6∈ specabs(U

∗) and E±(λ) ∩ Q± 6= {0}}.

Let spec±Neu(U∗) and spec±Dir(U
∗) denote boundary spectra stemming from Neumann and

Dirichlet boundary conditions on the left (-) and right (+), and specNeu(U
∗) = spec+

Neu(U∗)∪
spec−Neu(U

∗), as well as specDir(U
∗) = spec+

Dir(U
∗)∪spec−Dir(U

∗). By definition, these spec-

tra do not contain absolute spectrum.
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Lemma 12 Assume D is invertible, and U ∗ is a travelling wave with asymptotically con-

stant states U± restricted to a bounded domain. Then

spec±Neu(U
∗) \ spec(F ′(U±)) = spec±Dir(U

∗) \ (spec(F ′(U±) \ Ω̄∞)

and for c > 0 (for c < 0 interchange ’+’ and ’−’)

spec(F ′(U+)) ∩ Ω̄∞ ⊂ spec+
Neu(U∗)

spec−Neu(U
∗) ∩ Ω̄∞ = ∅.

Proof. Since we assume D to be invertible, there is no W component in (3.7) and the

eigenvalue problem (3.5) can be cast as




U̇

V̇



 =




0 Id

−D−1(F ′(U±) − λ) −D−1c








U̇

V̇



 =: A±(λ)




U̇

V̇



 .(3.8)

By the block structure it holds that d±(λ, 0) = det(A±(λ)) = det(F ′(U±−λ)), in particular

spec(F ′(U±)) = {λ | ker(A±(λ)) 6= {0}} ⊂ specess(U±).

Neumann boundary conditions are QNeu := {(U, V ) |V = 0, U ∈ R
N}, while Dirichlet b.c.

correspond to QDir := {(U, V ) |U = 0, V ∈ R
N}. Note that the spaces are complementary.

Assume first λ 6∈ spec(F ′(U±)) ∪ specabs(U
∗), so A±(λ) is invertible. From the form

of A±(λ) we conclude A±(λ)QNeu ⊂ QDir. Since A±(λ) are invertible for these λ we

obtain A±(λ)QNeu = QDir. The space E+(λ) is a sum of eigenspaces and therefore in-

variant under A+(λ). Hence, a nontrivial intersection of QNeu with E+(λ) implies one for

QDir = A+(λ)QDir with E+(λ) and vice versa. This proves spec+
Neu(U∗) \ spec(F ′(U+)) =

spec+
Dir(U

∗) \ spec(F ′(U+)), and the same holds with ’+’ replaced by ’−’.

Let λ0 ∈ spec(F ′(U+))∩Ω̄∞ and e0 an eigenvector of F ′(U+) to λ0. Since i(Ω∞) = N it fol-

lows from lemma 10 i) that i(λ0+ε) = N for sufficiently small ε > 0. Now, if c > 0 then the

direction of Morse index change given in lemma 10 iii) implies ν+
N = 0. Now (e0, 0) 6∈ QDir

but (e0, 0) ∈ QNeu and (e0, 0) ∈ E+(λ0). Thus spec(F ′(U+)) ∩ Ω̄∞ ⊂ spec+
Neu(U∗). The

same argument shows for c > 0 and λ0 ∈ spec(F ′(U−)) ∩ Ω̄∞ that (e0, 0) 6∈ E−(λ0), and

so spec−Neu(U∗) ∩ Ω̄∞ = ∅. The case c < 0 follows analogously. 2
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The second statement of the lemma means that under Neumann boundary conditions,

for positive speed, the critical modes with wavenumber zero do not destabilize from the

left boundary, but only from the right. Hence, Dirichlet boundary conditions on the right

stabilize those. Even though the suppression of homogeneous oscillations has the expected

effect, the tight relation of Neumann and Dirichlet boundary spectra is nontrivial. In

particular, Dirichlet b.c. do not introduce spectrum beyond that of Neumann b.c.

We emphasize, that e.g. resonance poles may cause an instability despite stable point,

absolute and boundary spectrum, cf. theorem 3.2 cited from [53].

If D is not invertible, then boundary conditions cannot be freely chosen Dirichlet or

Neumann. A typical choice are Dirichlet b.c. for the non diffusing species on the right

(left) for c > 0 (c < 0). However, this suppresses for instance spatially uniform oscillations

and therefore does not capture the dynamics from the unbounded domain or the weak

diffusion limit, see section 3.2. To avoid this problem, one can try to mimic the underlying

dynamics using Neumann b.c. for the diffusing species U and ’kinetic’ boundary conditions

for the non diffusing species W : Wt = PM (U,W ) at ξ = ±L for sgn(c) = ±1. We use this

and Dirichlet boundary conditions in chapter 4.

The point spectrum on the unbounded domain is in general hard to locate, but can be

characterized by Evans functions, cf. e.g. [1]. We do not further pursue its analysis here.

3.1.2 The asymptotically periodic case

In this section, we consider travelling waves for which one or both asymptotic states are

periodic. In particular, we collect properties of the essential spectra and locate absolute

spectrum in some cases.

Again, the essential spectrum only depends on the asymptotic states, cf. e.g. [51]. How-

ever, the essential spectrum of a periodic orbit does not have the convenient formulation

through a determinant of explicitly given matrices. As mentioned in the discussion of non-

linear stability, zero always lies in the essential spectrum, which typically yields a curve

of essential spectrum touching the imaginary axis. For wave trains close to a pulse, i.e.

periodic orbits close to a homoclinic in spatial dynamics, there are small circles of essential

spectrum around each element in the point spectrum of the pulse, cf. [55]. Hence, we
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can expect that finding essential spectrum generally is generally of the same difficulty as

finding point spectrum. In particular, lemma 10 ii) fails in general for periodic travelling

waves.

In analogy to (3.7) and (3.8), the eigenvalue problem (3.5) for a periodic travelling wave

U∗ can be cast as a non-autonomous, linear first order ODE in R
N+M

v̇ = A(ξ;λ)v(3.9)

with L-periodic matrix in ξ for some L > 0 given by A(ξ;λ) =

f ′(u∗; c) − λ








0 0

D−1
M 0

c−1(Id − PM ) 0








=








0 Id

D−1
M (PMF ′(U∗(ξ)) − λ) −D−1

M c

c−1(Id − PM )(F ′(U∗(ξ)) − λ) 0








where u∗ = (PMU∗, PM ((U∗)′), (Id − PM )U∗) and we denote the evolution by Φλ(ξ, ζ).

The linear maps Φλ(ξ, 0) have a Floquet representation Sλ(ξ)eR(λ)ξ with L-periodic matrix

Sλ(ξ), Sλ(0) = Id. The eigenvalues of R(λ) are called spatial Floquet exponents of U ∗

denoted by ν and are unique modulo 2πi. The Morse index (counting center unstable

dimensions) of R(λ) is referred to as the spatial Morse-index i(λ). In analogy to the

asymptotically constant case, we may characterize the relation of λ and ν by a determinant,

cf. e.g. [25] (note that R(λ) is in general not explicitly computable)

dper(λ, ν) = det(R(λ) − ν).

Similar to the asymptotically constant case, where the essential spectrum is characterized

by purely imaginary spatial eigenvalues, we have

Lemma 13 ([27]) Let U ∗ be an L-periodic travelling wave of (3.1). A complex number

λ lies in the essential spectrum of U ∗, if and only if a spatial Floquet exponent is purely

imaginary.

Floquet exponents ν ∈ C may also be characterized by solvability of

v̇ = A(ξ;λ)v 0 < ξ < L

v(L) = eνLv(0).
(3.10)
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This allows to set up a pathfollowing algorithm, e.g. for the curve of essential spectrum

through zero, which may be part of the critical spectrum in applications. We then path-

follow ν = ik, k ∈ R and start e.g. at k = 0 and v = d
dξu∗. We apply this numerical

method in chapter 4.

Akin to the constant case, the spatial Morse-index for periodic travelling waves is constant

for all large <(λ), as will be shown below. Hence, we can define an absolute spectrum

for these waves ordering spatial Floquet exponents νj for each fixed λ by their real parts:

<(ν1) ≥ <(ν2) ≥ . . . ≥ <(νN+M ). The absolute spectrum is then precisely given as in

definition 5, and we find a unique connected component Ω∞ ⊂ C \ specess(U
∗), which

contains an unbounded interval of R
+ by virtue of the following lemma.

Lemma 14 Let U ∗ be a periodic travelling wave. There is R ∈ R such that for <(λ) > R

the spatial Morse-index is i(λ) = N if c > 0 and i(λ) = M if c < 0.

For asymptotically constant or periodic travelling waves, λ ∈ specabs(U
∗) is separated from

the set Ω∞ by a curve of essential spectrum.

Proof. Consider DV̈ + cV̇ + Ã(ξ)V − λV = 0, where Ã(ξ) = F ′(U∗(ξ)). Rescaling to fast

’spatial time’ ξ = εζ, · = d
dζ and λ → λ/ε2 we obtain

DV̈ /ε2 + cV̇ /ε + Ã(εζ)V − λ/ε2V = 0

(ε 6= 0) ⇔ DV̈ + εcV̇ + ε2Ã(εζ)V − λV = 0

For ε = 0 the latter equation is autonomous, and by lemma 10 ii) the spatial Morse-index is

N for <(λ) > R and some R ∈ R. For such λ, the fast system has exponential dichotomies

with Morse index N , or M which persist for small bounded perturbation, cf. [16], i.e. for

ε sufficiently small.

The second claim follows for specabs(U
∗)∩specess(U

∗), because Ω∞ is open and specess(U
∗)

closed. Consider any curve Γ starting in specabs(U
∗) \ specess(U

∗) and ending in Ω∞. The

matrix R(λ) and its eigenvalues are continuous in λ, whence there is a point λ0 ∈ Γ for

which a spatial Floquet exponent is purely imaginary, and λ0 ∈ specess(U
∗). 2

The essential spectrum of a periodic wave may contain isolas, for example each element of

a pulse’s point spectrum creates a small circle of essential spectrum for nearby wave trains,
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cf. [55]. Unstable essential spectrum of the wave train might ’only’ cause a convective

instability, cf. [53], however an instability of the point spectrum of a pulse should influence

nearby wave trains. The next new theorem establishes that certain regular isola of essential

spectrum to the right of other essential spectrum necessarily contain absolute spectrum.

In general these contain iso-real spectrum, which we define first.

Definition 8 (iso-real spectra) Consider the eigenvalues or Floquet exponents νj, j =

1, . . . , N + M of A(ξ;λ) associated with an asymptotically constant or periodic travelling

wave U∗, ordered by decreasing real parts, cf. (3.8) or (3.9). The j-iso-real spectrum is

specj
iso(U

∗) := {λ | <(νj) = <(νj+1)}.

The iso-real spectrum is the union of the j-iso-real spectra for j = 1, . . . N + M − 1.

If the essential spectrum of an asymptotically periodic travelling wave contains a self-

intersecting curve, i.e. λ(ik1) = λ(ik2) for k1 6= k2, then this point lies in the iso-real

spectrum. This point lies in the j-iso-real spectrum, where j is the Morse index of a

connected component of the essential spectrum whose boundary contains the intersection

point.

Theorem 3.3 Assume a dispersion curve λ(ik) satisfies d
dkλ(ik) 6= 0, k ∈ [0, 2π) and

parametrizes a Jordan curve γ = {λ(ik) | k ∈ [0, 2π)} in the essential spectrum of an

asymptotically periodic travelling wave. Assume γ is isolated in the essential spectrum,

such that in the exterior of γ close to γ the Morse index is a constant j. Assume in addition

that the interior of γ, int(γ), does not contain essential spectrum, and that ∂λdper(λ, ν) 6= 0

for λ ∈ int(γ). Then int(γ) contains j-iso-real spectrum.

Proof. Since d
dkλ(ik) 6= 0 the implicit function theorem applies and λ(ν) is defined in

an open neighborhood of γ. By the Cauchy-Riemann equations d
dkλ(ik) 6= 0 implies that

dλ(ν)
d<(ν) |ν=ik are nonvanishing normal vectors to γ for any k ∈ [0, 2π). By continuity in k

these are either all interior or all exterior normals. We assume these are interior normals;

the case of exterior normals is treated essentially the same, and we include comments to

clarify this. Together with boundedness of γ, there is η0 > 0 such that λ(−η + ik) lies in
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the exterior of γ and

λ(η + ik) ∈ int(γ) for all η ∈ (0, η0).(3.11)

By assumption, for sufficiently small η0 the curves {λ(−η + ik) | k ∈ [0, 2π]} do not in-

tersect the essential spectrum. Hence, we can define j to be the constant Morse-index in

the connected component of the essential spectrum in the exterior of γ whose boundary

contains γ. Since int(γ) does not contains essential spectrum i(int(γ)) = j + 1, because

the Morse index counts center-unstable dimensions. (In case of exterior normals: i(γ) = j,

i(int(γ)) = j − 1.)

The strategy of the remaining proof is to find certain iso-real spectrum and then conclude

j-iso-real spectrum in int(γ), see also figure 14.

Firstly, we construct a curve zλ(η) in the λ–plane, whose endpoints lie on γ and which

consists of solutions to dper(zλ(η), η) = 0, where η ∈ [0, η1] is real, i.e. there exists k1 ∈ R

such that dper(zλ(η1), ik1) = 0. So there are two distinct spatial Floquet exponents at

λ = zλ(η1), namely η1 and ik1. The only obstruction to finding this curve are double

spatial Floquet exponents, involving η, i.e. iso-real spectrum involving η, which will imply

j-iso-real spectrum.

Secondly, in case no double root occurred, we construct a curve zν(η), η ∈ [0, η1], where

zν(ν1) = ik1 by pathfollowing in ik1 in the ν–plane along the curve zλ(η). Again, the only

obstruction to this construction are double spatial Floquet exponents involving zν(η), i.e.

iso-real spectrum involving zν(η), which will imply j-iso-real spectrum. In case there are

no double roots there are two curves of distinct spatial Floquet exponents along a single

curve in the λ–plane. We then show that the difference in real parts changes sign along

the curve, which implies iso-real spectrum and presence of j-iso-real spectrum will follow.

As to the first step, constructing zλ(η) with zλ(0) = λ(0), which solves dper(zλ(η), η) = 0

is possible for 0 < η < η0 by the implicit function theorem. From (3.11) we have zλ(η) ∈
int(γ) for all sufficiently small η > 0, and for all λ ∈ int(γ) we have ∂λdper(λ, ν) 6= 0

by assumption. Thus, if limη→η0 ∂νdper(zλ(η), ν) 6= 0 then the implicit function theorem

allows to extend zλ(η) to 0 < η < η̃0 for some η̃0 > η0. Since spatial Floquet exponents

are bounded for bounded λ we have that ν → ∞ and dper(λ, ν) = 0 implies λ → ∞. Thus
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Figure 14: Configuration of γ and spatial Floquet exponents in the iso-real spectrum involving η.

we can extend until zλ(η1) ∈ γ or dper(zλ(η1), ν) has a double root in ν.

The following argument shows that if there is iso-real spectrum in {zλ(η) | η ∈ [0, η1]}
involving η, then there is also j-iso-real spectrum. In particular, this holds for double

spatial Floquet exponents. Assume zλ(η) lies in the `-iso-real spectrum. The Morse index

i(int(γ)) = i(zλ(η)) = j +1 is constant for η ∈ (0, η1) and so the real parts of two unstable

spatial Floquet exponents coincide. Since no Floquet exponent crosses the imaginary axis

for η ∈ (0, η1) we have η = νj+1 in the ordering of real parts, and so ` ∈ {1, . . . , j + 1}.
Any sufficiently small η is to the left of all Floquet exponents, which are continuous along

zλ(η). Hence, if ` 6= j, there is 0 < η2 < η1 such that zλ(η2) lies in the j-iso-real spectrum,

see figure 14. We will refer to this observation again later. It follows that in order to prove

that int(γ) contains j-iso-real spectrum we may assume zλ(η1) ∈ γ. Hence zλ(η1) = λ(ik1)

for some k1 ∈ [0, 2π) and zλ(η) ∈ int(γ) for η ∈ (0, η1). (In case of exterior normals: two

stable Floquet exponents coincide, and η = νj in the ordering, so ` ∈ {j, . . . , N + M}.)
As to the second step, we use the implicit function theorem to construct zν(η) for η ∈
[η̃1, η1] with zν(η1) = ik1 and dper(zλ(η), zν(η)) = 0. In the same way as for zλ, we can

choose η̃1 so that either dper(zλ(η̃1), ν) has a double root in ν, or η̃1 = 0. In case of a

double root, we have iso-real spectrum involving zν(η). Now zν(η) ∈ int(γ) for any η < η1

close to η1 and (3.11) implies <(zν(η)) > 0 for these η, and we have <(zν(η1)) = 0. In the

same way as in the previous paragraph, iso-real spectrum involving zν(η) implies j-iso-real

spectrum. In particular, this applies to double spatial Floquet exponents involving zν(η).

Hence, to prove that int(γ) contains j-iso-real spectrum, it suffices to establish iso-real

spectrum involving zν(η) in int(γ), and we may assume η̃1 = 0.

Since λ(zν(η)) ∈ int(γ) and by assumption there is no essential spectrum in int(γ), we
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have <(zν(η)) > 0 for all η ∈ (0, η1). Suppose <(zν(0)) = 0, i.e. zν(0) = ik2 for some

k2 ∈ [0, 2π). Since we excluded double roots involving zν(η), and zν(η1) = ik1 6= η1, it

follows zν(η) 6= η for η ∈ [0, η1]. Therefore, k2 6= 0, and so there are two Floquet exponents

ν = 0 and ν = ik2 at λ(0), i.e. iso-real spectrum involving η, which implies j-iso-real spec-

trum as shown previously. The remaining case is <(zν(0)) > 0, which implies <(zν(η)) is

positive at η = 0, zero at η1. By continuity there is η∗ ∈ (0, η1) such that <(zν(η∗)) = η∗,

and so zλ(η∗) lies in the iso-real spectrum involving η, cf. figure 14, hence int(γ) contains

j-iso-real spectrum. 2

Remark 9 We emphasize that for j = N if c > 0, or j = M if c < 0, isola as in

theorem 3.3 contain absolute spectrum, and circles of essential spectrum associated to

point spectrum of a sufficiently close pulse satisfy the assumption of the theorem except

possibly ∂λdper 6= 0 in int(γ), cf. [55]. Notice that double roots of dper(λ, ν) in λ typically

mean that two curves of ’essential spectrum’ in a weighted space meet. If such collisions

can be excluded, we expect that the premise of the theorem excluding these double roots can

be ignored.

In analogy to asymptotically constant travelling waves, unstable absolute spectrum causes

instability in any exponentially weighted space.

For codimensions of heteroclinic connections, the Morse indices i(0) of the asymptotic

states are relevant. As noted in lemma 10 iii), this is tightly linked to the local orientation

of unstable dispersion curves induced by o(λ, k) := −sgn( d=(λ(iβ))
dβ |β=k). If λ = 0 is a

simple eigenvalue then o(0, 0) is the sign of the group velocity cg := −d=(λ(ik))
dk |k=0. These

signs determine whether i(λ) increases or decreases when crossing a dispersion curve. The

following observation is implicit in [57], but for completeness we give a proof.

Lemma 15 Assume zero is a simple eigenvalue of L∗ for an asymptotically constant or

periodic travelling wave U ∗. Let I := (0, R) with R from lemma 14, and set og := 0 if

cg ≤ 0 and og := 1 if cg > 0. If I intersects specess(U
∗) at finitely many points where

o(λ, k) 6= 0, then for c > 0 (if c < 0 replaced N by M) we have

i±(0) = N + og +
∑

{λ(ik)∈I}

o(λ, k).
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Proof. The assumption implies, that at λ = 0 the trivial Floquet exponent is simple,

cf. e.g. [51]. By assumption, d
dk=(λ(ik)) 6= 0 at all crossing points λ(ik) ∈ (0, R) with

specess(U
∗), and so there exists a local inverse function ν(λ). By the Cauchy-Riemann

equations:

sgn

(
d<(ν(λ))

d<(λ)

)

= sgn

(
d<(λ(ν))

d<(ν)

)−1

= sgn

(
d=(λ(ν))

d=(ν)

)−1

= −o(λ(ik), k).

Hence, upon crossing a curve from right to left, the Morse index changes by o(λ(ik), k).

Since the Morse index i(R) = N for c > 0, lemma 14 implies i(ε) = N +
∑

{λ(ik)∈I} o(λ, k)

for ε > 0 sufficiently small, and the sum is finite by assumption.

Since the center direction counts towards the Morse index, cg > 0 implies i(0) = i(ε) + 1,

and cg ≤ 0 implies i(0) = i(ε). For c < 0 replace N by M , cf. lemma 14. 2

By lemma 14 the spatial Morse-index i(0) for a stable constant travelling wave is necessarily

N for c > 0 and M for c < 0. Now lemma 15 implies for stable U∗ and c > 0 that for

cg > 0 we have i(0) = N + 1, and if cg < 0 then i(0) = N . For c < 0 the same holds with

N replaced by M . Hence, we can conclude the Morse index of a stable wave through the

group-velocity, which can be numerically computed more reliably than Floquet exponents

in some cases.

Lemma 16 A heteroclinic cycle in spatial dynamics between a stable steady state and a

stable wave train of (3.2) is codimension–1 in the sense of definition 1 in chapter 2.

Proof. We first consider c > 0. Lemmas 10 and 14 imply for cg > 0 that the Morse in-

dices are N and N +1 in N +M ambient dimensions, so both have M stable dimensions.

Hence, the codimension of one connection is N + 1 + M − (N + M) − 1 = 0, while the

other is N + M − (N + M) − 1 = −1. For cg < 0 the codimensions are interchanged. If

c < 0, the same holds, with M and N interchanged. 2

By remark 8, a heteroclinic connection (a ’front’) between stable steady states is codimensi-

on–1, which can be interpreted as a selected speed. Lemma 16 shows that for a heteroclinic

connection to a periodic orbit, the group velocity is relevant. The group velocity deter-

mines the direction of transport, which can be made rigorous in an amplitude description
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in some cases, cf. [57] and the references therein. If the group velocity points away from

the steady state, then lemma 16 implies that the front is codimension–1, i.e. has a selected

speed, otherwise it comes in a family.

3.1.3 Point spectrum near heteroclinic cycles

If the kinetics F of the reaction diffusion system (3.1) depends on a parameter φ, the

travelling wave ODE (3.7) has two parameters µ = (φ, c). Since homoclinic orbits to an

equilibrium u1 are generically codimension–1, i.e. one parameter is needed for transver-

sality, cf. e.g. [39], we expect a given homoclinic orbit yields a curve of homoclinic orbits

h(L) = h(µ(L)) with a curve µ(L) in the parameter plane {µ = (φ, c)}. As discussed in

the introduction and proven in chapter 2, possible obstacles to continue this curve are

collisions with another equilibrium or a periodic orbit u1 in a codimension–2 heteroclinic

cycle at some L0 ∈ R ∪ {∞}. This involves a heteroclinic orbit hb connecting u0 to u1,

and hf connecting u1 to u0.

Lemma 16 shows that for a spatial codimension–2 heteroclinic cycle in the sense of defi-

nition 1, the wave train or steady state is necessarily unstable. Indeed, one might expect

that a connection involving an unstable state does not yield a travelling wave by specify-

ing the speed alone. The bifurcation from a heteroclinic cycle is not a small perturbation

of the associated eigenvalue problem(s), and concerning stability the question is how the

spectra of the travelling waves associated to h(L) behave as L → L0. It was proved in [52]

that the main influence of u1 on the spectrum of h(L) stems from its point and iso-real

spectrum.

Definition 9 ([53]) The j-iso-real spectrum is called reducible, if hypothesis 8 of [53] is

satisfied with i∞ replaced by j. This means that the set of points is dense where precisely

two spatial eigenvalues (or Floquet exponents) have the same real part and the derivative

with respect to λ of their difference is nonzero.

Theorem 3.4 ([52]) Assume that the essential spectrum of u0 is contained in the open

left half plane and a T-point occurs. Let Ω be a bounded, open subset of a connected

component of C \ specess(u0), and let iΩ be the Morse index of A(ξ;λ) in Ω. The point
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spectrum of h(L) in Ω \ speciΩ
iso(u1) converges to the union of the point spectra of hb and

hf in Ω. Assume Ω is not entirely filled with point spectrum4. If speciΩ
iso(u1) is reducible,

then it is the set in Ω where eigenvalues accumulate as L → L0.

This theorem has been proved in [52] for a ’T-point’, but applies to codimension–2 hetero-

clinic cycles with a periodic orbit. It can be proved in the same way as in [52] by replacing

eigenvalues with Floquet exponents and using the estimates obtained in theorem 2.3.

Corollary 1 For generic F , let UL be pulses which correspond to homoclinic orbits in

travelling wave ODEs with speed cL 6= 0 or invertible D. Assume these homoclinics con-

verge to a codimension–2 heteroclinic cycle with an absolutely unstable periodic orbit U ∗

as L → ∞. If specabs(U
∗) is reducible, then infinitely many eigenvalues accumulate at

specabs(U
∗) as L → ∞.

Proof. Theorem 2.5 proves that such a scenario is possible and provides the exponential

estimates for parameters and solutions needed in theorem 3.4, if F satisfies the hypothe-

ses. Recall specN
iso(U

∗) = specabs(U
∗) and iΩ∞

= N for c > 0, and for c < 0 replace

N by M . For a stable pulse Ω∞ ⊃ {<(λ) ≥ 0} and by assumption on U ∗ we have

specabs(U
∗) ∩ {<(λ) ≥ 0} 6= ∅. As mentioned above, we can apply theorem 3.4 in its for-

mulation for a collision with a periodic orbit assuming the genericity conditions therein.

This implies that eigenvalues accumulate at Ω∞ when approaching the heteroclinic cycle,

i.e. increasing L. 2

3.2 Weak diffusion limit

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, many reaction-diffusion models have

components which do not diffuse, so the diffusion matrix D has a kernel. In section 3.1,

this gave rise to the difference of M and N and the case distinctions c > 0 and c < 0. In

this section, we show that one the hand, for vanishing diffusion, one can typically rely on

the more convenient PDE framework for an invertible diffusion matrix. On the other hand,

4This is e.g. the case if Ω = Ω∞ is the component containing an unbounded set of R
+.
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weak diffusion can be typically accurately modeled by zero diffusion. The dependence of

spectral properties on the sign of the speed c can also be derived from this approach.

On bounded domains for the asymptotically constant case, zero diffusion may have a

stabilizing effect for the boundary spectrum of formally reduced boundary conditions. In

this reduction, conditions on weakly diffusing components are ignored, and we denote the

arising spectrum by spec0
bc.

Let Dδ = diag(D1, δ, . . . , δ), where D1 = diag(d1, . . . , dM ) > 0 is invertible. Let (3.2)δ and

(3.3)δ denote the comoving reaction diffusion system with D replaced by Dδ.

Hypothesis 8 The travelling wave vector field unfolds the heteroclinic connection trans-

versely in its parameters, i.e. has linearly independent Melnikov-integrals and the point

spectrum of the travelling wave does not contain open sets.

Theorem 3.5 Assume (3.3)0 satisfies hypothesis 8 and dim(Rg(D0)) ≥ 1 for an asymp-

totically constant or periodic travelling wave U ∗
0 with speed c 6= 0. Then for any sufficiently

small δ, there exists an asymptotically constant or periodic travelling wave U ∗
δ with speed

cδ = c + O(δ) solving (3.3) and supξ∈J |U∗
0 −U∗

δ | = O(δ) for any bounded interval J ⊂ R.

Let B ⊂ C be bounded. In symmetric Hausdorff-distance distH we have

distH(spec(U ∗
δ ) ∩ B, spec(U ∗

0 ) ∩ B) = O(δ).

On a bounded domain for asymptotically constant U ∗ there is C > 0 such that

spec0
bc(U

∗) ∩ B ⊂ {λ ∈ C |dist(λ, specbc(U
∗
δ ) ∩ B) ≤ Cδ}.

Proof. The following proof is essentially a consequence of the treatments in [33, 44,

45], where more details regarding singular perturbation theory and the correspondence of

spectra and exponential dichotomies can be found.

We consider the travelling wave ODE (3.3)δ as a first order system analogous to (3.7).

To simplify notation, let v ∈ R
M denote the diffusing species, w ∈ R

N−M the weakly

diffusing, and g(v, w) = PMF (v, w) as well as h(v, w) = (Id − PM )F (v, w). Note that
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M ≥ 1 by assumption. We obtain the so-called slow system

v̇ = ṽ

˙̃v = −D−1
1 (cṽ + g(v, w))

ẇ = w̃

δ ˙̃w = −(cw̃ + h(v, w))

(3.12)

and bounded solutions for δ ≥ 0 are in one-to-one correspondence with (bounded) trav-

elling wave solutions of (3.2)δ . In the scaling ζ = δξ, ′ = d
dζ we obtain the so-called fast

system, which is equivalent to the slow system for δ > 0:

v′ = δṽ

ṽ′ = −δD−1
1 (cṽ + g(v, w))

w′ = δw̃

w̃′ = −(cw̃ + h(v, w))

At δ = 0 the fast system has a normally hyperbolic manifold of equilibria

M0(λ) = {w̃ = −c−1h(v, w)},

because its linearization is lower left triangular with diagonal −c(0, 0, 0, 1) and by assump-

tion c 6= 0. In fact, for c > 0 the manifold M0(λ) is exponentially stable as ζ → ∞, and

for c < 0 as ζ → −∞ independent of f with rate of convergence c.

From Fenichel’s results, cf. the review [33] and the references therein, it follows that M0

persists for any sufficiently small δ > 0 as a δ-close locally invariant smooth manifold Mδ.

Moreover, for δ > 0, the manifold inherits a strong stable (unstable) continuous fibration

for c > 0 (c < 0) and the flow on Mδ is given by the slow system for δ = 0 with a correction

of order δ, cf. [33, 58]:








v̇

˙̃v

ẇ








=








ṽ

−D−1
1 (cṽ + g(v, w))

−c−1h(v, w)








+ O(δ).

Note that the exponential rates for the flow transverse to Mδ, i.e. in the Fenichel fibers,

are −c/δ in this scaling. The system in Mδ is now regularly perturbed.
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Let u0 be the heteroclinic or homoclinic orbit associated to U ∗, and consider a compact

neighborhood of u0 in M0. The hyperbolic asymptotic states correspond to hyperbolic

equilibria or periodic orbits u±
0 (ξ) in the slow system, where sub-indices ± denote ξ → ±∞.

By hyperbolicity these states persist as δ-close equilibria or as δ-close (locally in ξ) periodic

orbits. Hypothesis 8 guarantees that u0 is transversely unfolded using the parameters of f .

Hence, there is δ0 > 0 such that u0 persists with order δ adjustments of these parameters

as a (locally in ξ) δ-close hetero- or homoclinic orbit uδ in Mδ for any δ0 ≥ δ > 0. Hence,

we obtain a family of travelling waves U ∗
δ (ξ) for (3.2)δ for δ ≥ 0.

We next address spectra of these waves. The eigenvalue problem (3.5) becomes λU = Lδ
∗U

where Lδ
∗ = Dδ∂ξξ + c∂ξ + ∂UF (U∗

δ ) and can be cast as the non-autonomous linear ODE











V̇

˙̃V

Ẇ

δ ˙̃W











=











Ṽ

−D−1
1 (cṼ + ∂Ug(U∗

δ (ξ)) · (V,W ) − λV )

W̃

−(cW̃ + ∂Uh(U∗
δ (ξ)) · (V,W ) − λW )











(3.13)

Replacing U ∗
δ (ξ) with (v, w), we can write (3.13) together with (3.12) as a skew product

system. As above, the associated fast system has a normally hyperbolic manifold of

equilibria at δ = 0 with rate of convergence −c. This persists for all δ ≤ δ0, with possibly

decreased δ0 > 0. Due to the skew product structure and linearity of (3.13), the invariant

manifold is the product of Mδ and a vector bundle Nδ(λ) = ∪ξ∈RNδ(ξ;λ). Again, the

sign of c determines the stability and we can write the projection of (3.13) to Nδ(λ) as a

non-autonomous linear ODE of the form







V̇

˙̃V

Ẇ








=








Ṽ

−D−1
1 (cṼ + ∂Ug(U∗

δ (ξ)) · (V,W ) − λV )

−c−1(∂Uh(U∗
δ (ξ)) · (V,W ) − λW )








+ O(δ).(3.14)

Let Aδ(ξ;λ) denote this matrix and A±
δ (ξ;λ) the asymptotic matrix functions as ξ → ±∞,

i.e. |A±
δ (ξ;λ) − Aδ(ξ;λ)| → 0.

The following theorem is a reformulation of results in [44, 45]. It shows that relating

exponential dichotomies of (3.13) and (3.14) for δ > 0 implies a relation of spectra of the

operators Lδ
∗. Note that at δ = 0 (3.14) casts the eigenvalue problem of L0

∗ as an ODE.
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Theorem 3.6 ([44, 45]) Let δ be so that δ0 > δ > 0. A complex number λ is in the

resolvent set of Lδ
∗, if and only if (3.13) has an exponential dichotomy on R. It lies in

the point spectrum, if and only if (3.13) has exponential dichotomies on R
− with unstable

space Eu
−(ξ;λ) and R

+ with stable space Es
+(ξ;λ) such that dim(Eu

−(0;λ)∩Es
+(0;λ)) > 0.

Finally, λ lies in the essential spectrum, if and only if (3.13) does not have an exponential

dichotomy on R
+ or R

−, or i+(λ) 6= i−(λ).

For δ = 0 the same holds for the spectrum of L0
∗ and exponential dichotomies of (3.14).

Concerning the claim about point, boundary, absolute and essential spectra, we first show

that for δ > 0 the spectrally relevant dichotomy properties of (3.13) and (3.14) are equiv-

alent, i.e. we can reduce to the smaller system (3.14) which is defined for δ ≥ 0. In a

second step we show that these properties behave well as δ → 0.

Fix δ > 0 and let Eδ(ξ;λ) be the linear Fenichel fiber at ξ of (3.14), so Eδ(ξ;λ) is transverse

to Nδ(ξ;λ) and (a suitable unit basis) is at least continuous with respect to ξ ∈ R.

Therefore, we can find a continuous family of ’Fenichel projections’ P f(ξ;λ) for ξ ∈ R

with kernel Eδ(ξ;λ) and range Nδ(ξ;λ).

Let Φ(ξ, τ ;λ) be the evolution of (3.13). Since this maps Fenichel fibers into Fenichel fibers,

it holds for v(τ) ∈ Eδ(τ ;λ) and ξ, τ ∈ R that |Φ(ξ, τ ;λ)v(τ)| ≤ Ce−c(ξ−τ)/δ . Hence, for

any bounded B ⊂ C there is δ1 such that δ1 ≤ δ0 and for 0 < δ ≤ δ1 the eigenvalues or

Floquet multipliers ν = ν(λ) of the asymptotic states satisfy |<(ν)| < c/δ.

Let B ⊂ C be bounded and assume that for λ ∈ C and 0 < δ ≤ δ1 system (3.13) has

exponential dichotomies P
s/u
± (ξ;λ) : R

± → E
s/u
± (ξ;λ). For c > 0 the Fenichel fibers are

stable directions, so Eu
±(ξ;λ) ⊂ Nδ(ξ) and P f(ξ;λ)P u

±(ξ;λ) = P u
±(ξ;λ). By choice of δ1

there is a spectral gap which allows for a decomposition of P s
+(ξ;λ) = P 1

+(ξ;λ) +P 2
+(ξ;λ)

into projections, such that P f(ξ;λ)P s
+(ξ;λ) = P 2

+(ξ;λ). These projections are continuous

in ξ ≥ 0, and analytic in λ for each ξ by virtue of the following. Exponential weights

can be chosen so that (3.13) has exponential dichotomies with stable projection P 2
+(ξ;λ).

Since (3.13) is analytic in λ, the projection P 2
+(ξ;λ) is unique and analytic in λ for each

ξ, because it can be derived from a uniform contraction principle, cf. e.g. [50]. Similarly

P s
+(ξ;λ) = (P 1

+ + P 2
+)(ξ;λ) is analytic, hence P 1

+(ξ;λ) is.

Analogously, it follows that the projections P f(ξ;λ) are analytic in λ for each ξ ∈ R
+,
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and for c < 0 the same holds with ’s’, ’u’ and ’+’, ’-’ interchanged. Hence, the projections

p
s/u
± (ξ;λ) := P f(ξ;λ)P

s/u
± (ξ;λ) in particular define exponential dichotomies of (3.13) with

stable and unstable spaces e
s/u
± (ξ;λ) ⊂ Nδ(ξ;λ).

As to point spectrum, for c > 0 we have Eδ(ξ;λ) ⊂ Es
±(ξ;λ) and Eδ(ξ;λ)∩Eu

±(ξ;λ) = {0},
and for c < 0 the same holds with ’s’ and ’u’ interchanged. Hence, by theorem 3.6

point spectrum cannot be generated by intersections involving Eδ(ξ;λ). Therefore, point

spectrum solely depends on the projected spaces e
s/u
± (ξ;λ), i.e. exponential dichotomies of

(3.14). As to the behavior with respect to δ, analyticity of the vector field in (3.13) with

respect to λ implies analytic Evans functions, cf. [1], whose roots are eigenvalues counted

with multiplicities. By analyticity of the above projections, we obtain analytic Evans

functions eδ(λ) for the dichotomies of (3.14) for λ in any bounded set and 0 < δ < δ1.

At δ = 0 system (3.14) is analytic in λ, thus there is an analytic Evans function e0(λ),

and limδ→0 eδ(λ) = e0(λ), because the vector fields converge. By hypothesis 8 the set of

eigenvalues does not contain open sets and we can apply Rouché’s theorem, cf. e.g. [15],

which implies that eigenvalues of Lδ
∗ converge to those of L0

∗ as δ → 0.

As to boundary spectrum, note that the above construction of dichotomies applies to

the analogues of (3.13) and (3.14) with the asymptotic matrices A±
δ (ξ;λ). In the same

way as for the point spectrum, there are analytic Evans-type functions constructed from

the dichotomies of (3.13) at the asymptotic states, whose roots count (with multiplicity)

non-trivial intersections of spaces of boundary conditions and subspaces of eigenspaces

as in definition 7. The Evans-type functions can be projected to (3.14) as above, which

corresponds to the formally reduced boundary spectrum spec0
bc. If the spaces of boundary

conditions only trivially intersect Eδ(0;λ) then no information on intersections is lost by

this reduction. Therefore, we conclude that the reduced boundary spectrum of (3.14)

restricted to any bounded set is contained in an order δ neighborhood of that of (3.13).

Finally, essential and absolute spectra only depend on Floquet exponent (or eigenvalue)

configurations of the asymptotic states, and we do not need Evans functions. The ana-

logues of (3.13) and (3.14) with the asymptotic matrices are analytic in λ, which implies

eigenvalues (or Floquet exponents) are analytic, cf. e.g. [14]. Due to the spectral gap
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for λ in any bounded set B and 0 < δ ≤ δ1, no absolute spectrum (restricted to B)

is generated by the interaction with the spatial eigenvalue (or Floquet exponent) −c/δ

in the Fenichel fibers. Since c/δ 6= 0, the existence of exponential dichotomies for these

asymptotic systems, and thus essential spectrum, only depends on the reduced system.

By Rouché’s theorem, dispersion curves and boundaries of absolute spectra are in O(δ)

symmetric Hausdorff-distance restricted to any bounded set. Therefore, essential and ab-

solute spectra of Lδ
∗ and L0

∗ are close as claimed. 2
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4 Tracefiring in the Oregonator

Building upon chapter 3, we now apply the bifurcation results from chapter 2 to the

self-organized pattern formation process tracefiring in reaction diffusion equations. In

particular, this occurs in the three-component Oregonator model for the light-sensitive

Belousov-Zhabotinskij reaction, which is the following reaction-diffusion system.

Ut = Uxx + (U(1 − U) + V (U − q))/ε

Vt = DV Vxx + (fW + φ + V (U + q))/ε′

Wt = U − W

(4.1)

We keep the parameters DV = 1.12, q = 0.001, f = 1.5, ε = 0.09 and ε′ = 0.01125 fixed,

as in [59]. We vary the parameter φ, which corresponds to the intensity at which the

medium is globally uniformly illuminated.

The main goals are to establish organizing centers to partially explain tracefiring and

the instability in the Oregonator which leads to tracefiring. This will involve numerical

investigations guided by chapters 2 and 3. First, we report on related experimental and

numerical results and describe the phenomenology.

4.1 Backfiring and tracefiring

Paradigmatic examples of self-organization and pattern formation are pulses in excitable

media. In the simplest case, these media are spatially homogeneous and support a spatially

uniform rest state, which is stable with respect to sub-threshold perturbations. Localized

perturbations beyond a threshold size cause the components of the system (the ’species’),

to undergo a large excursion before relaxing back to the rest state. The return to the

rest state constitutes a refractory phase in which the excitation threshold is significantly

higher. Typically, there are two types of species involved: an activator, which is fast, and

an inhibitor, which is slower and lags behind the activator, creating the refractory phase

after an excitation. These pointwise reaction kinetics are spatially mainly coupled by

diffusion. A spatially localized super-threshold perturbation then often causes an invasion

of the excitation loop into the medium at rest, which in one space dimension creates

travelling pulses with a selected constant speed. Our focus is on parameter values which
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Figure 15: Schematic picture of an excitation pulse instability due to vanishing refractory phase

from left to right. Solid lines denote the activator, dashed lines the inhibitor. Arrows indicate

propagation direction, and onset of instability.

shorten the refractory phase, so that the pulse’s wake causes a self-sustained re-excitation

of the medium, cf. figure 15. The simplest scenario is that a secondary pulse forms

in the primary pulse’s wake, which then travels in the same or the opposite direction,

and this process repeats periodically, see figures 2 and 16. In [71] such effects, triggered

at inhomogeneities, reportedly evoke dramatic motor dysfunction of mutated mice. The

case where secondary pulses created in this fashion travel in the opposite direction has

been called backfiring in [6]. Similar phenomena have been observed in experiments, cf.

[3, 43, 61, 71], and numerically in [38]. The backfired pulses may then backfire themselves

and create intricate patterns reminiscent of Sierpinski gaskets, cf. [30]. A related effect is

pulse splitting, where pulses split in or near their centers which creates pairs of initially

counter-propagating pulses, cf. e.g. [21]. An interpretation of the case where secondary

pulses do not backfire is for instance a self-organized control signal which informs the

sender, using the medium itself, that it reached a certain distance measured by the number

of backfired pulses.

In the second simple scenario after loss of an effective refractory phase, secondary pulses

travel in the trace of the primary pulse, see figures 2 and 16, and we call this phenomenon

tracefiring. It was first observed in [67], where it was referred to as ’secondary trailing

waves’ and has also been found in numerical simulations in [66] as well as by the author

in the Oregonator model (4.1). An interpretation of this phenomenon is a self-organized

replication process, or informing a receiver through the medium itself how far a signal

travelled from its source, measured by the number of pulses. If tracefiring can be turned

on and off, as is the case in the Oregonator, it is possible to create arbitrarily long chains

of pulses, which can be used as a chemical memory storage. This has been suggested for

a related process in [17].
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Figure 16: Space-time plots of Oregonator’s tracefiring, φ ∼ 0.000155. a) standing frame, b)

comoving with the primary pulses speed c ∼ 3.414. The defect speed is cd ∼ 0.55. Domain length

400, uniform 0.1 length grid. Left b.c.: Neumann, right: a) Neumann, b) Dirichlet.

Concerning the spatio-temporal geometry of tracefiring, we find two characteristic speeds:

the pulse’s speed c and the smaller speed cd of the periodic creation of secondary pulses,

which we refer to as the defect speed, see figures 2 and 16. Comoving with speed cd, the

omega limit set can be viewed as a defect, i.e. an interface between the background state

and a spatio-temporally periodic state, cf. figure 2. This is not an object in the travelling

wave ODE, cf. (3.3), but may be cast as a heteroclinic connection in a function space, e.g.

in the space of periodic functions with the temporal period of tracefiring. Defects in this

sense have recently been classified analytically [57]. However, we will not further pursue

this perspective here.

The difference between the two characteristic speeds creates a wedge of non-constant

dynamics in space-time. Except for the model in [17], where c = 0, this plateau travels

in the primary pulse’s direction while broadening, i.e. sgn(cd) = sgn(c) 6= 0. Hence it is

transient on a bounded domain. However, comoving with speed c, the omega limit set

is a connection between a periodic pulse-train and the homogeneous background state,

which we call invading pulse chain, cf. figure 2. From a spatial dynamics perspective, as

introduced in chapter 3, we expect to find a heteroclinic orbit from a periodic orbit to an

equilibrium in the travelling wave ODE (3.3) with speed c. In addition, the reverse of an

invading pulse-chain can be expected, i.e. a spatial connection from the background state

to the pulse-train, which we call evading pulse-chain. In contrast, the limit of backfiring
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is not stationary in any comoving frame.

For tracefiring, arbitrarily many copies of pulses, which occur in the tracefiring process

appear to co-exist with the stable pulse in the reported cases. These n-pulses are remi-

niscent of n–homoclinic orbits with small inter-pulse distance, but we interpret them as

homoclinic orbits near a heteroclinic cycle with a periodic orbit. Therefore, we expect

a heteroclinic cycle with a periodic orbit, namely the pulse-train with small interpulse

distances, which occurs in the in- and evading pulse chains, cf. figures 2 and 3. From

this perspective, we view the n-pulses as a result of the interaction with the pulse-train,

i.e. the spatially homoclinic orbit shadows the pulse-train which resembles concatenated

copies of pulses with small distances. Assuming the pulse-train is stable for the PDE,

lemma 16 shows that the heteroclinic cycle would be codimension–1. Theorem 2.3 then

implies that a family of curves of 1–homoclinic orbits accumulates at such a heteroclinic

cycle, if parameters unfold transversely. We may choose a sequence (hn)n≥n0 of these, for

some n0 ≥ 0, such that hn has n ’spikes’ shadowing the pulse-train, see figure 3, and thus

resembles an n-pulse with small interpulse distances.

Remark 10 From this perspective, tracefiring is the subcritical loss of stability of the

primary pulse and convergence to the invading pulse chain via n-pulses with n increasing

in steps of 1 after time steps of constant length. Basic building blocks of tracefiring are

n-pulses for any n ≥ 1 as well as the invading and evading pulse chains.

An organizing center for the constituents of tracefiring is a codimension–1 heteroclinic

cycle between a stable pulse-train and steady state.

In terms of the model equations, we expect to find 1–homoclinic orbits in the travelling

wave ODE with a parameter dependent speed c. Numerical analyses of tracefiring in

[67] and backfiring in [38] show that the primary pulse’s loss of stability occurs near a

collision of the homoclinic orbit with another equilibrium 5. These collisions occur along

parameter changes in the kinetics (with adapted change in the speed) and correspond

to heteroclinic cycles of codimension–2 with one transverse heteroclinic orbit and one

codimension–2 heteroclinic orbit. As mentioned in chapter 1, points in parameter space

5Such a point has been found numerically also in the Gray-Scott model, which exhibits pulse-splitting

(M. Bär, private communication).
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where this happens are called ’T-points’, cf. [28]. The equilibria in all cited cases have

complex conjugate leading eigenvalues, hence a homoclinic orbit is of Shil’nikov-type and

the existence of the constituents of tracefiring typically follows, cf. [63, 39]. However, the

n-pulses that accompany the homoclinic orbit a priori have large interpulse distances.

For the system in [38], the second equilibrium is absolutely unstable with absolute spec-

trum passing through zero, cf. [52]6. The results in [52], see theorem 3.4 in section 3.1.3,

explain the loss of stability: the unstable absolute spectrum will be inherited by nearby

homoclinic orbits in terms of clustering unstable point spectrum. Moreover, the leading

eigenvalues of the second equilibrium are complex conjugate, and the path in parameter

space will spiral to leading order, cf. [28].

Remark 11 The codimension–2 heteroclinic cycle between two equilibria, and leading sta-

ble complex conjugate eigenvalues can be interpreted as an organizing center for the con-

stituents and onset of tracefiring.

This organizing center does not distinguish backfiring or tracefiring and does not explain

the periodic nature of tracefiring, nor the small interpulse distances in tracefiring. Nev-

ertheless, we follow the idea of establishing a similar organizing center for the onset of

tracefiring in the Oregonator, where no second equilibrium is relevant.

The remainder of this chapter is to devoted to an analysis of pulses, their spectra and

tracefiring in the Oregonator model. This involves numerical computations, which rely on

and are guided by the theoretical framework laid out in chapters 2 and 3.

4.2 Simulations of the Oregonator

In this section, we describe results regarding tracefiring from numerical simulations of the

Oregonator model. Several threshold values for the parameter φ are found, which will

be recovered and better understood in bifurcation analyses of the kinetics and travelling

wave ODEs in the next section.

The Oregonator kinetics, cf. (4.1), allow for the aforementioned excitation loops which

create pulses in a certain parameter range. In this investigation, we fix all parameters

6And for other parameter values, the two equilibria and homoclinic interact in a saddle-node homoclinic.
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Figure 17: Schematic bifurcation diagram of pulses and tracefiring for the Oregonator.

as above and vary only φ in the range [0.00015, 0.0035]. Smallness of the parameters

ε and ε′ creates three time scales: u is the fast activator, v slower and w the slowest

inhibitor. The tracefiring instability occurs near the illumination-intensity parameter value

φcrit ∼ 0.000154. More details on the instability and bifurcations will be given in the

following sections. For each parameter value larger than φcrit in this range, the medium

supports a stable excitation pulse with speed c ∈ [2.3, 3.415] depending on φ, see figure

17. For PDE simulations, the Oregonator model as given in (4.1) is discretized by an

explicit Euler-method in time and space, implemented in the program ’ezpulse’ (based

on ’ez-spiral’ [7]). To implement the comoving frame, we use the boundary conditions

described in chapter 3, i.e. Neumann on the left and Dirichlet on the right for a pulse with

speed c > 0 moving right. In the program, the comoving frame is modeled by comoving

boundary conditions rather than discretized convection. The pulse is identified in a search

for a peak, and the medium is moved so that the pulse remains at a fixed position, i.e.

Neumann data is fed in one of the boundaries and cut away at the other end. This

yields numerically equivalent results to discretized convection, but is less costly and more

convenient for exploration of parameter space. The program allows to change parameters

interactively and provides estimates for the speed c from following the pulse rather than

prescribing it.

The bifurcation parameter is the illumination-intensity parameter φ; the speed c is then

adjusted ’by the PDE’. We start away from the instability, at φ ∼ 0.003, with a single

sufficiently wide and large step in the activator component u from the stable uniform

background state as an initial condition. This causes an excitation loop of the three

species and creates a pair of pulses travelling in opposite directions as described in the

previous sections. In these simulations, the comoving frame picks the rightward travelling

pulse and the leftwards travelling pulse will disappear through the boundary.
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Figure 18: Oregonator’s stable pulses and snapshots after the onset of tracefiring from PDE simu-

lations. Domain size 400, with uniform grid of 4000 points, Dirichlet b.c. ahead and Neumann b.c.

behind the pulse; for finer grid the instability threshold approaches φcrit and the phenomenology

persists. Components are scaled by constant factors for readability.

We next investigate the phenomenology as the parameter φ is decreased, which corresponds

to lowering the excitation threshold. In real experiments, the medium switches from being

excitable to oscillatory when decreasing the illumination intensity on the Petri dish where

the reaction takes place.

In the simulations, the tails of the pulses decay along damped spatial oscillations for

φ below φ ∼ 0.0023, where leading relevant eigenvalues of the background state as an

equilibrium in spatial dynamics become complex conjugate. These oscillations increase

when decreasing φ, and pronounced humps form in the immediate wake of the pulse, see

figure 18. Below φcrit, the pulse loses stability and the first of these humps grows to

become a pulse of its own. Tracefiring continues periodically until the medium is filled

with pulses behind the primary pulse, which is reminiscent of an invading pulse-chain, see

figure 18. In the standing frame, the onset of tracefiring creates the aforementioned defect,

i.e. a connection between the background state and the spatio-temporal periodic behavior.

Tracefiring destabilizes below another threshold parameter value φ∗, while increasing φ

beyond a value φ∗ > φcrit, will ’turn off’ tracefiring and stable n-pulses emerge, see

figure 17. Note that changing φ changes c as expected from the homoclinic orbit being

codimension–1. Here c increases monotonically for decreasing φ.

Under Neumann-type boundary conditions behind and ahead of the pulse, i.e. kinetic

b.c. for the non-diffusing species, spatially uniform, temporally periodic oscillations occur

below φtH ∼ 0.00017. At φtH the kinetics undergoes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation, see

figure 19. These only slightly perturb the pulse, as predicted by the bifurcation to trans-
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Figure 19: Kinetics (light gray) and travelling wave ODE (black) bifurcations for c ∼ 3.4142 along

φ, and path of homoclinic orbit (dark grey) in (φ, c) projected to c ∼ 3.4142.

mission defects described in [54]. Below yet another threshold value φ = φtSN ∼ 0.00016,

the spatially homogeneous oscillations become too large, and the pulse is eventually de-

stroyed. Nevertheless, tracefiring occurs transiently when decreasing φ fast enough, or

using appropriate initial conditions. Dirichlet boundary conditions stabilize this as pre-

dicted by lemma 12 for weakly diffusing w, and thus determine tracefiring as the nature

of transient dynamics in the transition from the excitable to oscillatory medium.

For 0 < ε, ε′ � 1 the singular-perturbation structure becomes predominant, and we expect

its exploitation would shed light on the phenomenology from a different perspective. We

do not pursue this further and refer to [21, 34] for investigations in this spirit.

4.3 Bifurcations in kinetics and travelling wave ODEs

The framework for the threshold values given in the previous section are bifurcations in

the kinetics and travelling wave ODE, which we will describe in more detail next. While

some bifurcation values can be computed analytically, we rely on the aforementioned

path-following software Auto [20] for their detection.

As observed in section 3.1, bifurcations in the kinetics give rise to spatially uniform pat-

terns, i.e. wavenumber k = 0. Here, a Hopf bifurcation occurs at φtH, which produces

the aforementioned spatially uniform, temporally periodic solutions, and we refer it as

the temporal Hopf-bifurcation. From lemma 12, and since c > 0, we expect that these
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oscillations are suppressed by Dirichlet boundary conditions ahead of the pulse and sup-

ported by Neumann-type boundary conditions. The lemma applies if all species diffuse,

but theorem 3.5 shows that we can expect the stabilization from weak diffusion to persist.

Figure 19 depicts the supercritical bifurcation from the Oregonator’s background state

and the associated path of temporally periodic solutions. It has been observed previously,

cf. [10], that this path undergoes a so-called ’canard’ explosion due to the singularly per-

turbed structure: the periodic orbit’s amplitude rapidly grows in an exponentially small

parameter region, cf. [22] for the analysis of canards. For the Oregonator, this is ac-

companied by saddle-node bifurcations, one of which occurs at φtSN, where the medium

switches in completion from excitable to large scale oscillatory. Under Neumann-type

boundary conditions, the aforementioned transmission defects cease to exist at this point,

and in simulations large amplitude spatially homogeneous, temporal oscillations are ap-

proached. However, Dirichlet boundary conditions still suppress this bifurcation and the

pulse persists for φ < φtSN.

We next consider the Oregonator’s travelling wave ODE, cf. (3.7), for c ∼ 3.4142, which is

close to the speed of the pulse at φcrit. This ODE is five dimensional, and is therefore large

enough to permit a codimension–2 heteroclinic cycle, cf. remark 1. As discussed in section

3.1, bifurcations in this ODE create stationary spatial patterns. A Hopf bifurcation occurs

at φξH ∼ 0.00009, and a branch of time-independent, spatially periodic orbits bifurcates

for increasing φ, see figure 19, and we refer to this as a spatial Hopf-bifurcation. This

branch appears to undergo a similar canard-explosion, folds several times and connects

to a branch of large amplitude periodic orbits, see ’wave-trains’ in figure 19 (part of this

branch is not shown). This branch reaches from φ = 0.0008 beyond φ = 0.0002 and

the large amplitude periodic orbits are reminiscent of wave trains created by tracefiring

behind the primary pulse. Associated to each φ there is a (typically locally unique) speed

c = c(φ), but the geometry of the branches changes only slightly for all φ for which we

find tracefiring.

To find the branch of 1–homoclinic orbits that corresponds to the primary pulse, we

can use initial conditions generated by ezpulse, or path-follow periodic orbits from the

upmost branch, cf. ’pulse trains’ in figure 19, in c and the period L. In the latter case so-
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Figure 20: The curve of spatially periodic orbits for c ∼ 3.4142 at the saddle-node of the homo-

clinic branches, and branches of n–pulses bifurcating to (n + 1)–pulses for n = 1, 3, 5 by growth in

the wake reminiscent of tracefiring; insets show the v-component profile. The branches for n = 3, 5

are shown only in part, they continue qualitatively like the one for n = 1.

called anomalous dispersion occurs, which is oscillatory as predicted in [55] for Shil’nikov

pulses with long wave length. Moreover, the slope of the dispersion is related to the group

velocity introduced in section 3.1 via L dc
dL = c − cg. The group velocity influences the

interaction of the pulses in the pulse train and its stability for large inter-pulse distance.

Indeed PDE simulations allow to trigger secondary pulses further behind the primary

pulse and show locking phenomena in the humps of the primary pulse’s wake. This is

similar to the correction of the peak positions in tracefiring shown in figure 16 b). From

path-following these periodic orbits first until large L, we can then path-follow the branch

of 1–homoclinic orbits that corresponds to pulses we see in PDE simulations. This branch

is also included in figure 19. For large φ outside the figure, the branch of 1–pulses folds

and connects stable large pulses with unstable smaller ones. This is far away from the

relevant parameter values for tracefiring, which are near φcrit and c ∼ 3.4142.

At the parameter value φcrit the branch of homoclinic orbits folds and connects to a

branch of 2–pulses with small interpulse distance, cf. figures 19 and 20. We used the

speed associated to φcrit for the travelling wave ODE bifurcation diagram in figure 19.

The connection of the 1–pulse to the 2–pulse branch appears to undergo an amplitude

explosion reminiscent of a canard explosion, see figure 20. The same scenario connects

branches of 3–homoclinic with 4–homoclinic and 5–homoclinic with 6–homoclinic orbits,

where saddle nodes occur very close to φcrit. We conjecture that for any n ≥ 1 branches of

n– and (n + 1)–homoclinics are connected this way, i.e. there is a cascade of saddle nodes
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near φcrit. This is similar to cascades found numerically for pulse splitting in the Gray-

Scott and FitzHugh-Nagumo models, cf. [23, 34], where these serve as organizing centers

to explain e.g. transient dynamics in transitions from slow pulses to large amplitude Turing

patterns.

At the saddle-node parameter value φcrit for the travelling wave ODE, there exists a small

amplitude periodic orbit γ on the branch of spatially periodic orbits, i.e. stationary wave

trains, cf. figure 20. This wave train is reminiscent of the pronounced oscillations in

the pulse’s wake, and we conjecture there is a heteroclinic cycle from the steady state

to that periodic orbit for nearby values of the many other parameters in the Oregonator

model. In the 2–component version of the Oregonator model7 with one diffusing species,

an analogous heteroclinic orbit from a relevant periodic orbit to the background state via

a pulse excursion has been found numerically in [8]. There is no heteroclinic cycle in that

case, because the equilibrium is stable in the associated travelling wave ODE. Note that a

heteroclinic cycle in the travelling wave ODEs of the 2–component Oregonator could not

be codimension–2, because the ambient space is only three-dimensional, cf. remark 1.

To determine the codimension of the conjectured heteroclinic cycle, the Floquet exponents

associated to γ are needed. However, these could not be computed reliably by Auto,

apparently due to large differences in scales. From spectral analyses in the next section, we

will conclude the Morse index of γ and that the heteroclinic cycle would be codimension–

2 in the sense of chapter 2. Theorem 2.3 then shows that we can expect a family of

curves of 1–homoclinic orbits accumulating at this heteroclinic cycle. Since γ stems from

a nearby Hopf bifurcation, we expect that hypothesis 5 holds with winding number 1.

Then theorem 2.5 proves bifurcation of a unique connected curve of 1–homoclinic orbits

from the heteroclinic cycle with γ.

However, the winding number way be zero, which would explain why the heteroclinic cycle

with γ could not be found numerically. The branch of 1–homoclinics might connect only

to one of the disjoint curve segments of the family of curves of 1–homoclinic orbits in

theorem 2.3.

7This is derived from (4.1) by multiplying the v equation by ε
′ and setting ε

′ = 0.
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Figure 21: Absolute and essential spectrum of the background state for φ = φcrit, inset enlarges

the critical part. Decreasing φ mainly moves the critical spectrum rightwards. At the temporal

Hopf-bifurcation φtH, λ(0) crosses the imaginary axis. At the spatial Hopf-bifurcation φξH, ±k0

cross iR in the travelling wave ODE.

4.4 Spectra of the background state and periodic orbits

As discussed in chapter 3, the essential spectrum of the pulse is the spectrum of the

background state, and is typically the union of the algebraic dispersion curves in (3.6).

Since this is third order in the eigenvalues λ for the Oregonator, parametrizations λ(ik) in

the wavenumber k can be computed by computer algebra packages, e.g. Mathematica.

Part of these curves are shown in figure 21. The folds of these curves correspond to

wavenumber k = 0, where the spatial eigenvalues are the eigenvalues of the linearization

of the kinetics, cf. section 3.1.1. Hence the aforementioned temporal Hopf bifurcation

occurs when the rightmost folds cross the imaginary axis at φ = φtH. On the other hand,

at λ = 0 the linearization of the travelling wave ODE is recovered, and for φ = φξH

the crossing point of the two symmetric critical dispersion curves passes the origin with

wavenumbers ±k0 ∼ ±0.27. Thus, a pair of complex conjugate spatial eigenvalues crosses

the imaginary axis at the aforementioned spatial Hopf bifurcation.

The tracefiring instability occurs near φcrit which lies between these two values, and we

focus on φ = φcrit in the following. To determine the critical parts of the dispersion

curves from diffusing species, lemma 10 shows that it suffices to consider k ≤ Rk, where

R2
k = maxj=1,...,N

1
dj

(

aii +
∑N

j=1,i6=j |aij |
)

. It is readily seen from the linearization of (4.1),

that the real parts along the dispersion curve for w converge to −1. For an approach to

computing the essential spectrum by path-following we refer to [47].

The background states’ absolute spectrum has been computed with Auto by path-following

in the following manner. By lemma 11 the dispersion relation d(λ, ν) = 0 for the Oregona-
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b.c. and symmetric finite differences. Black (’2’): at φcrit, dark gray (’x’, most unstable): unstable

branch φ > φcrit, light gray (’◦’): unstable branch, closer to the 2-pulse branch, cf. figure 20.

tor has at most 3(2 · 3− 1)− (3− 2)2 = 14 double spatial eigenvalues ν; in this case this

number is attained. When path-following spatial eigenvalues with equal real parts at each

of these double roots, we can find all curves of the iso-real spectrum, cf. [46]. Accounting

for changes in the order of the real parts, we can identify the absolute spectrum. Its crit-

ical parts are shown in figure 21 and it is stable with real parts less than 1. The essential

spectrum destabilized at the temporal Hopf-bifurcation and the background state is (only)

convectively unstable on the unbounded domain in this parameter regime. As mentioned

above, Dirichlet boundary conditions stabilize the unstable spatially uniform eigenmode

as predicted by lemma 12. On bounded domains with increasing domain length eigenval-

ues of the pulse cluster precisely at the stable absolute spectrum, cf. theorem 3.2 from

[53]. In conclusion, for stable isolated point spectrum and resonance poles, the tracefiring

instability is not caused by the background state, and thus should be explained by the

pulse’s point spectrum from the unbounded domain.

Approximating the 1-pulse’s point spectrum numerically by finite differences is expensive

and was reliable only near the imaginary axis and for symmetric finite differences with

periodic boundary conditions, cf. figure 22. These computations show a saddle-node

bifurcation occurs near φcrit as expected from the bifurcations in figure 20. The clusters of

eigenvalues occur near the essential spectrum, see figure 21, as predicted by theorem 3.2.

Other than the eigenvalue crossing zero, isolated point spectrum of the pulses appears to

be stable in this parameter regime. The spectrum becomes more stable for pulses further
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along the branch shown in figure 20, see figure 22.

In the spirit of corollary 1 and remark 11, we conjecture the instability is caused by the

interaction of the pulse with the (unstable) wave-train corresponding to γ in figure 20. As

a periodic orbit, γ has no point spectrum and the essential spectrum is given by means

of the boundary value problem (3.10). We solve it using the initial condition γ ′ at λ = 0,

ν = 0 and path-following in k, i.e. ν = ik, yields a small unstable circle attached to zero,

see figure 23. More precisely, we solve the nonlinear problem for the periodic orbit and

the complex valued boundary value problem simultaneously, i.e. 15 equations and pose

periodic boundary conditions for the nonlinear part. To fix the periodic orbit and the

eigenfunction, we impose two integral conditions, as well as one phase condition. The

full system is solved using the period of the nonlinear solution as well as the real and

imaginary parts of λ for each k, see also [47]. Figure 23 shows two further curves and

an unstable small circle of essential spectrum. These were found by path-following in the

real part of the spatial eigenvalue ν by imposing the boundary condition v(L) = eηv(0),

η ∈ R. When η = 0 occurred along this path, another curve of essential spectrum was

intersected and we switched to path-following in the imaginary part again.

The curves of essential spectrum are oriented by o(λ, k) from section 3.1.2 as shown in

figure 23, in particular cg > 0 in this case. Since the group velocity indicates direction of

transport, a positive sign explains the correction of the secondary pulses’ positions seen

in the Oregonator’s tracefiring, cf. figure 16. Using lemma 15 and that c > 0 we can

now conclude i(γ) = 2. For the Oregonator N = 3, so the Morse index of γ is 2, i.e. the

Morse-index difference ip0 − iγ = 1, and the heteroclinic cycle would be codimension–2 by

remark 1.

For illustration we count the Morse indices explicitly in this case: To the right of the right-

most curve the spatial Morse-index i(λ) = N , cf. section 3.1.1, and from the orientation

of the rightmost curve it increases when crossing from left to right, i.e. it is N − 1 outside

the circle attached to zero. Since the orientation on the circle is counter-clockwise, i.e.

cg > 0, the Morse index drops to N − 2 when going inside the circle, whence it is N − 1

on the circle, in particular at λ = 0.

To apply corollary 1 from section 3.1.3, we now aim at finding unstable absolute spectrum
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Figure 23: Parts of essential spectrum of γ from path-following and spatial Morse-indices. Insets

show isolated circles: one attached to zero, one in Ω∞. Orientation by o(λ, k) from section 3.1.2.

of γ, which would explain the loss of stability of the primary pulse close to the heteroclinic

cycle. Knowing the spatial Floquet exponents νj would easily allow to identify absolute

spectrum. However, reliable values for Floquet multipliers and exponents could not be

computed numerically in this case. The problem appears to be the large period at the Hopf

bifurcation, which causes extremely large and small quantities. Nevertheless, Theorem

3.3 allows to infer unstable absolute spectrum from the small unstable circle of essential

spectrum, see figure 23, cf. remark 9: The circle lies in Ω∞, the region with Morse-index

N , and path-following the curve λ(η), in η ∈ R, starting at λ(0), suggests the theorem

applies, i.e. the circle does not contain a double root of dper(λ, ν) in λ. Note that this

does not imply a real-type absolute instability or a spiraling path in parameter space near

the heteroclinic cycle as predicted in theorem 2.6.

The spectra in figure 23, show a stabilization of the 1–pulse’s spectrum further towards 2–

pulse along the branch, i.e. with growing secondary pulse in its wake, cf. figure 20. In fact,

finite difference computations and the PDE simulations corroborate that the 2–pulse is

stable. This is expected from the spectral influence of γ on the pulses’ stability in theorem

3.4: The further away from γ the homoclinic orbit is, the weaker is the destabilizing effect

of γ’s absolute spectrum.

Finally, to partially explain tracefiring from the perspective of remark 10, we aim at

finding a codimension–1 heteroclinic cycle with a stable pulse-train, which is composed

of copies of the pulse with small distances. Indeed, the upmost branch of periodic orbits

in figure 19 labelled ’pulse-trains’ is such a pulse-train and PDE simulations suggest it is
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in a heteroclinic cycle with the background state. Simulations allow for the creation of

arbitrary n-pulses, as well as arbitrarily long invading and evading pulse chains, see figure

3. From these n–pulses, n–homoclinic orbits were successfully path-followed with Auto

for n = 1, . . . , 6, as described above, see figure 20. The Morse index in the travelling wave

ODE of the pulse-train is N + 1 = 4 with cg > 0 and c > 0. Moreover, cg > c, which

again is in accordance with the direction of transport towards the primary pulse, see figure

16. From lemma 16 the invading pulse chain can be expected to have one-dimensional

transverse intersection, while the evading pulse chain is codimension–1 and has a selected

speed, cf. figure 3. This corroborates the persistence of tracefiring under changes in the

parameter φ with an adjusted c.

We close this discussion with remarks on the defect with speed cd that occurs generally

in tracefiring, cf. figure 2. While an equilibrium does not produce transport by a group

velocity, in terms of Morse indices the invading pulse chain corresponds to a sink-type

defect in the sense of Sandstede and Scheel in [57]. The tracefiring defect with speed

0 < cd < c corresponds to a source-type defect in this sense, because from the numerical

computations cg − cd > c. We refer to this paper for details of the classification. In this

spirit, we may view the process of tracefiring as a source-sink defect interaction, and leave

its further investigation to the future.
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